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Abstract 

In this dissertation I argue that the question of whether or not we are warranted to 

believe on the basis of accepting a speaker’s say-so is best answered by considering 

facts about the speech-context. Moreover, I argue that, relative to context, the warrant 

we have to accept what we are told is either, or both, grounded in reasoning to support 

rational acceptance of speaker-reliability, and/or, grounded in a basic right to presume 

undefeated speaker-reliability. More specifically, I suggest that we determine whether 

say-so-based warrant is conditional on reasoning or whether it extends from a basic 

right by considering relevant factors, like, e.g., how doxastically and pragmatically 

significant it is for the recipient to accept the speaker’s say-so; and, how familiar the 

speaker is to the recipient. Given such considerations, my case is that we consider 

whether the speech-context calls for rational- or non-rational acceptance of speaker-

reliability in order for warranted say-so-based acceptance to be regarded an apt basis 

for warranted belief. 

My argument is premised on demonstrating how serious issues discussed in the 

epistemology literature, as well as issues derived from psychology literature, render 

traditional theories poorly suited to account for warranted say-so-based acceptance as 

an apt basis for warranted belief. My aim with this project is, both, to make the case 

for what I believe is a better and more fruitful way to account for say-so-based 

warrant and to flag the importance of an ample scientific generalization, derived from 

studies on the accuracy of deception detection and framed in epistemological terms. 
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Preface 

Many of our beliefs are say-so-based. That is, many of our beliefs are premised on the 

fact that someone said something. This is not controversial, not when we consider that 

for those of us who are not archeologists, what we believe to be historical facts are 

things we believe because we read something in a book, watched a documentary or 

paid attention in history-class. The same can be said for our beliefs about the meaning 

of words, and our understanding of concepts – which is, somewhat, inadequate though 

mostly sufficient for roughly grasping the essential aspects of the thing – even though 

we lack the required field-specific competence to truly understand. Not to mention, 

beliefs about social conventions: those dos and don’ts dictated by social norms (i.e., 

standards for appropriate behavior). 

Supposing, then, that it is uncontroversial that for many of our beliefs, we believe 

what we believe because, at some point, someone said so. What can be controversial, 

however, is how epistemologists suggest that we account for and defend the aptness 

of accepting the say-so of others. For instance, do we hold a basic right to accept 

what we are told in the absence of reasons not to do so, or does the aptness of 

accepting the say-so of others always hinge on whether or not we hold positive 

reasons sufficient for reasoning that the speaker is reliable? To put this more vividly, 

consider whether and why it is apt for Jill and Joe in the following anecdote to accept, 

on the basis of say-so, that Jenny’s wedding has been postponed. 

JENNY’S WEDDING 

Jill and Joe had both responded that they were coming to Jenny’s wedding. So, when 

none of them came, Jenny confronted them, each, the next day: 

JILL: On, no? I am so sorry! Joe told me (Jenny’s brother) that you postponed the 

wedding. I just... since he’s your brother and all, I mean. I guess I just expected him to 

be reliable about this sort of thing. 

JOE: What do you mean I didn’t show up? The wedding was postponed, right? I 

swear I thought Greg said you postponed. You know Greg, the new clairvoyant guy 

that I go to. This guy is the real deal, Jenny. You wouldn’t believe it, crystal ball and 

them cards and everything. Greg is as reliable as they come; guess I must have heard 

him wrong or misunderstood what he said. 
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There is no doubt that JENNY’S WEDDING motivates several interesting questions, though 

the question that JENNY’S WEDDING is meant to motivate is the research question for this 

dissertation, namely, 

How should we account for recipients’ warrant to accept a speaker’s say-so, such 

that warranted say-so-based acceptance makes for an apt basis for warranted 

belief?1 

For instance, given that Jill is warranted to accept Joe’s say-so, and given that Joe is 

warranted to accept Greg’s say-so, how should we, then, explain that the warrant to 

accept the plausibility of what they are told serves as an apt basis for Jill and Joe to 

believe that what they are told is true. 

Sure, one could say that since Jill and Joe are both responsible for the actions they 

may choose to premise on accepting the say-so of others. They are, likewise, 

responsible for what they ultimately choose to believe on the basis of accepting say-

so. And so, regardless of whether we consult Greg the clairvoyant or an actual expert 

on the matter at hand, choosing to believe is eventually up to us. This, however, 

presupposes that all beliefs can be traced back to some moment of reflection when an 

attitude of accepting plausibly-p turns into a belief that-p.2 To boldly assume this 

would simply beg the question. 

Maybe, neither Jill nor Joe is right to accept what they are told. In Jill’s case, one 

could argue that intuition should have alerted her. That, either, she is close enough to 

Jenny to be aware of Joe’s gullible nature or she is not close enough to Jenny to even 

know that she has a brother named Joe, and should, therefore, not accept whatever 

“Joe the-alleged-brother-of-the-bride” tells her. As for Joe, one could argue that since 

he accepts and believes on the basis that Greg is a clairvoyant, this speaks for itself, 

suggesting a malfunction in Joe’s capacity for critical thinking. 

However, before we allow ourselves to be overly critical of Jill and Joe, we should 

at least take into consideration that, from the looks of it, Jill’s acceptance was based 

																																																								
1 For clarification, the ‘warrant to accept’ a speaker’s say-so should here be read as the ‘right to commit to the 

plausibility of what is said’, whereas, ‘warranted belief’ should be read as the ‘right to commit to the truth of what 
is said’. This is, however, further explained below in Chapter I, §1.2.1. 

2 One problem with this is the implication that, for any of our beliefs, we are committed to believing that the 
belief was, at some point, assessed and evaluated as belief-worthy. This would lead to an endless regress, since it 
implies that for any belief B, there is an additional belief B´ to ground the initial assessment of B as belief-worthy. 2 One problem with this is the implication that, for any of our beliefs, we are committed to believing that the 
belief was, at some point, assessed and evaluated as belief-worthy. This would lead to an endless regress, since it 
implies that for any belief B, there is an additional belief B´ to ground the initial assessment of B as belief-worthy. 
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on sincere say-so, whereas Joe’s acceptance was based on insincere say-so.3 Later in 

this dissertation we see, 4 by appeal to studies on the accuracy of deception detection,5 

that the average rate at which recipients’ accurately assess a speaker for sincerity is 

only slightly above 50% (Bond and DePaulo 2006: 230). This suggests that our 

chances of accurately assessing whether speakers are sincere with respect to their say-

so are very similar to our chances of guessing whether the toss of a coin ends as heads 

or tails. This is not to say that because our disposition to assess for de facto speaker-

sincerity is about as good as chance, we should therefore be excused for accepting 

insincere say-so. 

Instead, it suggests that we should that we should be responsive to other signs of 

speaker-reliability than merely perceived speaker-sincerity. For instance, we should 

take into account whether, as is illustrated in JENNY’S WEDDING, there are reasons to 

think that the speaker is clueless as to what he is talking about. This is an important 

factor, since the reason for much of what we accept on the basis of say-so is that we 

lack the competence ourselves to figure it out. Since we cannot all be experts on 

everything, our competence as individuals is limited to those a few areas of interest or 

expertise.6 Hence, even if we presuppose that the responsibility for accepting what we 

are told is ultimately on ourselves, we are still, due to our limited capacities as 

individuals, extremely reliant on the competence of others, which in turn makes us 

inescapably reliant on their say-so as well. 

Though we cannot help but to be reliant on the say-so of others, what we can help 

is how we choose to account for and defend the aptness of accepting the say-so of 

others in such a way that this makes for an apt basis for warranted belief. In this 

dissertation I discuss the question of how this should be done and present an argument 

against a disjunction inherited from the Scottish Enlightenment, viz. that say-so-based 

warrant is, either, grounded in rational- or non-rational acceptance. 

																																																								
3 Given, of course, that we presuppose that Greg the clairvoyant does not actually believe himself to be a 

clairvoyant.  
4 See: Chapter II, §§2.3.2-5. 
5 Especially important for this discussion: Bond and DePaulo (2006) and Levine (2019). 
6 Especially when considering that for a person to be sufficiently competent with respect to a single subject 

matter, so to be regarded as an expert, the person will most likely not have the capacity to take on another area of 
expertise. One explanation for this is that those high quality field-specific competences, which experts are required 
to hold, are contingent on more than merely learning them. For one, it is equally as important for an expert to 
sustain her field-specific competences, as it is to learn them in the first place. 



Chapter I 

How Should We Account for Say-So-Based 

Warrant? 

Establishing the Conditions for a Theory of Say-So-Based 

Warrant; Presenting Hypothesis; Discussing Accounts 

from the Literature 

There are three parts to this chapter: 

o Subchapter 1.1 articulates the research question and presents the hypothesis. 

o Subchapter 1.2 defines the relevant concepts, establishes the premise for a 

satisfactory answer and relates this to familiar notions in the epistemology 

literature. 

o Subchapter 1.3 introduces three theories for answering the research question. 

1.1 How Should We Account for Say-So-Based Warrant? 

The research question of this dissertation asks: how should we account for warranted 

belief and acceptance in response to, and on the basis of, the say-so of others? 

An answer to the question should, in addition to explaining why we are warranted 

to accept (i.e., commit to as plausible) the say-so of others, also establish warranted 

say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis for warranted belief (i.e., commit to as true).1 

So to be clear, a necessary condition for a good theory of say-so-based warrant is that 

it accounts for the warrant a recipient has to accept a speaker’s say-so, such that, if the 

recipient is warranted to accept the say-so ‘p’, then the recipient’s acceptance of p is 

an apt basis for premising a warranted belief that-p.2 

To begin the chapter I first provide an example of what might intuitively seem as a 

tempting way to answer the research question, but which instead serves as an example 

of how not to answer the research question. I then present my own suggestion and 

																																																								
1 The difference between the attitudes of belief and acceptance is clearly defined below. For now it is sufficient 

to note that acceptance of an utterance commits the recipient to the plausibility of what is said, whereas, believing 
2 Here, ‘p’ is short for ‘proposition’ and is used as an open variable in reference to any sentence that is either 

true or false. 
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hypothesis, before proceeding to account for and define the central concepts that are 

relevant to the coming discussion. After this, in §§1.3.1-5, I introduce three theories 

from the literature, two theories that I argue against in Chapters II, III, and IV, and 

one theory that I argue for in Chapters III and IV. 

1.1.1 An Example of how not to Account for Say-So-Based Warrant: Appeal to 

Folk-Intelligence and Commonsense 

For most of us, accepting the say-so of others is what has enabled us to learn language 

and to understand concepts, hence, the answer to the research question might seem 

obvious: 

We aptly accept the word of others, to learn from it, act upon it and use it as a 

premise in reasoning, by using folk-intelligence – widely known as the common 

sense. 

Julian Baggini (2010) 3 comically points to why so many might find it tempting to 

appeal to folk-intelligence: for one, ‘it’s something that everyone thinks they have in 

abundance’, and besides, ‘it’s democratic, simple, and self-evident, so who would 

want to argue against it?’ (2010: 262). Answering the question here by an appeal to 

folk-intelligence suggests that we should explain the aptness of relying on the say-so 

of others by premising that people, by virtue of their “commonsensical folk 

intelligence”, just feel it when it is obviously right, and when it is obviously wrong, to 

accept the word of others. Not only does this presuppose that there are cases when it 

is obviously wrong, and when it is obviously right to accept someone’s say-so, it also 

presupposes that these cases are so frequent that simply by relying on our sense of 

self-evident acceptance/dismissal, we can explain the aptness of relying on others.  

It is not uncommon to hear people say that they are exceptionally good at spotting 

insincerity, though, it is far less common to hear people say this and be right about it. 

In fact, studies on the accuracy of deception detection find that people, on average, 

have an accuracy of about 50% when assessing speakers for sincerity.4 And so, even 

if we presuppose a high frequency of cases in which it is “obvious” to the recipient 

that the speaker is reliable, there is evidence to suggest that the signs that recipients 

are sensitive to, which indicate “obvious” speaker-reliability, often does not correlate 
																																																								

3 Baggini, J. (2010) Do They Think You’re Stupid? 100 Ways of Spotting Spin and Nonsense from the Media, 
Pundits and Politicians. Granta Publications. 

4 See: Chapter II, §§2.3.2-5 for a discussion of this evidence. 
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with true reliability. Hence, to account for the aptness of relying on the say-so of 

others by appeal to something like folk-intelligence (or common sense) is to offer a 

poor response to our research question. So poor, in fact, that it serves as a reason for 

raising the research question again: 

RESEARCH QUESTION 

How should we account for the warrant to accept the say-so of others so that we may 

aptly rely on it as a premise for warranted belief? 

Before I account for the theoretical preliminaries and introduce the three theories 

from the literature to be discussed in this dissertation, I briefly present my working 

hypothesis and suggestion for answering the research question.  

1.1.2 Presenting the Hypothesis  

We should account for say-so-based warrant in the sense of, both, the warrant to 

believe what we are told and the warrant to accept the plausibility of what we are told 

as context-sensitive. More specifically, 

o In some contexts, say-so-based warrant is non-empirically rooted as it extends 

from a basic right that recipients have to accept undefeated reliability, 

independent of having positive reasons for acceptance. 

o In other contexts, say-so-based warrant is empirically rooted, as it is conditional 

on recipients’ capacity to reason for and cite a rational defense for accepting the 

plausibility of the speaker being reliable. 

This hypothesis is presented in its entirety under the label ‘contextualist hybridism’ in 

Chapter III (see: §§3.1.1-4). This is a version of a theory called hybridism, which is 

one of the three frameworks that I introduce later in this chapter. However, before I 

can introduce hybridism and the other two frameworks (presumptivism and non-

presumptivism), I should make sure that the concepts central to the discussion are 

clearly defined.  

1.2 Theoretical Preliminaries 

Though the research question addressed in this dissertation is intelligible and easy to 

grasp, the theories and concepts being discussed can be rather complex. My attempt is 

here, in §§1.2.1-5, to define the concepts that are most central to the discussion in a 

way that is, both, as explicit and clear-cut as I can make it, but also such that these 
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should be easy to grasp. However, it would be too confusing to list all definitions here 

at the beginning, and so, I have restricted these theoretical preliminaries to those that 

are most important. Instead, throughout the coming chapters, when I appeal to non-

ordinary terms and concepts that have not yet been defined I will define these 

immediately upon use. 

In what follows, §§1.2.1-4 are structured to: (i) define the concepts central to the 

discussion, (ii) establish what this dissertation presupposes as the premise for a 

satisfactory theory of say-so-based warrant, (iii) discuss how traditional background 

positions like internalism/externalism, and different standards of doxastic assessment 

(like reliabilism and evidentialism) are relevant to the research question. Finally, in 

§1.2.5, I tie all of this together to illustrate how the theoretical preliminaries fit the 

context of our discussion. 

1.2.1 Defining the Central Concepts 

Some sentences are either true or false (e.g., ‘the cat is on the mat’, ‘this ball is blue’, 

‘snow is white’ etc.). The technical term for a sentence that is either true or false is 

‘proposition’, or just ‘p’ for short.5 The attitudes via which we relate to propositions 

are called propositional attitudes and in this dissertation, the discussion of warrant, 

and that which we claim to be warranted, concerns some of these attitudes. More 

specifically, the discussion concerns our doxastic attitudes, which I here define as 

follows: 

Doxastic Attitude =def. a species of propositional attitudes with which a 

subject S relates to a proposition p in a “belief-like” manner, such that, S commits to 

some degree of relating to the truth of p. 

So to be clear, our discussion about warrant concerns those belief-like attitudes we 

form in response to, and on the basis of, a speaker’s say-so. Two such attitudes are 

central here: belief and acceptance. I will sometimes use ‘doxastic attitude’ – or just 

D for short – in reference to these, although there are important differences to note.  

Here is how J. Cohen (1989)6 suggests that we distinguish between these attitudes: 

Believing p  ‘is a disposition to feel it true that p’ (1989: 368) 

																																																								
5 Throughout this dissertation I use ‘p’ as an open variable to be interpreted as any sentence that is either true or 

false. 
6 J. Cohen (1989: 367-89) “Belief and Acceptance” in Mind, New Series, Vol. 98, No. 391, Oxford University 

Press. 
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Accepting p  ‘is to have or adopt a policy of deeming, positing, or postulating that 

p [...] as a premise’ (Ibid, brackets added.) 

Roughly based on Cohen’s distinction, here is how I define these attitudes: 

Attitude of Belief =def. S believes that p, if and only if, S’s attitude towards p 

is such that S commits to p as true (i.e., S believes that-p). 

Attitude of Acceptance =def. S accepts p, if and only if, S’s attitude towards p 

is such that S premises p as a basis for action and attitude (i.e., S accepts plausibly-p). 

 It is important to note that attitudes of belief and acceptance motivate action and 

thought differently by committing the subject to different degrees of truth. If S accepts 

p, then S commits to relate to p as-if p is true, e.g., to premise p in a line of reasoning 

or to presuppose p for the purposes of a conversation. However, if one believes p, one 

commits to relate to p by holding p to be true. Hence, believing p presumably comes 

with stronger normative constraints than merely accepting p, which suggests that the 

conditions for warranted belief are more demanding than the conditions for warranted 

acceptance. 

 The warrant we are discussing is doxastic warrant and is here defined as follows, 

Doxastic Warrant =def. an attitude D is doxastically warranted for a subject S, 

if and only if, relative to some standard for doxastic assessment, the necessary and 

sufficient conditions for doxastic warrant are met. 

In other words, given some standard for when it is appropriate to commit to the 

truth or plausibility of p, an attitude (e.g., that-p, plausibly-p) is warranted when this 

standard is met. Different standards will be discussed below, but as an example for 

now: a standard of doxastic assessment could be fixed as process reliabilism, i.e., that 

an attitude D is warranted, if and only if, the process by which D is formed is de facto 

reliable. However, in this dissertation we discuss say-so-based warrant, which is here 

treated as a species of doxastic warrant that extends from the warrant a subject has to 

rely on the say-so of a speaker. I define this as follows, 

Say-So-Based Warrant =def. for all subjects S, the warrant that S has for 

doxastic attitude D is say-so-based, if and only if, S is warranted to rely on the say-so 

of some speaker, such that, S’s doxastic warrant for D extends from S’s warrant to 

rely on the say-so of the speaker. 
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In other words, say-so-based warrant is here defined as extending from the warrant 

that a subject has to accept what will hereon be referred to as speaker-reliability. The 

concept of speaker-reliability is here adopted from Fricker (1994) – though renamed 

from trustworthiness – where it is characterized as:  ‘precisely that property of a 

speaker which would, if empirically established, allow the inference (using only 

standard principles) to the truth of what she has asserted’ (1994: 128). Inspired by 

Fricker’s definition – of what she calls trustworthiness – I define speaker-reliability as 

follows, 

Speaker-Reliability =def. the property of a speaker, by virtue of which, the 

speaker’s say-so ‘p’ would count as sufficiently truth-conducive to imply that say-so-

based acceptance of p is doxastically warranted for a recipient. 

In other words, if a speaker is de facto reliable it implies that if the speaker says ‘p’ 

then, by virtue of de facto speaker-reliability, the speaker is, both, competent and 

sincere with respect to the matter on which he speaks. That is, given de facto speaker-

reliability, the speaker’s say-so ‘p’, both, (i) regards a topic about which the speaker 

mostly has true beliefs and (ii) expresses one of the speaker’s beliefs. 

Hence, if a recipient is warranted to accept (i.e., to premise or entertain the 

plausibility of), prima facie, de facto speaker-reliability, this will extend to warranted 

acceptance of plausibly-p. In this case the say-so ‘p’ will serve as a warranting factor 

for accepting plausibly-p. 

Warranting Factor =def. something ϕ is a warranting factor for D, if and only 

if, the warrant for D is grounded, wholly or partially on ϕ.7 

However, since believing p implies a stronger commitment to the truth of p than 

accepting p, the condition on which the say-so ‘p’ serves as a warranting factor for the 

belief that-p is different than that on which it serves as a warranting factor for 

accepting plausibly-p. In this dissertation I specify this condition as follows:  

The say-so ‘p’ serves as a warranting factor for the belief that-p, if and only if, 

given some standard of doxastic assessment, warranted acceptance of plausibly-p 

is an apt basis on which recipients are warranted to believe that-p. 

																																																								
7 Definition is based on William P. Alston’s introduction of the term ‘justifier’ in the paper “Internalism and 

Externalism in Epistemology” (1989). 
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In other words, a theory of say-so-based warrant explains that say-so is a warranting 

factor for belief, on the condition that the theory accounts for warranted say-so-based 

acceptance as satisfying the necessary and sufficient conditions for warrant, relative 

to a given standard of doxastic warrant.8 

With these definitions I can now proceed to establish what this dissertation will 

presuppose as the premise for a satisfactory theory of say-so-based warrant. 

1.2.2  Establishing the Premise for a Theory of Say-So-Based Warrant 

This dissertation presupposes that the necessary condition for a theory of say-so-based 

warrant – the least of what a theory of say-so-based warrant is expected to do – is to 

account for say-so as a warranting factor for belief and acceptance. Hence, since the 

condition, on which say-so serves as a warranting factor for say-so-based acceptance 

is that the recipient is warranted to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability, then, a 

theory of say-so-based warrant must account for: 

(i) The warrant a recipient has to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

Moreover, since the condition on which say-so serves as a warranting factor for belief 

is that warranted say-so-based acceptance is a an apt basis for warranted belief, then, 

a theory of say-so-based warrant must account for: 

(ii) Warranted say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis for warranted belief. 

To be clear, ‘an apt basis for warranted belief’ means that, relative to a given standard 

of doxastic assessment, warranted say-so-based acceptance is accounted for such that 

the necessary and sufficient conditions for warrant is met. 

And so, the premise for a satisfactory theory of say-so-based warrant, as 

presupposed by this dissertation, is here articulated as follows: 

THE PREMISE 

A satisfactory theory of say-so-based warrant must account for: (i) warranted say-so-

based acceptance in terms of the warrant a recipient has to accept, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability; and, (ii) warranted say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis for 

warranted belief. 

																																																								
8 As mentioned, I will discuss alternatives for different standards of doxastic assessment below. 
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In the section below I characterize two standards for doxastic assessment from the 

epistemology literature, and discuss how differences in these standards affect how 

warranted say-so-based acceptance qualifies as an apt basis for warranted belief. 

1.2.3  Two Standards of Doxastic Assessment: Reliabilism and Evidentialism 

In order to account for warranted say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis for 

warranted belief, we must first specify the conditions on which it can be an apt basis 

for warranted belief. We do this by specifying a standard for doxastic assessment, 

which fixes the necessary and sufficient conditions for doxastic warrant. I will now 

characterize two such standards. 

1.2.3.1  The Reliabilist Standard for Doxastic Assessment 

Here, we articulate the reliabilist standard in terms of a basic process-reliabilist thesis:  

RELIABILIST THESIS 

Attitude D is doxastically warranted, if and only if, the process by which D is 

produced is de facto reliable (i.e., such that the process most likely leads to truth).9 

By accepting RELIABILIST THESIS we specify the necessary and sufficient condition for 

granting warrant to attitude D as follows: the process by which D is produced is de 

facto reliable.10 And so, on the reliabilist standard we fix the conditions for warranted 

say-so-based acceptance to be an apt basis for warranted belief as, 

Warranted say-so-based acceptance is an apt basis for warranted belief, if and only 

if, warranted say-so-based acceptance is a de facto reliable process for producing 

warranted belief.  

EXAMPLE Jill tells Joe that there is a seagull in the shower, such that, Joe is 

warranted to believe that there is a seagull in the shower, if and only if, the warranted 

disposition to accept Jill’s say-so is a de facto reliable belief-forming process. 

The reliabilist standard is further discussed below, in context with a theory of say-so-

based warrant. Before this, the next subsection briefly introduces the evidentialist 

standard as an alternative to reliabilism. 

																																																								
9 Loosely based on the basic process-reliabilist thesis introduced by A. I. Goldman from “What is Justified 

Belief” in Justification and Knowledge, G. S. Pappas, ed., D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht Holland 
(1979: 11-12). 

10 By ‘de facto reliable’ we mean that it is factual that the process by which D is produced is reliable. 
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1.2.3.2  The Evidentialist Standard for Doxastic Assessment 

Evidentialism is one of the contemporary contenders to the reliabilist standard and 

premises very different conditions for doxastic warrant. We articulate the evidentialist 

standard in terms of the following evidentialist thesis: 11 

EVIDENTIALIST THESIS 

For any subject S, attitude D (vis-à-vis doxastic attitude plausibly-p/or that-p) is 

doxastically warranted for S at time t, if and only if, the evidence S has, at t, is such 

that S’s evidence for D is sufficient for validly inferring p, and, S is, at t, mentally 

situated so to draw a valid inference, from the evidence for D, to plausibly-p or that-p. 

By accepting EVIDENTIALIST THESIS, we specify the necessary and sufficient 

conditions for granting warrant to attitude D as follows: (i) subject holds, at t, the 

sufficient evidence for D; and, (ii) subject is, at t, mentally situated so to 

validly/cogently infer, from the evidence for D, that-p or plausibly-p. Hence, on the 

evidentialist standard we fix the conditions for warranted say-so-based acceptance to 

be an apt basis for warranted belief as, 

Warranted say-so-based acceptance is an apt basis for warranted belief, if and only 

if, the recipient is mentally situated in the way that warranted acceptance of some 

speaker’s say-so ‘p’ serves as a premise, wholly/partly sufficient, for the recipient 

to validly/cogently infer that-p. 

One way to grasp the difference between the evidentialist- and the reliabilist standards 

is to think of the evidentialist standard as a theory on which say-so serves as a 

warranting factor for belief, only if the recipient is capable of conceiving of warranted 

say-so-based acceptance as an antecedent to believing what is said. In contrast to the 

reliabilist standard, evidentialism makes say-so-based warrant conditional on factors 

that are internal to the recipient. That is, what the recipient is aware of (e.g., what the 

recipient already believes and accepts) and her capacity to logically structure what she 

is already aware of so to infer that p from her warranted acceptance of plausibly-p. 

																																																								
11 Based on the well-foundedness thesis – WF-thesis – argued for by Feldman and Conee (1985) in 

“Evidentialism” from Philosophical Studies: An International Journal for Philosophy in the Analytic Tradition, 
Vol. 48, No.1, (Jul., 1985: 15-34). 
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EXAMPLE Jill tells Joe that there is a seagull in the shower whilst Joe holds the 

following attitudes, 
D1  Jill said ‘there is a seagull in the shower’. 

D2  Jill is a reliable speaker. 

D3  the window in the bathroom is right next to a seagull’s nest. 

Suppose that D1, D2 and D3 count as sufficient evidence for Joe to believe that there is 

a seagull in the shower. It is however required by EVIDENTIALIST THESIS, that for Joe’s 

belief to be warranted, he must also be able to validly draw the inference, and thus, be 

related to the evidence and the output belief in the right way.12 

1.2.4  Why Epistemologists Subscribe to Different Standards for Doxastic 

Assessment: Internalist- and Externalist Orientations 

I will presuppose that the tendency to favor one standard over the other can be 

explained as something that follows naturally from one’s doxastic orientation. 

Doxastic Orientation =def. the core view with which a subject identifies the 

characteristic nature and function of warranting factors, either, as exclusively internal 

to the subject (e.g., in terms of an attitude or capacity of the subject), or as potentially 

external to the subject (e.g., in terms of the de facto reliability of a speaker). 

When epistemologists subscribe to different standards of doxastic assessment, it is 

often due to different ways of answering core questions in epistemology. One such 

core question concerns the nature of warranting factors and gives rise to two 

competing views: 

o Internalism: something ϕ serves as a warranting factor for S to hold D, if and 

only if, ϕ is internally accessible to S upon introspection (e.g., S accesses ϕ in 

terms of premising plausibly-p) such that, D is warranted for S by virtue of S 

being aware of ϕ as a warranting factor for D. 

o Externalism: something ϕ serves as a warranting factor for S to hold D without S 

being required to internally access ϕ upon introspection, such that, ϕ can serve 

																																																								
12 To be clear, if Joe is not able to validly draw the inference, believing on say-so, that there is a seagull in the 

shower, will not be warranted for Joe. However, if he is able to validly draw the inference, then it is by means of, 
both, by virtue of having validly drawn the inference and held the sufficient evidence, that he is warranted to 
believe on the say-so of Jill. 
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as a warranting factor for S to hold D, even though S is unaware that D is 

warranted to her. 

So to be clear, we label as internalists, those who premise (i) that all warranting 

factors must be internal, and, (ii) that in order to be warranted a subject must be aware 

of, both, that her attitude is warranted and how the warranting factor makes her 

attitude warranted. Moreover, we label as externalists, those who premise (a) that 

warranting factors have the potential of being external and unbeknownst to the subject 

and (b) that warrant is not necessarily conditional on subjects’ awareness of, neither 

their attitudes as warranted, nor, how they are warranted. 

With this in mind, we can understand why internalists and externalists tend to 

subscribe to radically different standards: viz. it can be read as a side effect of their 

doxastic orientation. 

EXAMPLE a reliabilist could argue that Joe’s warranted acceptance of Jill’s say-so 

‘p’ is an apt basis for Joe to believe that-p, if and only if, Joe’s warranted disposition 

to accept say-so is a de facto reliable belief-forming process. To this reliabilist, say-

so-based warrant is only conditional on the de facto reliability of accepting say-so. It 

is inconsequential whether or not Joe is aware of his disposition being de facto 

reliable. Hence, this reliabilist is an externalist about doxastic warrant. 

The example suggests that externalists will have a natural tendency to favor 

reliabilism over evidentialism. This is because, as we saw above, the evidentialist 

standard makes warrant conditional on the subject’s awareness of factors that are 

internally accessible to him, viz. positive reasons to believe/accept, which would be 

inconsistent with an externalist orientation. On a reliabilist standard, however, warrant 

is not necessarily conditional on the attitudes of the subject, nor is it conditional on 

the subject’s awareness of the warrant. 

The next section places the theoretical preliminaries together in a relevant context. 

1.2.5  Rational- vs. Non-Rational Reliance on, Prima Facie, Speaker-Reliability 

In this section, the concepts introduced in §§1.2.1-4 are discussed in a context that 

illustrates how they relate to our topic. This should serve as a helpful interlude before 

I introduce the candidate theories for answering the research question. First, I begin 

by explaining how one’s doxastic orientation – viz. internalism and externalism – can 

be understood as a precursor to whether one premises say-so-based warrant on a 
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notion of rational- or non-rational warrant. I then define these terms and demonstrate 

the relevant differences between accounts of rational- and non-rational say-so-based 

warrant. 

In light of the previous section, suppose that we can presume that externalists are 

drawn to a standard on which the warrant for accepting p is not conditional on 

inference (e.g., a reliabilism). Likewise, suppose that we can presume that internalists 

are drawn to a standard on which warrant is conditional on recipients making valid 

inferences (e.g., evidentialism). What we get are two radically different background 

positions for thinking about questions in epistemology. Relevant to our discussion, on 

one side we have an internalist-oriented evidentialist position that conflates warranted 

acceptance with rational acceptance. 

Rational Acceptance =def. Subject S rationally accepts p, if and only if, S’s 

warrant for accepting p is grounded in a valid/cogent inference to support plausibly-p. 

On the other side we have an externalist-oriented reliabilist position that allows for 

warranted acceptance to be non-rational. 

Non-Rational Acceptance =def. Subject S non-rationally accepts p, if and only 

if, S’s warrant for accepting p is not grounded in a valid/cogent inference to support 

plausibly-p. 

I will now explain how this is relevant to our discussion by placing it in a context 

that demonstrates the differences between rational acceptance and non-rational 

acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. To be clear, this is relevant to our 

research question because, for any recipient, warranted say-so-based acceptance 

extends from the recipient’s warrant to rely on, prima facie, speaker-reliability. This is 

the case regardless of our doxastic orientation. However, since internalists can be read 

as conflating warranted acceptance with rational acceptance and since externalists do 

not, then, the conditions for warranted reliance on, prima facie, speaker-reliability will 

be relative to doxastic orientation.13 

Below, I outline two arguments demonstrating the differences between rational- 

and non-rational reliance on, prima facie, speaker-reliability. I explain this by appeal 

to the following context: when Jill is confronted with why she missed Jenny’s 

																																																								
13 That is, relative to the orientation of those who assess whether or not the recipient is warranted to rely on, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability. 
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wedding, she replies that it is because Joe, Jenny’s brother, told her that the wedding 

had been postponed. The first argument demonstrates how an internalist would make 

the case that Jill’s warrant to accept Joe’s say-so extends from warranted rational 

acceptance of Joe as, prima facie, speaker-reliable. 

RATIONAL RELIANCE ON SPEAKER-RELIABILITY 

(1) Joe is Jenny’s brother ⇒14 Joe probably partakes in preparing Jenny’s wedding. 

(2) Joe is Jenny’s brother. 

Jill derives, from 1 and 2, that, 

(3) Joe probably partakes in preparing Jenny’s wedding. 

Jill thinks to herself that, 

(4) Joe partakes in preparing Jenny’s wedding ⇒ Joe is competent on matters 

pertaining to the wedding (e.g., the date of the wedding). 

(5) It is improbable that Joe spreads false information about his sister’s wedding. 

Jill derives, from 4 and 5, that, 

(6) Joe says that Jenny’s wedding is postponed ⇒ Jenny’s wedding is probably 

postponed.15 

Jill experiences, 

(7) Joe says that Jenny’s wedding is postponed. 

And so, Jill validly infers, from 6 and 7, that, 

(8) Jenny’s wedding is probably postponed. 

To be clear, this demonstrates how one could argue that warranted say-so-based 

acceptance extends from and is conditional on rational acceptance of, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability. In contrast, the argument below demonstrates how one could 

argue for Jill’s warranted acceptance as extending from non-rational reliance on, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

NON-RATIONAL RELIANCE ON SPEAKER-RELIABILITY 

																																																								
14 Throughout the dissertation, when outlining arguments I use the arrow, ‘⇒’, to refer to an implication. A 

suggestion for the reader is to read ‘⇒’ as ‘therefore’ or, alternatively, to read the full premise by (i) placing ‘if’ 
before the sentence(s) to the left of the arrow and (ii) placing ‘then’ before the sentence(s) to the right of the arrow. 
Also, I sometimes use the double arrow, ‘⇔’, to refer to equivalence, which I suggest one reads as ‘if and only if’. 

15 To be clear, steps 4 and 5 represent attitudes concerning Joe’s sincerity and competence with respect to 
information about Jenny’s wedding. Also, step 6 represents Jill’s rationally warranted acceptance of, prima facie, 
speaker-reliability – that is, the attitude that Jill derives from 4 and 5 that says if Joe says p, then probably p. 
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(1) Warranted say-so-based acceptance extends from undefeated non-rational 

warrant to presume, prima facie, speaker-reliability.  

A corollary of 1 is, 

(2) Jill has undefeated non-rational warrant to presume, prima facie, that Joe is 

reliable	⇒ Jill is warranted, non-rationally, to accept Joe’s say-so. 

Moreover, 

(3) Jill has undefeated non-rational warrant to presume, prima facie, speaker-

reliability ⇔ Jill has no reasons for thinking that speaker-reliability is false, nor 

are there any reasons to think that her non-rational warrant to accept speaker-

reliability is unreliable; and, there is no defeater of which Jill is unaware, such 

that, Jill ought to be aware of this defeater. 

Supposing that, 

(4) Jill has no reasons for thinking that Joe is unreliable.16 

(5) There are no reasons to think that Jill’s non-rational warrant to accept, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability is unreliable. 

(6) There is no defeater of which Jill is unaware, such that, Jill ought to be aware of 

this defeater. 

We derive, from 3, 4, 5 and 6, that, 

(7) Jill has undefeated non-rational warrant to presume, prima facie, that Joe is 

reliable. 

We derive, from 2 and 7, that, 

(8) Jill is warranted, non-rationally, to accept Joe’s say-so. 

With these arguments, the aim was to illustrate the radical differences in how one can 

argue for warranted say-so-based acceptance as extending from warranted acceptance 

of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. The differences are due to different background 

positions. However, it is helpful to consider (some of) what motivates a rational or 

non-rational account over the other. 

In short, conflating warranted say-so-based acceptance with rational acceptance 

suggests that internalist-oriented accounts premise a positive outlook on individuals’ 

disposition to actively discern reliable speakers from unreliable speakers. Moreover, 

																																																								
16 Note that this premise does not say that Jill is aware of not having any reasons to think that Joe is unreliable. 
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these accounts are premised on the idea that warrant is exclusively conditional on the 

reasons that an individual has, and her capacity to access those reasons with her 

intellect, which further suggests that internalist-oriented evidentialist accounts are 

motivated by individualistic and intellectualistic values. 

In comparison, to account for say-so-based warrant as non-rational could be an 

extension of an anti-individualistic outlook against making warrant conditional on 

nothing but the attitudes, capacities and dispositions, internal to an individual. For 

instance, an externalist-oriented account of non-rational say-so-based warrant might 

argue that warranted acceptance is conditional on external factors that are not 

intellectually accessible to recipients (e.g., factors the social environment, say, the de 

facto competence of a speaker). 

In sum, rational accounts of say-so-based warrant make warranted acceptance 

conditional on recipients being able to validly/cogently infer, prima facie, speaker-

reliability, whereas non-rational accounts premise non-inferential warranted 

acceptance on undefeated presumptions about, prima facie, speaker-reliability. The 

next subchapter proceeds to explain how we can divide rational and non-rational 

accounts into competing camps. 

1.3  The Theories: Presumptivism, Non-Presumptivism and Hybridism 

Here I introduce three theories of say-so-based warrant: presumptivism, non-

presumptivism and hybridism. This dissertation presupposes that say-so-based 

warrant extends from recipients’ warrant to rely on, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

The difference between these theories is how each theory premises the warrant to rely 

on, prima facie, speaker-reliability as a condition for say-so-based warrant. 

As demonstrated above, internalist-oriented evidentialists argue that say-so-based 

warrant is conditional on rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability, 

whereas externalist-oriented reliabilists are inclined to argue that this warrant extends 

from warranted though non-rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

This gives us two radically different theories of say-so-based warrant:17  

Presumptivism: a theory that accounts for say-so-based warrant as extending from 

the warrant to non-rationally accept undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

																																																								
17 I adopt the labels ‘presumptivism’ and ‘non-presumptivism’ from J. Shieber (2015). Though the labels ‘non-

reductionism’ and ‘reductionism’ are more widely used in the literature, I find Shieber’s terms to be better suited 
here. 
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Non-presumptivism: a theory that accounts for say-so-based warrant as conditional 

on rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

The third alternative, and the theory that I argue for in Chapters III and IV, is: 

Hybridism: a theory that accounts for say-so-based warrant as, both, extending 

from undefeated non-rational acceptance, and conditional on rational acceptance, of 

prima facie speaker-reliability. 

First, in §§1.3.1, I introduce presumptivism and non-presumptivism, then, in §1.3.3, I 

introduce hybridism, followed by an example of a hybrid account from the literature 

(Lackey 2008). 

1.3.1 Introducing the Presumptivist Framework 

Briefly stated, presumptivist theories account for say-so-based warrant as extending 

from the warrant to non-rationally accept undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

Furthermore, presumptivism is premised on, 

Externalism: something ϕ serves as a warranting factor for S to hold D without S 

being required to internally access ϕ upon introspection, such that, ϕ can serve as a 

warranting factor for S to hold D, even though S is unaware that D is warranted to her. 

Reliabilism: Attitude D is doxastically warranted, if and only if, the process by which 

D is produced is de facto reliable. 

Non-Rational Acceptance: Allows for warranted acceptance to be non-rational and is 

here defined as: subject S non-rationally accepts p, if and only if, S’s warrant for 

accepting p is not grounded in a valid/cogent inference to support plausibly-p. 

Presumptivist accounts argue that warranted say-so-based acceptance exclusively 

extends from warranted non-rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

This implies a notion of say-so-based warrant that is independent of the recipient’s 

positive reasons in favor of accepting speaker-reliability. Moreover, by subscribing to 

a reliabilist standard for doxastic assessment, presumptivists are premising de facto 

reliability (either the reliability of speakers or of say-so as a source of information) as 

the warranting factor grounding say-so-based warrant. 

In addition to this, presumptivism premises that the warrant to rely on undefeated, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability is not a warrant that recipients qualify for by virtue of 

their attitudes and capacities to reason. More specifically, it is not a kind of warrant 
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that is empirically rooted. Instead, it is an a priori kind of warrant to accept the 

plausibility of anything undefeated, a kind of warrant that all recipients have under 

the right circumstances, though independent of their awareness and experience of it. 

A Priori Warrant =def. The warrant that a subject S has for doxastic attitude D 

is a priori, if and only if, the warrant S has for D is independent of S’s experience. 

To be clear, recipients are a priori warranted to accept undefeated, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability, if and only if, the warrant they have for accepting undefeated, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability p is not empirically rooted. That is, their warrant for 

accepting undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability is by no means conditional on 

the awareness of the recipients.18 Hence, given the premise that say-so-based 

warranted say-so-based acceptance extends from warranted acceptance of, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability, we can formulate an example of a general presumptivist 

position as follows, 

PRESUMPTIVISM 

(1) Warranted say-so-based acceptance extends from warranted acceptance of, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

(2) Under the circumstances of no defeat, all recipients are a priori warranted to 

accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

Thus, 

(3) Under the circumstances of no defeat, all recipients are a priori warranted to 

accept plausibly-p in response to the say-so ‘p’.  

One should note that the presumptivist no-defeater condition is not to be read as a 

requirement on the recipient to not be aware of defeat. It is a condition requiring that 

there be no defeat.  

Defeater =def. some ϕ is a defeater of the warrant for attitude D, if and only if, 

at least one of the following is true: 

 (i)  ϕ is a rebutting defeater (i.e., ϕ implies that D is false). 

 (ii)  ϕ is an undercutting defeater (i.e., ϕ undermines the reliability of the warranting 

factor that grounds the warrant for D). 

																																																								
18 On an externalist orientation, doxastic warrant is not necessarily conditional on the subject being aware of the 

fact that she is warranted. That is, a subject can be warranted to hold D, without awareness of, (i) her attitude being 
warranted, and, (ii) the warranting factors from which the warrant derives. 
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 (iii)  ϕ is a normative defeater – i.e., ϕ is a defeater (rebutter/undercutter) that a 

subject is expected to have in light of the given contextual circumstances. 

Rounding off, on the basis of what has been established in this section I suggest the 

following working thesis for presumptivism: 

PRES. THESIS  Say-so-based warrant extends from recipients’ a priori warranted 

non-rational reliance on undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability.  

To be as clear as can be, here is another formulation of the presumptivist thesis: for 

any subject S, attitude D is warranted on the basis of say-so, if and only if, S is 

warranted to adopt D – vis-à-vis, accept plausibly-p/believe that-p – on the basis of 

being told ‘p’; and, S’s warrant for D extends from S’s a priori (i.e., non-empirically 

rooted) warrant to accept the say-so ‘p’, on the condition that acceptance is 

undefeated. 

1.3.2 Introducing the Non-Presumptivist Framework  

Briefly stated, non-presumptivist theories account for say-so-based warrant as 

conditional on rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. On my reading, 

non-presumptivism is premised on: 

Internalism: something ϕ serves as a warranting factor for S to hold D, if and only if, 

ϕ is internally accessible to S upon introspection (e.g., S accesses ϕ in terms of 

premising plausibly-p) such that, D is warranted for S by virtue of S being aware of ϕ 

as a warranting factor for D. 

Evidentialism: For any subject S, attitude D (vis-à-vis doxastic attitude plausibly-p/or 

that-p) is doxastically warranted for S at time t, if and only if, the evidence S has, at t, 

is such that S’s evidence for D is sufficient for validly inferring p, and, S is, at t, 

mentally situated so to draw a valid inference, from the evidence for D, to plausibly-p 

or that-p. 

Rational Acceptance: Conflating warranted acceptance with rational acceptance, 

which is here defined as: subject S rationally accepts p, if and only if, S’s warrant for 

accepting p is grounded in a valid/cogent inference to support plausibly-p. 

Non-presumptivist accounts make the case that warranted say-so-based acceptance is 

conditional on rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. This implies a 
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notion of say-so-based warrant that is contingent on recipients being able to infer, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability from evidence.   

Evidence =def. An attitude D is evidence for p, if and only if, D indicates that p 

is true, and, D serves as an undefeated positive reason to accept/believe p. 

Moreover, in contrast to presumptivists, who premise that recipients’ warrant to 

accept what is undefeated is a priori (non-empirically rooted), non-presumptivists 

premise the exact opposite. That is, non-presumptivists premise that a recipient’s 

warrant to accept undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability is the kind of warrant 

that is a posteriori.  

A Posteriori Warrant =def. The warrant that a subject S has for some doxastic 

attitude D is a posteriori, if and only if, the warrant S has for D derives from S’s 

experiences. 

To be clear, a posteriori warrant is the kind of warrant that a recipient has that is, as 

opposed to a priori warrant, empirically rooted, and so, conditional on the recipient’s 

awareness of his own attitudes and how they relate. 

With this in mind, I suggest the following line of reasoning as a general example of 

the non-presumptivist position: 

NON-PRESUMPTIVISM 

(1) Warranted say-so-based acceptance extends from warranted acceptance of, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

(2) Warranted acceptance is equivalent to rational acceptance, a fortiori, warranted 

acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability is conditional on it being rational 

to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

A corollary of 2 is, 

(3) Recipients’ warrant to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability is an a posteriori 

kind of warrant. 

Thus, 

(4) Any recipient is warranted to accept plausibly-p on the basis of the say-so ‘p’, if 

and only if, the recipient is a posteriori warranted to (rationally) accept, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability. 
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And so, to conclude the introduction of non-presumptivism, I suggest the following 

working thesis for non-presumptivism, based on what has been established in this 

section. 

NON-PRES. THESIS  Say-so-based warrant extends from a recipient’s a posteriori 

warrant to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

This ends the presentation of non-presumptivism, but before I introduce the third 

theory (hybridism), I briefly discuss a non-presumptivist account (Lackey 2006) that 

argues against presumptivism on the premise that the presumptivist position is 

irrational. The aim of appealing to, and dismissing, Lackey’s account is to clarify how 

I suggest we ought to conceive of the differences between presumptivism and non-

presumptivism. 

1.3.3 Lackey’s Case Against Presumptivism from the Necessity of a Positive-

Reasons Requirement 

Jennifer Lackey (2006) argues, from a thought-experiment, that presumptivism should 

be rejected since it promotes an irrational account of say-so-based warrant. 19 Her 

argument is premised on the fact that the presumptivist thesis pushes an account on 

which it is completely inconsequential to warrant that recipients hold positive reasons 

(i.e., evidence) to support, prima facie, speaker-reliability. Lackey claims that her 

thought-experiment – which is hereon referred to as ALIEN and which is charitably 

reconstructed below – demonstrates that it is irrational for recipients to accept a 

speaker’s say-so in the absence of positive reasons to do so. 

 ALIEN  Sam finds an alien diary and comes to accept, upon reading it, that he 

understands its content, and that its content is true. It then so happens to be the case 

that Sam, somehow, is correct in his interpretation of the alien diary and that all of his 

accompanying belief-responses, about its content, are true. This implies that, for Sam, 

who has no previous experience with reading alien languages, the disposition to 

accept what the alien diary says is, nonetheless, a de facto reliable belief-forming 

mechanism. 

o According to the reliabilist thesis, attitudes produced by a de facto reliable belief 

forming mechanism are doxastically warranted. 

																																																								
19 Lackey J. (2006) The Epistemology of Testimony, (ed. Sosa E., Lackey J.) Oxford University Press 
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o According to the presumptivist thesis, Sam’s warrant to accept the say-so of the 

alien diary extends from his a priori right to presume undefeated, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability. 

Since, as the thought-experiment shows, Sam’s disposition to accept what he believes 

to read in the alien diary is a de facto reliable belief-forming mechanism, he has an a 

priori right to presume undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability. Given, then, that 

the presumption goes undefeated, presumptivism is consistent with Sam being 

warranted to accept what he believes to read in the alien diary, without any positive 

reasons to support that the alien diary is a reliable source of true information. 

          (Lackey 2006:167) 

Premised on ALIEN, my reading of Lackey’s argument (2006:167-9) is then outlined 

and charitably reconstructed as follows, 

LACKEY’S ARGUMENT FROM ALIEN 

(1) If presumptivism is true, then if no-defeater condition holds, recipients are 

warranted to accept p, in response to and on the basis of the say-so ‘p’, despite 

not having any positive reasons in support of p. 

(2) Presumptivism is presumably against an account of warranted say-so-based 

acceptance as irrational, which is why it premises the no-defeater condition to 

filter out irrationality. 

Lackey derives, from 1 and 2, that, 

(3) Presumptivism is committed to it not being irrational to accept the say-so ‘p’, 

despite not having any positive reasons in support of p. 

Moreover, she premises that, 

(4) Intuitively, by appeal to ALIEN, it is no more irrational to accept say-so in the 

absence of positive reasons, than it is to accept say-so in the presence of 

defeaters. 

And so, from 3 and 4, she concludes that, 

(5) ‘thus, by showing [claiming that it intuitively follows] that epistemic 

irrationality is involved in accepting a speaker’s report in the complete absence 

of positive reasons – even more in some cases in which defeaters are present – 
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ALIEN poses a challenge to [presumptivists] on their own terms’ (Lackey 

2006:168, brackets added). 

Lackey claims, by appeal to ALIEN, that it is intuitively wrong that Sam, in this case, is 

warranted to accept what he believes to read in the alien diary. Nonetheless, according 

to presumptivism, Sam is warranted to accept what he believes to read in the alien 

diary. On my reading, Lackey argues for the rejection of presumptivism from the 

premise that presumptivism sells an irrational account of say-so-based warrant. 

However, Lackey is wrong. The presumptivist thesis does not imply an account of 

say-so-based as irrational. Rather, the presumptivist thesis implies an account of say-

so-based warrant as non-rational. There is a significant difference between non-

rationality and irrationality. Irrationality means the negation and converse of 

rationality, whereas, non-rationality simply means that rationality is irrelevant. 

 Hence, to counter Lackey’s rejection of presumptivism, one could make the point 

that though it is correct that presumptivism does not account for say-so-based warrant 

as rational, this does not mean that presumptivism accounts for it as irrational. For 

although it does not account for say-so-based warrant as rational, it might very well 

be that there is a rational case to be made for a non-rational account of say-so-based 

warrant. It might even be the case that a non-rational account turns out to be a better 

way to account for say-so-based warrant. Hence, in the sense of premising our 

preference for a non-rational account on the fact that it is the better solution, it might 

just be that to prefer a non-rational account, after all, is more rational than to prefer a 

rational account of say-so-based warrant.20 

1.3.4 About the Difference Between Presumptivism and Non-Presumptivism 

Presumptivism and non-presumptivism both recognize that doxastic warrant tokens 

the value of true belief. One way to understand why these theories are so different is, I 

suggest, to consider presumptivism as a monistic theory about doxastic value, and to 

consider non-presumptivism as a pluralistic theory about doxastic value. What this 

means is that presumptivists recognize true belief as the one, sui generis, doxastic 

value – doxastic value as in what is tokened by doxastic warrant – whereas, non-

presumptivists also recognize other doxastic values, like, the value of rational belief.  

																																																								
20 That is, more rational in the sense that the rational account for preferring a non-rational account of say-so-

based warrant is stronger than the rational account of preferring a rational account of say-so-based warrant. 
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As mentioned above, non-presumptivism is premised on conflating warranted and 

rational acceptance. This entails that on a non-presumptivist framework, the notion of 

say-so-based warrant is a species of inference-based warrant. The following Venn 

diagram illustrates this implication: 

 

This is, however, in conflict with the presumptivist premise that say-so-based warrant 

is a distinct kind of non-rational warrant, not reducible to rational warrant (that is, not 

reducible to inference-based warrant). Hence, the non-presumptivist account of say-

so-based warrant is, in other words, incompatible with the presumptivist account. 

Hence, we can understand the distinction between the presumptivist and non-

presumptivist notions by appeal to the conflict between a rational- and a non-rational 

account of say-so-based warrant: 

NON-RATIONAL ACCOUNT 

 Warrant derives from:  a priori warranted non-rational acceptance of 

undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

 Warrant tokens:  true belief. 
 

RATIONAL ACCOUNT 

 Warrant derives from:  a posteriori warranted rational acceptance of, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability from positive reasons. 

 Warrant tokens: true belief, rational belief. 

I now proceed to introduce hybridism, the last of three theories to be discussed, in 

this dissertation, which is also the theory that I will be arguing for in Chapters III and 

IV. 

 

Inference-Based 
Belief-Responses 
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1.3.5 Introducing the Hybrid Framework 

Briefly stated, hybrid theories account for say-so-based warrant as, both, (i) extending 

from a priori warranted non-rational acceptance of undefeated prima facie speaker-

reliability, and, (ii) conditional on a posteriori warranted acceptance of, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability.21 

Like presumptivist accounts, hybrid accounts are externalist oriented, meaning that 

they allow for warranting factors to be, both, external and internal to the subject. 

What separates hybridism from presumptivism is that hybridism does not premise a 

notion of say-so-based warrant that is exclusively non-rational. 

Hybrid accounts are different than presumptivist- and non-presumptivist accounts 

in the sense that the latter two are incompatible with the notion of say-so-based 

warrant that is premised by the other. Hybridism, however, premises a notion of say-

so-based warrant that, both, a priori and a posteriori. It might seem paradoxical that 

hybridism premises a notion of warrant that is, both, empirically- and non-empirically 

rooted, but hybridism also premises an understanding of say-so-based warrant as a 

complex notion and an umbrella concept. What hybridism lets us do is to consistently 

account for say-so-based warrant as, both, 

A posteriori and conditional on a recipient’s warrant to accept, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability; and, 

A priori and extending from recipients’ basic warrant to presume undefeated, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

In Chapter III, I suggest how we should conceive of a hybrid framework to avoid the 

issue of paradox. However, for the purposes of this brief introduction it is sufficient to 

think of hybridism as the theory that accounts for say-so-based warrant as extending 

from, both, rational and non-rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

In light of what is here established, I suggest the following working thesis for the 

hybrid framework: 

HYBRID THESIS  Say-so-based warrant extends from the a priori and the a posteriori 

warrant that a recipient has for accepting undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

																																																								
21 To be noted, what is here introduced is hybridism as a framework. In later chapters I will be arguing for a 

more specific kind of hybrid account (contextualist hybridism). 
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Before concluding this chapter I provide an example of a hybrid account from the 

literature (Lackey 2008) and briefly discuss why this account is inadequate. 

1.3.5.1 Lackey’s Hybrid Account, Outlined  

Here, I have paraphrased Lackey’s DUALISM-thesis in terms of a language that reads 

better with terminology of this dissertation: 

DUALISM 

Any subject S is warranted to believe that-p on the basis of Joe’s say-so ‘p’, if and 

only if, the following conditions are met, 

 (i)  S accepts p, either, on the basis that Joe said ‘p’, or on the basis that Joe’s say-

so directly implies p. 

 (ii) Joe’s say-so ‘p’ is de facto reliable. 

 (iii) S’s disposition to accept Joe’s say-so ‘p’ is de facto reliable. 

 (iv) The context, in which Joe says ‘p’, and in which S takes Joe to have said ‘p’, is 

de facto reliable. 

 (v) S holds no undefeated defeaters of the, prima facie, de facto speaker-reliability 

of Joe, nor of the, prima facie, de facto reliability of the context or disposition 

to accept say-so. 

 (iv) S has positive reasons to support rational acceptance of Joe’s say-so ‘p’, that 

is, S is a posteriori warranted to accept that Joe is speaker-reliable. 
          (Paraphrased from Lackey 2008: 177-8) 

Here are some points to note about Lackey’s DUALISM, 

o The DUALIST-thesis is conceived on a reliabilist framework, demanding de facto 

speaker-, recipient- and context-reliability, as necessary and sufficient 

conditions, for say-so-based warrant. 

o Moreover, DUALISM combines internalism and externalism in such a way that the 

internalist element (the positive-reasons requirement) rationally grounds 

recipients’ reliance on the externalist element (the de facto reliability 

conditions). 

o Lackey’s reliabilist hybrid account reads as an attempt to revamp 

presumptivism by adding a positive-reasons requirement to impose just enough 
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epistemic responsibility on recipients’ so to avoid the issue that will later be 

introduced as GULLIBILITY (see: Chapter II, §2.1.1.3).22 

To be clear, here is an example for conceiving of a presumptivist reading of DUALISM, 

EXAMPLE Say-so-based warrant is grounded, non-inferentially, on the presumption 

to rely on prima facie speaker-, recipient- and context-reliability, if and only if, 

 (a)  The recipient has appropriate positive reasons to suggest that non-rational 

acceptance is not irrational; and, 

 (b)  Non-rational acceptance of, prima facie, reliability remains undefeated. 

However, one might think that the motivation for Lackey’s DUALISM is the idea that 

distinguishing between the responsibilities of speakers and recipients in this way 

would thereby free the recipient from the requirement to be responsive to de facto 

defeaters of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. If, however, this is the motivation and 

aim behind Lackey’s DUALISM, it is not very successful. We are now to see why, and 

how this presents an issue for Lackey’s hybrid account. 

 On Lackey’s account, de facto reliability works as an external warranting factor 

that grounds non-rational acceptance of say-so. Moreover, the attitudes of a recipient 

(beliefs, acceptances) contribute to ground rational acceptance of an absence of 

defeaters. Hence, the internalist element of DUALISM makes say-so-based warrant 

conditional on internal warranting factors by requiring that recipients have positive 

reasons to rationally accept that the no-defeater condition is satisfied. In this way, say-

so-based warrant is conditional on recipients’ rational acceptance of, prima facie, an 

absence of defeat. 

 However, such a response strengthens the initial suspicion, viz. that Lackey seems 

to confuse ‘warranted say-so-based acceptance’, which is warranted acceptance of 

plausibly-p on the basis of the say-so ‘p’, with ‘the warrant to accept say-so’, which is 

the warrant recipients have to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability, which in turn 

extends to warranted say-so-based acceptance.  

 Lackey’s account is hybrid, in the sense that it premises say-so-based warrant on, 

both, rational- and non-rational acceptance. However, as is clear from the above 

outline of DUALISM, say-so-based warrant is conditional on rational acceptance, in the 

																																																								
22 That is, the issue of accounting for warranted say-so-based acceptance as so gullible that it undermines the 

reliability of warranted say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis for warranted belief. 
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sense that recipients can give positive reasons that, ‘render it, at the very least, not 

irrational for [the recipient] to accept the [say-so] in question’ (2008: 182, brackets 

added). That is, it is sufficient that recipients have evidence for the non-irrationality of 

accepting the say-so of the speaker. This further suggests that the rationalist condition 

of DUALISM is satisfied insofar as the recipient, if prompted, can cite a reason for why 

acceptance is not irrational. It follows that recipients, whom believe that the 

presumption to rely on prima facie speaker-, recipient- and context-reliability is 

undefeated, have “appropriate positive reasons” that render acceptance not 

irrational.23  

 Hence, the element of rational acceptance in DUALISM – the positive-reasons 

requirement – is really just a no-defeater condition that requires recipients’ reflective 

awareness. That is, the rational requirement is met when recipients believe the no-

defeater condition to hold. However, as we shall see in Chapter II, according to the 

empirical evidence from studies on the accuracy of deception detection, recipients are 

suggested to be unreliably responsive to de facto defeaters of, prima facie, speaker-

reliability. In other words, recipients may very well presume speaker-, recipient- and 

context-reliability, just not reliably, which refutes condition (iii) of the DUALISM-thesis. 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

																																																								
23 Lackey’ positive-reasons requirement might as well be dubbed “the prima facie absence of negative reasons 
requirement”. 
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Chapter II 

Presumptivism & Non-Presumptivism 

From Historical Roots to Contemporary Theories; Pres. 

and Non-Pres. in the Literature; Empirical Evidence from 

Studies on the Accuracy of Deception Detection 

Chapter II is structured as follows: 

o Subchapter 2.1 sketches the historical roots of presumptivism and non-

presumptivism from the Scottish Enlightenment. 

o Subchapter 2.2 outlines two “textbook” examples from the contemporary debate 

and pinpoints issues with both. 

o Subchapter 2.3 presents and discusses empirical evidence from studies on the 

accuracy of deception detection, from which I derive and formulate a new issue. 

2.1  Historical Roots 

The modern dispute between presumptivism and non-presumptivism is presumed to 

have started during the Scottish Enlightenment. There are especially two philosophers 

from this period whose ideas have had notable influence on how the contemporary 

debate is shaped: David Hume (1711-1776) and Thomas Reid (1710-1796). 

2.1.1  Humean Heritage 

There is broad consensus for regarding Hume as the father of modern non-

presumptivism (Coady 1992; Pritchard 2004; Shieber 2015). Below is a passage from 

Hume’s Enquiries24 that, according to Shieber (2015: 63), is among the most cited 

and emphasized passages in association with non-presumptivism:25 

  … as the evidence, derived from witnesses and human testimony, is founded on past experience, so it varies 

with the experience, and is regarded either as a proof or a probability, according as the conjunction between any 

particular kind of report and any kind of object has been found to be constant or variable. 
          (Hume 1902, 112)  

																																																								
24 See: Shieber (2015: 63). 
25 Hume, D. (1902) Enquiries Concerning Human Understanding and Concerning the Principles of Morals, L. 

A. Selby-Bigge (ed.) 2nd ed., Oxford: Clarendon Press. 
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According to Shieber: ‘this passage suggests that Hume sees information acquisition 

through [say-so] as simply a species of inductive inference.’ (2015: 63, brackets and 

italics added.) From the reading proposed by Shieber, I have derived the following 

articulation of Humean non-presumptivism, hereon labeled ‘HUMEAN HERITAGE’, 

HUMEAN HERITAGE Attitude D is warranted in response to say-so, if and only if, the 

general reliability of say-so as a source is rationally established on 

inference from past experiences of say-so as a reliable source. 

The non-presumptivist tradition, which builds on HUMEAN HERITAGE, should be seen as 

accounting for say-so-based epistemic warrant along the following lines, 

HUME 1 The speaker’s say-so ‘p’ reliable. 

HUME 2 When the speaker’s say-so ‘p’ is reliable, this suggests that the speaker’s 

say-so ‘p’ reflects a sincere and well-founded belief that-p. 

HUME 3 When the speaker’s say-so ‘p’ reflects a sincere and well-founded belief 

that-p, we can cogently infer plausibly-p from the speaker’s say-so ‘p’. 

However, this sort of non-presumptivist argument is not necessarily the sort of non-

presumptivism advocated by Hume. For instance, as Shieber points out, ‘Hume seems 

to tie our reliance on [say-so], in the normal case, to our general knowledge of facts 

about psychology.’ (2015: 65, brackets and italics added.): 

Consider particularly that Hume suggests that “our assurance [in testimony] is derived … [from] 

our observation of the veracity (reliability) of human testimony, or of the usual conformity of facts 

to the reports of witnesses.” This would suggest that Hume wasn’t saying that we must keep 

account of the track records of each individual testifier in whom we place trust, but rather that we 

have enough evidence to form a belief in the general principle that, in the default case facts usually 

conform to the reports of witnesses – that is, people’s reports are generally reliable. 

    (Shieber 2015: 65-66. Parentheses and Italics added.) 

According to Shieber, this suggests a reading of Hume’s non-presumptivism as more 

optimistic than contemporary (pessimistic) non-presumptivist accounts (e.g., Fricker 

1994; Lackey 2008). It suggest a reading, ‘according to which, in normal testimonial 

exchanges, recipients do not question the honesty or competence of their 

interlocutors, but have a default stance of trust with respect to their interlocutors’ 

testimony.’ (2015: 66, italics added). 

 To elaborate, Hume is not read as proposing that we establish particular speakers 

as reliable with respect to particular instances of say-so. But rather, that we establish 
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the general reliability of say-so and thus infer that say-so, in general, is a source for 

warrant. On such a reading, Hume is placed closer on the charter to contemporary 

presumptivism than contemporary non-presumptivism. This does not, however, 

change the significance of Hume’s ideas – especially what I have labeled HUMEAN 

HERITAGE – for the development of modern non-presumptivist theories. 

 Consequently, some rejections of optimistic non-presumptivism fail to reject the 

more pessimistic contemporary non-presumptivism. This is because these rejections 

are based on an optimistic reading of HUMEAN HERITAGE. They mainly reject the 

requirement that, in order to be warranted to accept/believe from say-so, one must 

first infer that say-so is a generally reliable source of information. Since pessimistic 

non-presumptivism does not commit to inferring the general reliability of say-so, this 

sort of criticism is ineffective. 

 One of the most notable reactions to HUMEAN HERITAGE is the arch-presumptivist idea 

that the general reliability of say-so is not conditional on experiences and observation, 

but rather an a priori matter. C. A. J. Coady is perhaps the most known contemporary 

proponent of this view, and as a highly influential figure in modern presumptivism he 

has been an important antagonist to non-presumptivism due to his (1992) Testimony: 

a Philosophical Study. Below, in §2.2.1, I outline and discuss Coady’s presumptivist 

account, against Hume’s optimistic non-presumptivism, and use this to illustrate and 

reveal some issues with the presumptivist framework. But, first, I sketch the historical 

roots of presumptivism. 

2.1.2  Reid and the Analogy to Perception 

There is broad consensus for crediting Thomas Reid with being the father of modern 

presumptivism (Alston 1985; Coady 1994; Pritchard 2004). Reid’s idea is this: when 

we reflect on our own natural dispositions to rely on others we eventually arrive at 

two “principles of common sense”, which are self-evident.26 These principles are 

restated below from Reid’s Inquiry Into the Human Mind (2000: 196).27 

The Principle of Credulity – ‘a propensity to speak truth, and to use the signs of 

language so as to convey our real sentiments.’  

																																																								
26 That is, warranted to believe a priori. 
27 The citations below are from the following edition: Reid, T. (2000) Inquiry into the Human Mind, ed. Derek 

R. Brookes, University Park PA: Penn State University Press. 
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The Principle of Veracity – ‘a disposition to confide in the veracity of others, and 

to believe what they tell us.’ 

Since these principles are self-evident – that is, a priori – we do not have to establish 

the reliability of say-so on inductive inference from past experiences of say-so as a 

reliable source. In contrast to Hume, Reid thinks that no non-circular argument can be 

given as proof for the general reliability of say-so. 

 Here is an example of a postulated Reid-inspired response to Hume’s (optimistic) 

non-presumptivism: 

REID 1 For any language L, to infer from experience, that say-so in L is reliable, 

one must either establish or assume as premises that the following 

dispositions of credulity are conventions in L, 

REFERENCE UNIFORMITY  speakers of L associate the same set of words and 

expressions with the same sets of things, and so, use the same sets of words 

and expressions to refer to the same sets of things. 

SINCERITY  speakers of L are generally inclined to speak the truth. 

REID 2 Neither REFERENCE UNIFORMITY, nor SINCERITY, can be established as premises 

without first presupposing that REFERENCE UNIFORMITY and SINCERITY are 

conventions in L. 

REID 3 Hence, to infer from experience that the disposition to believe on say-so, in 

L, is reliable one is bound to presume that the dispositions of credulity are 

conventions in L. 

As Alston puts it: ‘What the circularity thesis shows is that there is no possibility of 

establishing either reliability or unreliability of our basic cognitive faculties.’ (1985: 

447. Italics added). To be clear, here are some examples of what ‘our basic cognitive 

faculties’ amounts to: 

a. The disposition to accept p from perceiving p. 

b. The disposition to accept p from reasoning that p. 

c. The disposition to accept p from remembering that p. 

d. The disposition to accept p from the say-so ‘that p’. 

And so, to be clear, the Reidean idea is that the reliability of these dispositions is not 

something that is established by inference, but rather, something we have a natural 
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right to presume, extending from our natural right to rely on basic principles of 

common sense. 

 Perhaps is it less controversial that our dispositions to accept from perception, 

reason and memory are sufficiently reliable to generate non-inferential belief-

responses because we feel more in control when we perceive, reason and remember 

that p. After all, when someone tells us ‘p’, they might be trying to deceive us, or they 

might be ignorant about what they are talking about. However, comparing with our 

habit of accepting from perception: we do presuppose that our eyes and visual cortex 

are functioning the way they should, and unless we have reasons to be suspicious, we 

do presume our circumstances to be more-or-less normal – that is, prima facie non-

deceptive and as we perceive it to be. And so, why is it that when we presume our 

disposition to accept what we perceive to be reliable on a no-defeater condition, the 

same with would not be warranted for our disposition to accept what we are told? 

Here is how Coady draws on this analogy: 

If we can have cases of direct knowledge in perception (as when I see a red apple close at hand in full 

daylight), then surely we can have cases of direct knowledge in testimony, as when I am told by a normally 

sighted, disinterested, and non-malevolent friend that there is a red apple in the next room. It is no objection to 

this to cite the fact that I would not know unless the witness were visually competent, disinterested and non-

malevolent, since it is equally true that I would not know by my own perception unless similar conditions, 

such as normal lightning and properly functioning eyes were fulfilled. 

           (Coady 1994: 123-4) 

Coady points to an interesting fact in support of the analogy to perception: ‘it may be 

more rational to rely upon the [say-so] of another than upon one’s own perceptions in 

many common situations.’ (1994: 129, brackets added). To illustrate the point, I have 

added the following examples: 

 EXAMPLE a colorblind person certainly ought to rely on the say-so of her non-

colorblind friends, rather than her own perceptual capacities, in questions regarding 

the colors of Gottfried’s sweater. 

 EXAMPLE  Joe ought to rely on the say-so of Jill over his own perceptual 

capacities when the question is whether or not the guitarist was sweating on stage 

during the Neil Diamond concert, which they both attended, and where Jill had a 

much better view of the stage than Joe. 

This completes my introduction of the historical background of the presumptivism 

and non-presumptivism. The next subchapter outlines two “textbook” examples from 
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contemporary literature so to show that the conflict between presumptivism and non-

presumptivism is, in some sense, reducible to differences in epistemic orientations 

and how to understand the notion of say-so-based warrant. 

2.2  Contemporary Presumptivism and Non-Presumptivism 

In sections §2.2.1 I outline Coady’s (1992) Reidean presumptivist account, and then, 

in §2.2.2 I outline Fricker ‘s (1994) pessimistic non-presumptivist account. I also 

discuss some of the most pressing issues for presumptivism and non-presumptivism. 

The aim is to clarify the implications that these issues has for each camp, and be clear 

on what presumptivists and non-presumptivists needs to deal with if they are to 

provide satisfactory accounts of say-so-based warrant. 

2.2.1 Coady’s (1992) Reid-Inspired Rejection of HUMEAN HERITAGE 

The presumptivist thesis asserts that say-so-based warrant is exclusively non-

inferential. That is, for any doxastic attitude D, if the only doxastic warrant one has 

for D is say-so-based, then the warrant one has for D cannot extend from an inference 

about speaker-reliability.28 

For Reid-inspired presumptivists, like Coady, say-so-based warrant extends from 

our natural right to rely on the undefeated, prima facie, reliability of our disposition to 

accept what we are told. And so, by analogy to perception, one’s warrant to accept the 

say-so ‘p’ extends from one’s right to accept the undefeated, prima facie, de facto 

reliability of say-so in general. This right here is, perhaps, the most controversial part 

of presumptivism. To clarify: according to presumptivism, warranted say-so-based 

acceptance is conditional only on a recipients’ undefeated presumption, without any 

involvement of a positive-reasons requirement. This is because the say-so-based 

warrant a recipient has to accept p extends from her a priori warrant to accept the 

undefeated, prima facie, reliability of say-so. Since say-so-based warrant extends 

from recipients’ a priori right to accept the reliability of say-so on a no-defeater 

condition, an undefeated presumption is all that is required of recipients.   

																																																								
28 To be noted: this is not to say that presumptivists reject that there are cases in which B, nonetheless, can be 

warranted on inference (e.g., an inference from the reliability of say-so). However, presumptivists reject that these 
cases (e.g., when B is warranted on an inference from the reliability of say-so) instantiate say-so-based warrant. In 
these cases (in which B is warranted on an inference from the reliability of say-so) B is, according to the 
presumptivist, inference-based and not say-so-based. 
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 However, the a priori right to accept the defeasible, prima facie, reliability of say-

so must be accounted for. Coady does this by premising that we rely on the say-so of 

others for learning language and concepts. Since we try to account for say-so-based 

warrant in terms of the language and concepts we learn via say-so, Coady would 

remark that this shows how reliant we necessarily are on the word of others. The very 

fact that we believe to communicate efficiently implies that we already presuppose 

say-so to be reliable. This is how he makes the case against Hume’s optimistic non-

presumptivism, by noting that, ‘the very language in which [non-presumptivism] is 

framed already presupposes the broad reliability of [say-so]’ (1994: 79, brackets and 

italics added). Hence, Coady argues that HUMEAN HERITAGE should be rejected since all 

attempts at establishing the reliability of say-so, as an a posteriori fact, cannot avoid 

that it relies on presupposing the reliability of say-so. 

 The following sections sketch and discuss contemporary presumptivism by appeal 

to Coady’s account, not necessarily as a standard, but as an account that has inspired 

and shaped the development of both contemporary presumptivism and non-

presumptivism. 

2.2.1.1  Preliminaries for Coady’s Account 

Here are the preliminaries for understanding Coady’s presumptivist account: 

Coady’s Thesis: The Humean must accept that the language and concepts with 

which she attempts to account for a posteriori warranted acceptance of say-so, 

‘already presupposes the broad reliability of [say-so]’ (Coady 1994: 79, brackets 

added). 

Externalism: Something ϕ serves as a warranting factor for S to hold D without S 

being required to internally access ϕ upon introspection, such that, ϕ can serve as a 

warranting factor for S to hold D, even though S is unaware that D is warranted to her. 

Reliabilism:  Attitude D is doxastically warranted, if and only if, the process by 

which D is produced is de facto reliable (i.e., such that the process most likely leads to 

truth. 

It should be noted – in order to properly grasp the differences between internalism 

and externalism – that to an externalist like Coady, a subject S’s attitude towards 

whether or not S will win the lottery can be warranted without S even being aware of 

being warranted. Hence, when a warranting factor is called external it is the same as 
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calling it non-mental, in that, the warrant that the warranting factor contributes to is 

not conditional on any of S’s mental states (e.g., attitude local to S). 

So to be clear, when reading Coady and my reconstruction of his argument below, 

an important premise is that attitudes can be doxastically warranted without any 

reflective awareness on part of the believer. For utmost clarity, here is an example 

that places externalism and reliabilism in a context that is relevant to our current 

discussion: 

EXAMPLE Jill tells Joe that he will win the lottery. Since, as Coady claims, it is 

true, a priori, that Joe’s disposition to rely on the say-so of others is de facto reliable 

(regardless of Joe’s own opinion on, and awareness of, the matter) then Joe’s 

disposition to accept say-so is a reliable process. This would entail that Joe’s attitude-

response to what he is told by Jill is warranted, not due to the intellect or rational 

performance of Joe, but rather due to the de facto reliability of say-so as a source of 

information. 

However, it is also true that Jill cannot predict with certainty that Joe will win the 

lottery. And so, since RELIABILIST THESIS also contains a no-defeater condition; and, 

given the fact that there is ground for doubting Jill’s say-so; then, the presumption 

that would have made Joe’s attitude that he will win the lottery warranted is defeated, 

and Joe’s attitude-response to what he is told by Jill is thus not warranted. 

2.1.1.2  A Charitable Reconstruction of Coady’s Argument 

To show how Coady makes the case for presumptivism and rejects an optimistic 

reading of HUMEAN HERITAGE, I have reconstructed his argument from premises to 

conclusion. 

COADY 1  Joe’s dispositions to interpret linguistic behavior in L are reliable, if and 

only if, Joe’s disposition to believe on say-so is reliable 

COADY 2 Joe is a competent speaker of L, if and only if, Joe’s dispositions to interpret 

linguistic behavior in L are reliable 

COADY 3 competent speakers of L presume their dispositions to interpret linguistic 

behavior in L to be conventions of L 

COADY 4 it is rational to communicate via L, if and only if, one presumes that one’s 

dispositions to interpret linguistic behavior in L are conventions of L  
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COADY 5 it is rational for competent speakers of L to communicate via L 

COADY 6 Joe is a competent speaker of L, therefore, Joe’s disposition to believe on 

say-so is a priori reliable. 

The diagram below illustrates how the argument is structured from premises to 

conclusion, 

 
DIAGRAM: VALID STRUCTURE FOR COADY’S ARGUMENT 

As the diagram above shows, Coady’s argument allows for two routes of inference: 

1. The Short Route, by way of inferring COADY 6 from COADY 1 and COADY 2: 

Since Joe’s understanding of the public language L, with all of it concepts, is learned 

by way of believing the say-so of others, then from the conjunction of, 

COADY 1  Joe’s dispositions to interpret linguistic behavior in L are reliable, if and 

only if, Joe’s disposition to believe on say-so is reliable; and, 

COADY 2 Joe is a competent speaker of L, if and only if, Joe’s dispositions to 

interpret linguistic behavior in L are reliable; thus, 

COADY 6 Joe is a competent speaker of L, therefore, Joe’s disposition to believe on 

say-so is a priori reliable. 

2. The Long Route, by way of the following moves: 

The conjunction of COADY 2 and COADY 3, 

COADY 6 

COADY 2 COADY 
1 

COADY 
3 

COADY 
4 

COADY 
5 
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COADY 2 Joe is a competent speaker of L, if and only if, Joe’s dispositions to 

interpret linguistic behavior in L are reliable; and, 

COADY 3 Competent speakers of L presume their dispositions to interpret linguistic 

behavior in L to be conventions of L. 

Introducing COADY 4 as a tautology, 

COADY 4 It is rational to communicate via L, if and only if, one presumes that one’s 

dispositions to interpret linguistic behavior in L are conventions of L. 

Then, the conjunction of COADY 3 and COADY 4 implies COADY 5, 

COADY 5 It is rational for competent speakers of L to communicate via L. 

Then, COADY 5 is latched onto the conjunction of COADY 1 and COADY 2, which 

contributes extra support to COADY 6 since, as a competent speaker of L, it is rational 

for Joe to communicate via L, a language which learning requires the reliability of 

his disposition to believe on say-so, 

COADY 6 Joe is a competent speaker of L, therefore, Joe’s disposition to believe on 

say-so is a priori reliable. 

To be clear, I have not outlined two “versions” of Coady’s argument, I illustrate both 

ways in which the argument serves Coady’s presumptivist case. 

2.1.1.3  An Issue with Coady’s Reidean Presumptivism: GULLIBILITY 

One of the most noted objections to Coady’s account, and Reidean presumptivism in 

general, is that, instead of trying to solve an actual problem, these projects are all 

aimed at a quasi problem in that they aim to account for the general reliability of our 

disposition to believe on say-so. This issue is often raised by non-presumptivists and 

premised on the claim that the global reliability of say-so is simply not what we are 

after. Here is a passage from Fricker (1994) to demonstrate this, 

There is no ‘problem of justifying beliefs through testimony’ over and above the task of showing that 

particular instances of testimony can be such as to be justifiedly believed. The [presumptivists’] case, I 

shall show, gains most of its plausibility from a confusion over just what the problem to be solved is’. 

       (Fricker 1994: 128, italics and brackets added) 

Coady and Reidean presumptivists reason as follows: since we cannot infer the 

general reliability of say-so without first presuming some say-so to be reliable, we can 
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therefore conclude that it is an a priori fact that say-so is reliable, and so, that in any 

particular case, say-so can be presumed reliable, unless this presumption is defeated.  

 This way of reasoning is meant to reject an optimistic reading of HUMEAN HERITAGE – 

viz. that say-so-based warrant is inferentially grounded in global/general reliability. 

However, it fails to reject a pessimistic reading of HUMEAN HERITAGE – viz. that say-so-

based warrant is inferentially grounded in the local reliability of particular speakers. 

Hence, the reason why Coady is accused of focusing on a quasi problem is that he 

argues from a rejection of optimistic non-presumptivism to the global a priori 

reliability of say-so, and so, lets this global reliability generalize, on a defeasible 

presumption, to questions about local reliability. 

 This issue is illustrated below, in §2.2.2, by appeal to Fricker’s non-presumptivist 

response. For, although reliable say-so might be truth-conducive, the real problem for 

this branch of epistemology is not a question of accounting for the reliability of say-

so. It is, as Fricker states above, ‘the task of showing that particular instances of [say-

so] can be such as to be justifiedly believed’ (ibid, italics added.). Showing that 

particular instances of say-so can be justifiedly believed can, however, be solved by 

appeal to the reliability of say-so, but it would be a mistake to think that the problem 

is fundamentally tied to reliability. If, however, we suppose that there is some 

speaker-property (e.g., reliability, trustworthiness, or something else.), which is such 

that if established, either by inference or presumption, belief-responses to the speaker 

would be warranted by virtue of this property. It would then be gullible, as is Fricker’s 

case, to presume without evidence, unless this presumption is defeated, that this 

speaker-property (say, trustworthiness) is true about any given speaker. 

 Since this gullibility is premised on the claim that this property cannot be inferred 

to generally hold about speakers and therefore must be presumed. Fricker reminds the 

presumptivist of the one true problem: to show that particular instances of say-so can 

serve as warranting factors for particular attitudes, not that say-so, in general, is a 

reliable/trustworthy source of information. That is, the problem is one of local and not 

global dimensions. 

 Below, in §§2.2.2.1-3, I outline Fricker’s non-presumptivist rejection of Coady’s 

Reidean account and then, in §2.2.5, I discuss how presumptivism will have to adapt 

to cope with the issue of GULLIBILITY. 
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 2.2.2 Fricker’s (1994) Pessimistic Non-Presumptivism  

As a pessimistic non-presumptivist, Fricker is not committed to infer warranted 

attitude-responses to say-so from the global reliability/trustworthiness of say-so as a 

source of information. She is rather committed to premise warranted say-so-based 

acceptance on rational acceptance of local speaker-reliability – i.e., the reliability of 

particular speakers with respect to particular instances of say-so. Her move against 

Reidean presumptivism is therefore based on showing that local speaker-reliability 

(or, ‘trustworthiness’ as she terms it) can be established inferentially about speakers 

independently of presuming trustworthiness about those given speakers. 

If Fricker’s project is successful (which it is) this implies an issue for Reidean 

presumptivists, like Coady, since then, if local speaker-reliability can be accepted, 

rationally, without relying on any premises derived from the speaker’s say-so, then 

the Reidean-presumptivist claim is rejected – viz. the claim that the reliability of 

accepting say-so cannot be established rationally, without first presupposing the broad 

reliability of say-so as a source for information. 

2.2.2.1 Preliminaries for Fricker’s Account 

First, here are the preliminaries for understanding Fricker’s argument, 

Fricker’s Thesis:  It is gullible to accept the say-so of a speaker without assessing 

the speaker for trustworthiness, or assessing for trustworthiness on too simple 

grounds. Hence, a necessary condition for warranted say-so-based acceptance is that 

acceptance is conditional on adequate assessments of local speaker-reliability. 

Internalism:  Something ϕ serves as a warranting factor for S to hold D, if and 

only if, ϕ is internally accessible to S upon introspection (e.g., S accesses ϕ in terms of 

premising plausibly-p) such that, D is warranted for S by virtue of S being aware of ϕ 

as a warranting factor for D. 

Justificationism: For any subject S, and for any attitude D, vis-à-vis plausibly-p or 

that-p, D is doxastically warranted for S, at time t, if and only if, S is able, at t, to 
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articulate a cogent/valid defense for D, such that, S’s defense for D supports S in 

rationally holding plausibly-p or that-p.29 

2.2.2.2 Overview of Fricker’s Account 

According to Fricker, the presumptivist rejection of non-presumptivism is premised 

on NEGATIVE CLAIM: 

 NEGATIVE CLAIM  It is not, generally speaking, possible for a hearer to obtain 

independent confirmation that a speaker is trustworthy – that what she says will be 

true.’ (Fricker 1994:125/[1]) 

By rejecting non-presumptivism on NEGATIVE CLAIM, it is a corollary that, 

‘[NEGATIVE CLAIM fixes] the notion of a speaker’s ‘trustworthiness’, programmatically, as precisely 

that property of a speaker which would, if empirically established, allow the inference (using only 

standard principles) to the truth of what she has asserted.’ 

         (Fricker 1994: 128/[4]) 

In other words, what bridges the epistemic gap between the proposition ‘Joe said that 

p’ and the proposition ‘p’ is the proposition ‘Joe is trustworthy’. However, as seen 

above, the Reidean presumptivist (Coady) argues that the gap is instead bridged on a 

defeasible presumption about speaker-reliability, which generalizes from the a priori 

right to accept undefeated global trustworthiness/reliability of say-so as a source for 

information. This is based on the idea that in order to rationally accept local speaker-

reliability, this hinges on the presumption that say-so already is a reliable source for 

information. 

 Fricker grounds her argument in the corollary of NEGATIVE CLAIM, and argues: given 

the fact that Joe’s trustworthiness is the kind of property that would bridge the 

epistemic gap from ‘Joe said that p’ to ‘p’; and, given a definition of trustworthiness 

that meets this demand; then, NEGATIVE CLAIM is shown to be false if trustworthiness, on 

such a definition, can be confirmed non-circularly. Hence, given that trustworthiness 

is ‘precisely that property of a speaker which would, if empirically established, allow 

the inference (using only standard principles) to the truth of what she has asserted’ 

(ibid.), then trustworthiness is defined by Fricker as follows: 

																																																								
 29 On my reading, Fricker subscribes to a justificationist standard of epistemic assessment, very much similar 
to the evidentialist standard discussed in Chapter I, §1.2.3.2. For our purposes here, however, it is possible to 
regard Fricker’s justificationist standard as a version of evidentialism. 
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  Trustworthiness =def. a speaker S is trustworthy with respect to an assertoric 

utterance by her U, which is made on an occasion O, and by which she asserts that P, 

if and only if, 

(i) U is sincere, and 

(ii) S is competent with respect to ‘P’ on O, where [competence] is defined as follows: 

If S were sincerely to assert P on O, then it would be the case that P.30 

 On this definition, the following conditions are satisfied: some speaker Joe is 

trustworthy relative to some utterance U; the property of trustworthiness is such that, 

when assessed in conjunction with ‘Joe asserted that p’, it entails p, and it is 

independent from pre-existing evidence for the truth of p. 

 On Fricker’s definition: 

1) S is trustworthy with respect to U on O ⇔ S is assessed to be competent and 

sincere, with respect to U on O 

Moreover, since competence and sincerity are psychological properties, assessment of 

these properties, ‘is part of, or a prediction from, a more extended psychological 

theory’ (Fricker 1994:148/[24]). 

 Briefly stated, Fricker’s idea is this: any hearer H engages in the task of 

psychologically profiling a speaker S, viz. ‘[ascribing] beliefs, desires and other 

mental states and character traits to her’ (Ibid, brackets added.). H then appeals to this 

profile in order to explain why S made utterance U on occasion O, and thus, bases the 

assessment of S’s competence and sincerity with respect to U on O on this 

explanation. 

 Hence, as Fricker claims, ‘it is difficult to see how sincerity and competence could 

be evaluated other than through the construction of such an explanation’ 

(1994:149/[25]), we can derive as follows, 

2) S is assessed to be competent and sincere, with respect to U on O ⇔ H 

constructs a psychological profile of S that enables H to explain why S made U 

on O, such that, this explanation warrants an assessment of S as competent and 

sincere with respect to U on O 

And so, the material conditional in 2) allows for swapping the antecedent in 1) for the 

consequent in 2), such that, 
																																																								

30 See: Fricker (1994: 147, brackets added.) 
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3) S is trustworthy with respect to U on O ⇔ H constructs a psychological profile 

of S that enables H to explain why S made U on O, such that, this explanation 

warrants an assessment of S as competent and sincere with respect to U on O  

To show how Fricker argues for this non-presumptivist position I have reconstructed 

her argument as follows: 

2.2.2.3 Charitable Reconstruction of Fricker’s Argument 

In light of the previous section, I reconstruct Fricker’s argument, from premises to 

conclusion, as follows, 

NEGATIVE ‘It is not, generally speaking, possible for a hearer to obtain independent 

confirmation that a speaker is trustworthy’.31 

FRICKER 1 Presumptivism as premised on NEGATIVE CLAIM ⇒ trustworthiness is 

‘precisely that property of a speaker which would, if empirically 

established’ bridge the epistemic gap between ‘Joe said that p’ and ‘p’. 

FRICKER 2 trustworthiness =def.
32 ⇒ FRICKER 3 

FRICKER 3 Joe is trustworthy with respect to the say-so that p ⇔	Joe is assessed to be 

competent and sincere with respect to p 

FRICKER 4 Joe is assessed to be competent and sincere with respect to p ⇔	Joe is 

ascribed beliefs and desires, which culminate in an explanation of why Joe 

said that p 

FRICKER 5 Joe is trustworthy with respect to the say-so that p ⇔	Joe is ascribed beliefs 

and desires, which culminate in an explanation of why Joe said that p 

From this point onwards, Fricker’s argument can be read as dividing into two: (i) the 

route from FRICKER 5 to FRICKER 9, which refutes NEGATIVE CLAIM to make a case against 

Reidean presumptivism, and (ii) the route from FRICKER 5 to FRICKER 8*, which rejects, in 

favor of non-presumptivism, that say-so-based warrant is a distinctive kind of non-

inferential warrant. 

(i)  Here is how Fricker refutes NEGATIVE CLAIM in a move against presumptivism: 

FRICKER 6 the norms governing belief- and desire ascriptions to Joe are ‘empirically 

constrained by, and explanatory of, [Joe’s] behavior’33 

																																																								
31 See: Fricker (1994: 125/[1]) 
32 See above: §2.2.2.2 
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FRICKER 7 the belief- and desire ascriptions that explain why Joe said p are empirically 

based 

FRICKER 8 the belief- and desire ascriptions that explain why Joe said p are empirically 

based ⇒ Joe’s trustworthiness with respect to the say-so that p is 

empirically based 

FRICKER 9 NEGATIVE CLAIM is false; and since presumptivism is premised on NEGATIVE 

CLAIM, its plausibility suffers significantly with the rejection of NEGATIVE 

CLAIM 

(ii)  Here is Fricker’s move in support of non-presumptivism:  

FRICKER 6* the norms governing belief- and desire ascriptions are ‘derived from and 

explained by the nature of commonsense psychological concepts whose 

significance and domain answerability is much broader than just the 

explanation of [why Joe said that p]’ ⇒ FRICKER 7 

FRICKER 7* the conditions on which say-so serve as a warranting factor are not 

distinctive for explaining why Joe said that p 

FRICKER 8* say-so-based warrant is no distinctive kind of epistemic warrant, but rather, 

the same kind of warrant that we have for ascribing beliefs and desires to 

others, namely, inferential. 

This concludes the outline of Fricker’s account in illustration of pessimistic non-

presumptivism. Below, in §2.2.4, I go through one of the more discussed issues with 

pessimistic non-presumptivism, in the same way that GULLIBILITY was presented as an 

issue for presumptivism above. 

2.2.3 An Issue with Pessimistic Non-Presumptivism: INTELLECTUALIST 

An implication of a notion of rational say-so-based warrant is that many attitudes-

responses to say-so are rendered non-warranted due to the strong intellectualist 

demands. This implication suggests a problem for non-presumptivistm. I outline the 

problem as follows, 

INTELLECTUALIST 

 INTELLECT 1 Non-presumptivism ⇒ an intellectualist requirement: (i) to possess 

the relevant concepts (e.g., speech acts, speaker-reliability and 
																																																																																																																																																															

33 See: Fricker (1994:155/[31], brackets and italics added) 
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speaker-motives, defeaters, evidence, etc.); (ii) to have undefeated 

positive reasons, sufficient for accepting say-so; (iii) to 

validly/cogently structure attitudes in accordance with rules of logic 

 INTELLECT 2 Non-presumptivism ⇒	doxastically	incapacitating those whose 

intellect does not satisfy the conditions of INTELLECT 1, thus, 

eliminating the prospects of say-so-based warrant, chronically for 

some (e.g., those with certain neuro-cognitive disorders) and 

temporarily for others (e.g., severely intoxicated people and shift 

workers) 

It is objected that INTELLECTUALIST implies difficulties for explaining say-so-based 

warrant in younger children (18-36 m/old). This is because, even if a child has the 

evidence sufficient for grounding rational say-so-based acceptance, this would not be 

enough for the child to meet the demands of INTELLECT 1. One reason for this is that 

simply having the evidence – that is, believing/accepting the right things to support 

rational acceptance of speaker-reliability – is not enough for the child to rationally 

accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability on the conditions of INTELLECT 1. 

 As we saw with Fricker, pessimistic non-presumptivists are committed to a notion 

of rational say-so-based warrant, conditional on recipients’ successfully structuring 

attitudes, validly or cogently, as is exemplified below, 

 From:  observing that Joe said ‘p’ 

 Via:  a warranted rational acceptance of Joe as, prima facie, speaker-reliable 

 To:  accepting plausibly-p 

However, there is empirical evidence to support the intuition that younger children 

(18-36 m/old) are incapable of satisfying the demands of INTELLECT 1. For one, as 

remarked by Graham (2018),34 younger children lack the meta-representational skills 

to represent in thought, the categories and concepts (e.g., speech-acts, evidence, truth, 

speaker-reliability, etc.) needed to reliably infer, prima facie, speaker-reliability. And, 

as Graham notes, ‘there is considerable evidence that young children are strongly 

biased to accept [say-so], to presume veracity’ (2018: 17).  

																																																								
34 Graham, P. J. “Formulating reductionism about testimonial warrant and the challenge from childhood 

testimony”, Synthese, vol. 195 (2018: 3013-3033) 
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 Three-year-olds, for instance, tend to believe blindly on the say-so of speakers 

whom have not yet shown any signs of unreliability (Jaswal and Perez-Edgar 2014).35 

That is, if a three-year-old has not experienced a speaker to be insincere or 

incompetent, they are likely to believe whatever the speaker tells them. Likewise, 

three-year-olds also tend to regard speakers who are slightly unreliable as equally 

unreliable as speakers who are very unreliable (Pasquini et al. 2007).36 Hence, three-

year-olds seem to assess for speaker-reliability according to the following rule: she 

lies once she lies forever.  

 These concerns, and more like them, contribute to motivate objections to non-

presumptivism, like, for instance, INFANT/CHILD OBJECTION: 

 INFANT/CHILD OBJECTION 

(1) It is appropriate for younger children (18-36 m/old) to rely on say-so as a basis 

for action and belief ⇔ Younger children are capable of say-so-based warrant. 

(2) Intuitively, it is appropriate for younger children (18-36 m/old) to rely on say-

so as a basis for action and belief. 

(3) Pessimistic non-presumptivism is committed to INTELLECT 1 as a necessary 

condition for say-so-based warrant. 

(4) Younger children (18-36 m/old) do not meet the demands of INTELLECT 1. 

It follows, from 3 and 4, that, 

(5) Pessimistic non-presumptivism is inconsistent with say-so-based warrant in 

younger children (18-36 m/old). 

Thus, it follows from 5, 2 and 1, that, 

(6) Pessimistic non-presumptivism is inconsistent with intuitions about younger 

children (18-36 m/old) and their capacity for say-so-based warrant. 

What INTELLECTUALIST shows is that pessimistic non-presumptivism demands that we 

accept either of the following alternatives, 

																																																								
35 Jaswal, V. K., Perez-Edgar, K. (2014), Resolving conflicts between observation and testimony: the role of 

inhibitory control. In E. J. Robinson and S. Einar (Eds.) Trust and skepticism: children’s selective learning from 
testimony. Hove Psychology Press 

36 Pasquini, E. S., Corriveau, K. H., Koenig, M., Harris, P. Preschoolers monitor the relative accuracy of 
informants. Developmental Psychology, vol. 43, (2007: 1216–1226). 
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a) Some caveat stating that the discussion only targets fully competent adults, such 

that children – and others with reduced conceptual competence and cognitive 

capacities – are not to be measured according to the same criteria. 

b) The implication that young children, and others with reduced conceptual 

competence and cognitive capacities, are incapable of say-so-based warrant. 

None of these alternatives are especially fortunate for non-presumptivism. And so, the 

implications of INTELLECTUALIST reveal problems for non-presumptivism that must be 

solved. However, we return to these issues in Chapter III. Now, we will look at how 

contemporary presumptivism, in an effort to deal with GULLIBILITY, have developed out 

of Reidean presumptivism, and into what is called presumptivism w/monitoring. 

 2.2.4 Presumptivism Revamped: Presumptivism w/Monitoring 

What is illustrated above, by appeal to GULLIBILITY, is that presumptivism needs its no-

defeater condition to be responsive to local speaker-unreliability. In the literature, the 

problem is presumed solved by adding the requirement that recipients monitor, 

subconsciously, for de facto defeaters of local speaker-reliability.37 Here is how the 

no-defeater condition might be revamped: 

 NO-DEFEAT*: ...unless the presumption is defeated by the alerts of a subconscious 

disposition to monitor for de facto defeaters of speaker-reliability. 

To avoid developing into a version of non-presumptivism, recipients’ responsiveness 

to de facto defeaters of speaker-reliability must operate on a level that is below the 

reflective awareness of the recipient. That is, since the presumptivist thesis asserts 

that say-so-based warrant extends from a defeasible a priori warrant to presume 

speaker-reliability, responsiveness to defeaters must be subconscious; otherwise 

recipients would be disposed to infer, and so, rationally accept, prima facie, speaker-

reliability instead. This would entail a posteriori warranted reliance on, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability, which according to presumptivists would not extend to say-so-

based warrant. 

 However, this raises a different issue for presumptivists: viz. the controversial 

implication that we, somehow, get subconsciously alerted when local speaker-

reliability is defeated. Just to be clear on the issue, the revamped condition NO-DEFEAT* 

																																																								
37 See, for instance, Goldberg, S., and Henderson, D. “Monitoring and Anti-Reductionism in the Epistemology 

of Testimony”, Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, vol. LXXII, no. 3 (2006: 600-17). 
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is premised on the assumption that our disposition to subconsciously monitor for de 

facto defeaters of speaker-reliability is itself reliable. If our disposition to 

subconsciously monitor for defeat is reliable, this entails that our disposition is 

accurately responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. However, we should keep in 

mind that this would presuppose that the disposition to monitor for defeat is sensitive 

to and not swayed by the distinctiveness and unique idiosyncrasies local to a given 

speaker, relative to a given speech-context. Though, if subconscious monitoring for 

de facto defeaters of speaker-reliability is to be reliable, this presupposes that 

recipients are reliably responsive to accurate signs of speaker-reliability/-unreliability. 

But how can any recipient be reliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability? Few 

speech-contexts are exactly alike, and even fewer speakers share the same behavioral 

idiosyncrasies. Hence, for recipients’ disposition to be reliably responsive to de facto 

defeaters of speaker-reliability, they must be reliably responsive to de facto signs of 

speaker-reliability, even though these signs are completely new to the recipient. 

 As absurd as this might seem, it should be noted that presumptivism w/monitoring 

is not postulated to represent some clever and dependable way for us to form 

warranted say-so-based acceptance. The approach is rather postulated to represent the 

realistic way in which we actually form belief-responses to say-so. And so, instead of 

imagining the best plausible way to intellectually ground say-so-based warrant, the 

presumptivism w/monitoring, acknowledges the problematic implications of 

INTELLECTUALIST. 

2.3  In Light of the Evidence: Studies on the Accuracy of Deception 

Detection and the Implications for Pres. and Non-Pres. 

We have seen how both presumptivism and non-presumptivism makes say-so-based 

warrant conditional on recipients’ responsiveness to de facto speaker-reliability. In 

what remains of this chapter I reveal the implications of this requirement by looking 

to empirical evidence from studies on the accuracy of deception detection. There are 

two issues that make the responsiveness-requirement of presumptivism and non-

presumptivism especially problematic: 

 NO UNIFORMITY IN CUES nervousness might correlate with insincerity for a speaker A 

and not correlate with insincerity for a speaker B. Hence, to anticipate uniformity in 
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something so relative as cues of local speaker-reliability is as absurd as to anticipate 

uniformity in the length of a rope. 

 EVIDENCE OF INACCURACY though recipients are found to be responsive to speaker-

reliability, the evidence suggests that recipients are responsive to inaccurate cues of 

speaker-reliability. 

 2.3.1 The Truth-Bias: Evidence to Suggest Inaccuracy in our Responsiveness to 

Speaker-Sincerity 

In a study conducted on 107 college couples, McCornack and Levine (1990)38 found 

that the most beneficial level of suspicion for optimal accuracy-rates, when measuring 

recipients’ responsiveness to speaker-sincerity, was a moderate level of suspicion. 

The participating couples were randomly divided into speakers and recipients. In one 

room, the speakers were instructed to answer both sincerely and insincerely to a set of 

questions while being video-recorded. In a different room, the recipients were further 

divided into three subgroups and given different instructions, ‘designed to instill low, 

moderate, or high levels of suspicion’ (Levine 2019: 474)39. Recipients were shown 

the video of their partner and tasked to assess their utterances for sincerity/insincerity. 

 The results were that the low-suspicion group assessed their partners as 80% 

sincere with 53,2% accuracy; the moderate group assessed their partners as 72% 

sincere with 64,6% accuracy; the high-suspicion group assessed their partners as 64% 

with 57,2% accuracy. As Levine later notes, what is interesting is the evidence for 

‘the robust nature of truth-bias’ (Levine 2019: 477). The subjects in the low-suspicion 

group had no idea that they were participating in a study on sincerity-assessment, and 

could thereby be assumed to be equally as suspicious as they would outside of the 

experiment. Truth-bias occurred in all three groups, however, even the high-suspicion 

group in which the subjects knew that the study was about sincerity-assessment, and 

was primed to be way more suspicious than they otherwise would be under normal 

circumstances (i.e., in a non-lab setting). 

 Relevant to our purposes here, the phenomenon of truth-bias is defined as our 

disposition to believe/accept in response to and on the basis of say-so, independent of 

																																																								
38 McCornack, S. A., & Levine, T. R. (1990). “When Lovers Become Leery: The Relationship Between 

Suspicion and Accuracy in Detecting Deception”, Communication Monographs, vol. 57, no. 03, pp. 219–230 
39 Levine, T. R. (2019) Duped: Truth-Default Theory and the Social Science of Lying and Deception. University 

Alabama Press.  
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speaker-reliability. In other words, we are more inclined to accept what we are told 

than we are to doubt it. This is true regardless of whether the say-so-based attitude 

results from passive and non-conscious, or active and conscious, mechanisms. 

 According to The Kahneman-Tversky Approach, truth-bias is a “side effect” of a 

mode of intuitive (non-rational) thinking which is faster and more instinctive than 

analytical (rational) thinking.40 The approach is premised on a dichotomy between 

two systems of thought: the intuitive- and the analytical system. Since the analytical is 

more exhaustive, we – that is, our brains – prefer to not engage the analytical system 

if there is a chance we can get away with using the intuitive system, which operates 

heuristically and below the radar of reflective awareness. For instance, in cases of 

uncertainty about speaker-reliability, we can either engage the analytical system to 

ponder exhaustively on the question about whether-or-not to rationally accept, or we 

can rely (as we most often do) on the intuitive system to reduce the difficult and 

calorie-consuming task of reliably inferring, prima facie, speaker-reliability to lighter 

and far less exhaustive operations. 

 The phenomenon of truth-bias is well documented and its implications for, both, 

presumptivism and non-presumptivism – which is discussed below – should be 

accepted, regardless of whether one chooses to accept the Kahneman-Tversky 

approach for explaining it. 

 2.3.2 Bond and DePaulo (2006): a Meta-Analysis of Studies on the Accuracy of 

Deception Detection – i.e., on the Reliability of Recipients’ Responsiveness 

to de facto Speaker-Reliability 

There are numerous of studies on the accuracy of recipients’ responsiveness to de 

facto speaker-sincerity, and most of them contain the same ingredients: (i) speakers to 

convey sincere and insincere messages; (ii) recipients to assess the speakers for 

sincerity and insincerity; and, (iii) accuracy of responsiveness as the average of 

correct sincerity/insincerity assessments. 

 These studies vary different factors like: 

o The subject matter of the conveyed message. 

o Speaker-intentions (Ekman 2001; Hilton, Fein and Miller 1993). 

o “Heat-of-the-moment lies” as compared to systematic deceit. 

																																																								
40 Kahneman, D. and Tversky, A. “Judgment under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Bias”, Science, New Series, 

Vol. 185, No. 4157, (1974: 1124-1131). 
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o Occupation and social roles of participants. 

o The speaker/recipient-relationship (Burgoon et. al. 1994; McCornack and 

Parks 2004). 

o Conversations as compared to letters (Buller and Burgoon 1996). 

Across these diversities, the findings are the same: recipients’ responsiveness to 

speaker-sincerity/-insincerity has an average accuracy of only a little more than 50%. 

Here the %-measurement of accurate sincerity-assessments, given a particular speaker 

and a selection of utterances, is read as an index of the recipient’s responsiveness to 

the sincerity of that particular speaker (here referred to as speaker-sincerity). 

 The inaccuracy of recipients’ responsiveness to speaker-sincerity is supported by 

the findings of a massive meta-analysis by Bond and DePaulo (2006) based on 133 

published and 73 unpublished documents: a total of 24 483 assessments, 6651 

messages and 4435 speakers.41 Typical for these studies was that 41 recipients 

assessed 16 speakers with one message each with each message lasting for about an 

average of 52 seconds (2006: 219). About 40% of the speakers were motivated to 

make their lie believed whereas 12% of the recipients were motivated to successfully 

catch a liar. In most of the studies, the recipients and speakers were strangers. 

 The results of Bond and DePaulo’s meta-analysis tell us that the capacity of “the 

average-Joe” to tell sincere messages from insincere messages is measured at a rate of 

54%, ‘a level slightly better than [Joe] could achieve by flipping a coin’ (2006: 230, 

brackets added). Since Joe’s responsiveness to cues of speaker-reliability/unreliability 

is partly determined by Joe’s responsiveness to speaker-sincerity/insincerity, then for 

the latter to be measured at 54% accuracy clearly indicates the unreliability of the 

former. These results are, however, found to be stable across a variety of different 

situations – e.g., assessments during ongoing conversations, assessments of “high 

stakes”-lies, assessments of speakers whom the recipients are close to and know very 

well. Despite varying factors across these situations, it is found that ‘all reveal 

detection rates within a few points of 50%’ (Bond and DePaulo 2006: 231). The take-

away from this is more reasons to be confident about the existence of a truth-bias. 

 Moreover, when recipients are primed to be responsive to cues of speaker-

insincerity – e.g., as a side effect of participating in a study on deception detection – 

																																																								
41 Bond C. F., DePaulo B. M., ”Accuracy of Deception Judgment”, Personality and Social Psychology Review, 

vol. 10, no. 3 (2006: 214–234). 
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they tend to conceive of a liar in terms of someone who struggles with moral 

emotions. Due to such stereotypical misconceptions, recipients tend to look for 

emotional cues that, for instance, reveal shame or anxiety. However, such stereotypes 

are but another example of insincerity-cues to which recipients are responsive, but of 

which there is no evidence to suggest one-to-one correlation with actual insincere 

speaker-behavior. What rather seems to be the case, according to Bond and DePaulo, 

is that, most often, when the speaker reveals signs of stereotypical “liar-feelings” it is 

due to speaker-motivation and a ‘fear of being disbelieved’ (2006: 232). That is, the 

behavioral cues that we most often respond to and associate with insincerity are not 

actually cues of insincerity, and thus not necessarily correlative to insincere speaker-

behavior. Rather, the behavioral cues that we most often respond to and associate with 

speaker-insincerity are more likely signs of a highly motivated speaker who is afraid 

of not being believed. In addition, Bond and DePaulo note that the evidence 

accumulated from hundreds of studies, involving 4435 speakers, does in fact suggest 

‘that people who are motivated to be believed look deceptive whether or not they are 

lying’ (ibid. italics added). 

 These findings are especially important in that they clearly imply that recipients 

are responsive to what that they inaccurately perceive as cues of insincere speaker-

behavior. This also involves perceiving insincere speaker-behavior in cases where 

there is no de facto presence of speaker-insincerity. Not only does this demonstrate 

that responsiveness to false or contextually inaccurate cues of speaker-insincerity 

functions to sustain truth-bias, it also presents a serious issue for presumptivism and 

non-presumptivism since both camps premises warranted say-so-based acceptance on 

recipients being reliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. 

 2.3.3 The Problem of UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS and its Implications for 

Contemporary Non-Presumptivism and Presumptivism 

One reason for truth-bias (our habit of believing rather than doubting) is that 

recipients are responsive to false or contextually inaccurate cues of speaker-sincerity. 

Since recipients’ acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability is a function from 

accepting speaker-sincerity and speaker-competence, then, since recipients are 

unreliably responsive to de facto speaker-sincerity, this implies that recipients are 

unreliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability, as well. 
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 Why is this a problem? Recall that warranted say-so-based acceptance extends 

from warranted acceptance (a posteriori rational, or, a priori non-rational) of, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability. Hence, for recipients to be rendered unreliably responsive to 

de facto speaker-reliability implies that the reliability of recipients’ disposition to 

(rationally/non-rationally) accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability is undermined, such 

that, whatever kind of warrant that extends from accepting, prima facie, speaker-

reliability is defeated. 

 As an example, presumptivism w/monitoring and pessimistic non-presumptivism 

avoid objections like GULLIBILITY by making warranted say-so-based acceptance 

conditional on recipients accepting, prima facie, speaker-reliability. Since de facto 

speaker-reliability implies that the speaker’s say-so is truth-conducive, then warranted 

say-so-based acceptance extends from recipients’ warrant to rely on, prima facie, de 

facto speaker-reliability. Though presumptivism w/monitoring and pessimistic non-

presumptivism have different ways of grounding warranted acceptance of, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability, both camps premise warranted say-so-based acceptance on 

such acceptance. It is therefore unfortunate for both presumptivists and non-

presumptivists that the evidence suggests that recipients are unreliably responsive to 

de facto speaker-reliability. 

2.3.4 UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS: Can it be Trained Away? 

What are the chances that practice and training could help to acquire more accurate 

responsiveness, and perhaps eventually fully reliable responsiveness to speaker-

sincerity? As it turns out, there is evidence to suggest that practice makes better. One 

meta-analysis, which covered 30 studies on practice for improved accuracy, 

concluded that there are some, however small, improvements in accuracy-rates of 

insincerity-assessments, but not for sincerity-assessments (Hauch et al. 2016).42 

 The takeaway: recipients’ responsiveness to unreliability might be trained, but only 

to the extent of raising accuracy by a few percent, which is far from sufficient to 

ensure reliable responsiveness to de facto speaker-reliability.  

 Moreover, proponents of presumptivism w/monitoring might point out that the 

evidence presented above only suggests the unreliability of conscious responsiveness, 

and that the issues implied by these results does not extend to presumptivism. In 

																																																								
 42 Hauch V., Sporer S. L., Michael S. W., Meissner C. A., “Does Training Improve the Detection of Deception? 
A Meta-Analysis”, Communication Research, vol. 43, no. 3 (2016: 283–343). 
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consideration of this we could appeal back to the Kahneman-Tversky approach from 

§2.3.1 and ask ourselves if not perhaps analytical thinking could be more prone to 

truth-bias than intuitive thinking? One reason to think that intuitive thinking might be 

more reliable is recipients’ tendency to be more confident about their sincerity-

assessments than their insincerity-assessments (DePaulo et al. 1997).43 

 There are some who suggests that these results indicate that confidence is a 

function from subconscious responsiveness to speaker-unreliability.44 However, as 

another meta-analysis shows, there is evidence to support the superiority of 

subconscious responsiveness to speaker-unreliability over chance, though not to 

suggest superiority over conscious responsiveness to speaker-reliability (Bond, 

Levine and Hartwig 2015).45 

 Hence, when it comes to the issues of unreliable responsiveness to de facto 

speaker-sincerity, and thus to de facto speaker-reliability, presumptivism 

w/monitoring and pessimistic non-presumptivism are in the same boat. 

2.3.5 UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS: The Implications for Pres. and Non-Pres. 

The meta-analysis by Bond and DePaulo (2006) demonstrates46 that recipients’ 

disposition to accurately distinguish sincere speaker-behavior from insincere speaker-

behavior is measured at 54%, ‘a level slightly better than [the recipient] could achieve 

by flipping a coin’ (2006: 230, brackets and italics added). Moreover, Bond and 

DePaulo provide evidence to suggest that recipients’ responsiveness to de facto 

speaker-sincerity is strongly compromised by stereotypical misconceptions about, 

say, the correlation of speaker-insincerity and moral emotions like shame or anxiety 

(2006: 232). What often appears to be the case is a lack of evidence to support strong 

correlations between de facto speaker-insincerity and the speaker-behavior to which 

recipients are responsive and inclined to regard as insincere. What is implied is that 

there is strong evidence to suggest that the speaker-behavior to which recipients are 

																																																								
 43 DePaulo B. M., Charlton K., Cooper H., Lindsay J. J., Muhlenbruck L., “Accuracy-Confidence Correlation”, 
Personality and Social Psychology Review, vol. 1, no. 4 (1997: 346-357) 
 44 Brinke L., Stimson D., Carney D.R., “Some Evidence for Unconscious Lie Detection” Psychological Science 
vol. 25, no. 5 (2014: 1098–105); Albrechtsen J. S., Meissner C. A., Susa K. J., “Can Intuition Improve Deception 
Detection Performance?” Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, vol 45, no. 4 (2009: 1052–55) 
 45 Bond C. F., Levine T. R, Hartwig M., “New Findings in NonVerbal Lie Detection” in Detecting Deception: 
Current Challenges and Cognitive Approaches, ed. Granhag P. A., Vrij A., Verschuere B., Chichester: John Wiley 
and Sons (2015: 37–58) 

46 Based on 133 published and 73 unpublished documents: a total of 24 483 assessments, 6651 messages and 
4435 speakers. 
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responsive is often false and inaccurate cues of speaker-sincerity and speaker-

insincerity. 

Hence, Bond and DePaulo (2006) provide evidence from which it clearly follows 

that recipients are unreliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability, abbreviated 

here as UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS. 

TO BE NOTED  It is made clear above how presumptivist accounts, which ground 

say-so-based warrant on undefeated presumptions about, prima facie, speaker-

reliability are rendered problematic when considering GULLIBILITY. In considering the 

presumptivist’s chances of avoiding GULLIBILITY, we discussed a revamped version of 

presumptivism that makes the no-defeater condition involve subconscious monitoring 

for de facto defeaters of speaker-reliability.47 An implication of this is that the 

presumptivist no-defeater condition, then, requires that recipients be reliably 

responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. And so, the side effect of attempting to 

avoid GULLIBILITY is that presumptivism w/monitoring is made vulnerable to UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS, which renders presumptivism w/monitoring vulnerable to GULLIBILITY. 

Below are two examples that demonstrate how UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS creates a 

problem for both presumptivism and non-presumptivism: 

PROBLEM FOR NON-PRESUMPTIVISM 

(1) UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS ⇒	the warrant to rationally accept, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability is defeated by recipients’ unreliable responsiveness to de 

facto speaker-reliability. 

(2) Non-presumptivist accounts make say-so-based warrant conditional on rational 

acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

(3) UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS ⇒	inferences to warranted say-so-based acceptance, 

from rationally accepted, prima facie, speaker-reliability are defeated by 

recipients’ unreliable responsiveness to de facto speaker-reliability. 

PROBLEM FOR PRESUMPTIVISM 

(1) UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS ⇒	presumptions about, prima facie, speaker-reliability 

are defeated by recipient’s unreliable responsiveness to de facto speaker-

reliability. 

																																																								
47 See: §2.2.4, above. 
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(2) Presumptivism w/monitoring make warranted say-so-based acceptance 

conditional, recipients disposition to presume undefeated, prima facie, speaker-

reliability, which in turn is contingent on recipients being reliably responsive to 

de facto speaker-reliability. 

(3) UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS ⇒ presumptivism w/monitoring cannot account for 

undefeated say-so-based acceptance. 

2.4  In Conclusion of Chapter II  

Chapter II have compared presumptivism and non-presumptivism, both, their 

historical roots back to the Scottish Enlightenment as well as the contemporary 

branches labeled ‘pessimistic non-presumptivism’ and ‘presumptivism w/monitoring’. 

What is perhaps the most important to note are the issues discussed for each camp: 

GULLIBILITY for presumptivism (in §2.2.1.3) and INTELLECTUALIST and INFANT/CHILD 

OBJECTION for non-presumptivism (in §2.2.4). 

 The main aim of this chapter has been to bring to light what I have labeled 

‘UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS’, an issue that derives from the evidence gathered from 

numerous of studies, and meta-studies, on the accuracy of deception detection. 

Though it is perhaps the biggest cause for concern to presumptivism and non-

presumptivism, the substance of UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is barely touched upon in 

epistemology literature. I have here provided more than enough reasons to put 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS on the agenda. What I suggest that we derive from Chapter 

II, is the condition that any satisfactory theory of say-so-based warrant should, either, 

(i) involve a defeater of the defeater that is derived from UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, 

so to render the account not vulnerable to the issue (e.g., by accounting for the 

warrant to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability in such a way that is not 

conditional on recipients being reliably responsive to de facto speaker-

sincerity); or, 

(ii) be, somehow, inherently immune to UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, and so, in a sense 

be invulnerable to objections derived from it. 

This is a topic that carries over into the next chapter, where I first present hybridism, a 

third alternative to presumptivism and non-presumptivism, and then demonstrate how 

hybridism can avoid, both, GULLIBILITY and INTELLECTUALIST, and also UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS. 
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Chapter III 

Contextualist Hybridism 
Introducing Contextualist Hybridism and Demonstrating 

How it Avoids the Issues with Pres. and Non-Pres. 

The content of this chapter:  

o Subchapter 3.1 introduces the hybrid alternative to presumptivism and non-

presumptivism and accounts for how to conceive of a hybrid framework.  

o Subchapter 3.2 demonstrates how GULLIBILITY, INTELLECTUALIST and UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS can be avoided on a hybrid framework. In the end of the chapter I 

establish two premises for hybridism, in parallel to arguing against presumptivism 

and non-presumptivism. 

o Subchapter 3.3 concludes the chapter. 

3.1  The Hybrid Alternative to Presumptivism and Non-Presumptivism 

The first part of this chapter introduces the hybrid alternative to presumptivism and 

non-presumptivism. I explain what the hybrid alternative is, in general, and contrast it 

with presumptivism and non-presumptivism. I then suggest how we might conceive 

of a hybrid framework, and further suggest a narrower version of hybridism, which I 

call contextualist hybridism. 

3.1.1 Hybridism and the Broad Hybrid Thesis 

The hybrid alternative to presumptivism and non-presumptivism is, simply, the view 

that say-so-based warrant can be, both, presumptive and non-presumptive, in the 

sense that it can extend both from non-rational and rational acceptance of, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability. Hence, it is the view that warranted say-so-based acceptance 

extends from a posteriori warranted inferences and from a priori warranted 

presumptions. The broad hybrid thesis is here formulated as follows, 

(BROAD) HYBRID THESIS 

Say-so-based warrant extends from the a priori and the a posteriori warrant that a 

recipient has for accepting undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 
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This is the same rough sketch that was offered in Chapter I (see: §1.3.5). The narrow 

thesis that I suggest below (see: §3.1.4) is a more specific version of hybridism, which 

I will present once the theoretical preliminaries have been established. 

There are many reasons why one might want to pursue hybridism instead of 

presumptivism and non-presumptivism. Later in this chapter we see that hybridism 

has the potential to avoid the issues we discussed with respect to presumptivism and 

non-presumptivism. One reason to pursue hybridism is, therefore, to search for a 

framework that is better suited to account for say-so-based warrant. 

3.1.2 Distinguishing Hybridism from Presumptivism and Non-Presumptivism 

As initially suggested in Chapter I, and further illustrated in Chapter II, presumptivist 

and non-presumptivist accounts are motivated by (and assumed to be rooted in) two 

different doxastic orientations: internalism and externalism about doxastic warrant. 

As a reminder, internalism and externalism are defined as follows,48 

INTERNALISM Something ϕ serves as a warranting factor for S to hold D, if and 

only if, ϕ is internally accessible to S upon introspection (e.g., S accesses ϕ in terms of 

premising plausibly-p) such that, D is warranted for S by virtue of S being aware of ϕ 

as a warranting factor for D. 

EXTERNALISM  Something ϕ serves as a warranting factor for S to hold D without S 

being required to internally access ϕ upon introspection, such that, ϕ can serve as a 

warranting factor for S to hold D, even though S is unaware that D is warranted to her. 

Non-presumptivists are internalist-oriented and argue that say-so-based warrant is 

exclusively rational (inferential), whereas presumptivists are externalist-oriented and 

argue that say-so-based warrant is exclusively non-rational (non-inferential). Like, 

presumptivism, hybrid accounts are also externalist-oriented, in that hybridism allows 

for warranting factors (for doxastic warrant in general) to be both internal and 

external to the recipient – contributing to both a posteriori and a priori warranted 

acceptance of prima facie, speaker-reliability.49 

																																																								
48 See: Chapter I, §1.2.4. 
49 To avoid any confusion, the similarity between hybridism and presumptivism as externalist-oriented theories 

extends only to the fact that both theories are consistent with the possibility of external and internal warranting 
factors for doxastic warrant. However, presumptivism is not consistent with say-so-based warrant being grounded 
both in internal- and external warranting factors. To the presumptivist, if an attitude D in response to a speaker’s 
say-so is rational, then the warrant for D is not say-so-based, but rather, inference-based.  
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However, though hybridism is also externalist-oriented hybrid accounts differs 

from presumptivist accounts in one important way: hybridists reject that say-so-based 

warrant is exclusively non-rational. This is, perhaps, the biggest difference between 

hybridism and the other two views. From the view of presumptivist and non-

presumptivist camps, it is either the case that the other camp is wrong, or that the two 

camps are simply not discussing the same thing. Hybridism, however, presupposes 

that none of them are entirely correct and that neither is entirely wrong. Hence, in this 

chapter, the case for hybridism is partly premised on the following claims: 

o Non-presumptivism overemphasizes the demands on recipients by pressing for a 

notion of say-so-based warrant that is exclusively a posteriori and rationally 

grounded.  

o Presumptivism underemphasizes the demands on recipients by pressing for a 

notion of say-so-based warrant that is exclusively a priori and non-rationally 

grounded. 

Hybridism, however, is premised on an understanding of a complex notion of say-so-

based warrant, a notion that can be thought of as an umbrella concept with which we 

can consistently account for say-so-based warrant as, both, 

o a posteriori, extending from a recipient’s warrant to rationally accept, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability from inference. 

o a priori, extending from a recipient’s warrant to non-rationally accept, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability from intuition. 

It might seem paradoxical to claim that say-so-based warrant can be both a priori and 

a posteriori; that it extends from, both, non-rational and intuitive acceptance of, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability, as well as, rational and inferential acceptance of, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability. However, the concern for paradox is repelled by premising 

hybridism on a complex notion of say-so-based warrant, which allows for warranted 

say-so-based acceptance to extend from, both, non-rational and rational processes. 

Recall from Chapter II, what was referred to as The Kahneman-Tversky 

Approach.50 This theory hypothesizes that our brains works two separate systems for 

processing information: an analytical system and an intuitive system.51 

																																																								
50 See: Chapter II, §2.3.1. 
51 More famously known as System 1 and System 2. 
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A plausible analogy would be to think of the brain as a computer that runs two 

types of software for processing information: one energy-saving type of software (the 

intuition) that works as the default processor, and one wearying energy draining type 

of software (the analytical) that overruns the default processor whenever the task gets 

too demanding. 

The analytical system is the one that recipients use when they rationally accept, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability on inferences from positive reasons. It is the system 

that is used when warranted say-so-based acceptance is the product of rational 

thinking, and so, it is what non-presumptivists would describe as the process 

responsible for say-so-based warrant. The intuitive system, however, operates 

heuristically and “below our radar”. It makes the positive-reasons requirement 

inconsequential and is, therefore, more in line with what presumptivists would accept 

as the process responsible for say-so-based warrant. In light of this, hybridism can be 

understood as the theory that accounts for warranted say-so-based acceptance to be 

based on, both, analytically and rational, as well as intuitive and non-rational, 

information processing. 

To be clear, it might help to think of say-so-based warrant as an umbrella concept, 

which is used in reference to, both, 

o a posteriori warranted rational acceptance. 

o a priori warranted non-rational acceptance. 

Later in this chapter, I will compare this way of thinking about say-so-based warrant 

to the presumptivist and non-presumptivist ways. I will set my contextualist hybrid 

thesis up against presumptivism w/monitoring and pessimistic non-presumptivism to 

demonstrate why we should prefer a hybrid framework. My method for doing so will 

be to show how contextualist hybridism avoids all the pressing issues that haunt both 

presumptivism and non-presumptivism – namely, GULLIBILITY, INTELLECETUALIST and 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS.52 

But first, the following sections (§§3.1.3-4) establish the theoretical preliminaries 

for conceiving of a hybrid framework, which is also necessary for fully grasping 

contextualist hybridism. 

																																																								
52 I will also introduce and discuss an issue labeled ‘COST-EFFECTIVENESS’, which is another issue aimed at 

pessimistic non-presumptivism. 
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3.1.3 To Conceive of a Hybrid Framework: Adopting a Burgean Understanding 

of Warrant as Entitlements and Justifications 

This section defines the two notions which together constitute the umbrella concept of 

doxastic warrant, which hybridism is premised on, and with which we are allowed to 

consistently account for warranted say-so-based acceptance as, both, a posteriori and 

a priori. This understanding of warrant as a complex notion is adopted from Tyler 

Burge (1993, 2003)53, though the definitions for each of its two constituents have 

been somewhat charitably altered. Burge uses the label ‘justification’ for talking 

about what we have discussed as rationally grounded warrant, and he uses 

‘entitlement’ as the label for non-rationally grounded warrant. In this dissertation I 

adopt these labels from Burge, but I use them as defined by myself below. But, first, 

here is how Burge characterizes justifications and entitlements: 

Justifications provide believers with a warrant for belief/acceptance by virtue of 

the ‘reasons that people have and have access to.’ (1993: 459, italics added) 

Entitlements provide believers with warrant for belief/acceptance ‘that need not be 

understood by or even accessible to the subject.’ (1993: 458, italics added) 

And, here is how I define these terms, based on though not limited to Burge’s way of 

characterizing them: 

Justification =def. for any subject S and attitude D, S is justified to hold D, if 

and only if, S’s warrant for D extends from an a posteriori right to rationally accept 

the propositional content of D on a valid/cogent inference. 

Entitlement =def. for any subject S and attitude D, S is entitled to hold D, if 

and only if, S’s warrant for D extends from an a priori right to accept, as default, the 

undefeated propositional content of D. 

Hence, if S rationally grounds her warrant for D, S will then be justified to hold D, 

whereas if S’s warrant for D is grounded non-rationally, then S’s warrant for D will be 

an entitlement. And so, the warranting factors that contribute to a justification can be 

seen as the positive reasons (evidence) in conjunction with the inference made by S to 

ground rational acceptance. In contrast, the warranting factors that contribute to an 

																																																								
53 Among others who also embrace this view are: Graham (2016), Faulkner (2000, 2011) and Dretske (2000, 
2005). 
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entitlement are not reasons, and so, not the kind of warranting factors that make 

acceptance rational, but rather, factors that contribute to non-rational acceptance. 

For instance, the A-typical example of entitled acceptance is perceptual warrant, 

i.e., the warrant that is immediately granted to intuitive acceptance of perceptual 

input. When accepting, from perceiving, that the ink in my pen is blue, the acceptance 

is immediately entitled, on the condition that the a priori right to presume the prima 

facie reliability of perception is undefeated. 

To be as clear as can be, the following line of reasoning illustrates how adopting a 

Burgean understanding of warrant helps us in conceiving of a hybrid framework, 

(1) We interpret entitlements as a priori non-rationally grounded warrants and we 

interpret justifications as a posteriori rationally grounded warrants. 

(2) The Burgean understanding of doxastic warrant, as justification and entitlement, 

enable us to consistently account for say-so-based warrant as follows, 

a) D is justified, for S, on the basis of and in response to say-so, if and only if, 

S’s warranted acceptance of what is said extends from a posteriori 

warranted rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

b) D is entitled for S, on the basis of and in response to say-so, if and only if, 

the warrant S has to accept what is said extends from a priori warranted 

non-rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

(3) The Burgean understanding of warrant enables us to consistently account for 

warranted say-so-based acceptance as, 

(i) Justified acceptance that extends from an a posteriori right to rationally 

accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

(ii) Entitled acceptance that extends from an a priori right to intuitively accept, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

By adopting a Burgean understanding of warrant the conceptual incompatibility of the 

non-presumptivist notion of rational say-so-based warrant and the presumptivist 

notion of non-rational say-so-based warrant is avoided. Hence, what initially seemed 

to be paradoxical – viz. to claim to account for warranted say-so-based acceptance as, 

both, a priori non-rational and a posteriori rational – is no longer a matter of paradox. 
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And so, since there is no concern for paradox, it is all set for the next section to 

introduce contextualist hybridism. 

3.1.4 Suggesting Contextualist Hybridism  

With the Burgean understanding of warrant we can conceive of warranted say-so-

based acceptance in terms of a priori entitlements and a posteriori justifications. This 

is helpful because it allows us to consistently account for warranted acceptance as 

rational and non-rational, which is what enables hybridism to avoid issues like 

GULLIBILITY and COST-INEFFECTIVENESS. 

In this section I introduce what I call contextualist hybridism, which is a version of 

hybridism that is premised on the idea that the conditions for warranted acceptance 

are context-sensitive. More specific, it presupposes that differences in speech-context 

determine whether say-so-based warrant extends from a priori entitled acceptance or 

whether it is conditional on a posteriori justified acceptance. 

But, before introducing contextualist hybridism, recall THE PREMISE from Chapter I,54 

THE PREMISE 

A satisfactory theory of say-so-based warrant must account for: (i) warranted say-so-

based acceptance in terms of the warrant a recipient has to accept, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability; and, (ii) warranted say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis for 

warranted belief. 

What I call contextualist hybridism is the view that entitled, non-rational, 

acceptance of a speaker’s say-so is, in some contexts, an apt basis for warranted 

belief, whereas, in other contexts warranted say-so-based belief is conditional on 

justified, rational, acceptance. 

As a reminder, here is the distinction between attitudes of acceptance and belief,55 

Attitude of Belief =def. S believes that p, if and only if, S’s attitude towards p 

is such that S commits to p as true (i.e., S believes that-p). 

Attitude of Acceptance =def. S accepts p, if and only if, S’s attitude towards p 

is such that S premises p as a basis for action and attitude (i.e., S accepts plausibly-p). 

																																																								
54 See: Chapter I, §1.2.2. 
55 See: Chapter I, §1.2.1. 
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So to be clear, hybridism, in general, is the view that say-so-based warrant extends 

from, both, a priori entitled acceptance, and a posteriori justified acceptance of, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability. Contextualist hybridism is a version of hybridism that 

is premised on the idea that it is relative to context whether say-so-based warrant 

extends from rational- or non-rational acceptance. 

CONTEXTUALIST HYBRID THESIS 

Say-so-based warrant extends from, both, entitled- and justified acceptance, of prima 

facie speaker-reliability. It is, however, relative to context whether say-so-based 

warrant extends from entitled- or justified acceptance. 

Here is an example of why this is advantageous: as we might recall, presumptivism 

struggles with its vulnerability to GULLIBILITY – which refers to the issue that premising 

say-so-based warrant on non-rational acceptance commits presumptivists to account 

for warranted say-so-based acceptance as gullible. The problem for presumptivism is 

that its vulnerability to GULLIBILITY undermines entitled say-so-based acceptance as a 

reliable and apt basis for warranted belief. However, contextualist hybridism, which 

also premises say-so-based warrant on entitled, non-rational, acceptance, avoids this 

problem since it also premises say-so-based warrant as conditional on justified, 

rational, acceptance. Hence, the upshot with contextualist hybridism is that in those 

contexts when it would be gullible to premise warranted say-so-based belief on non-

rational acceptance, the warrant is then made conditional on rational acceptance. 

The challenge, though, is that it can be tricky to determine whether a context calls 

for rational or non-rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. There are, 

presumably, many factors to consider and since I cannot go through and assess every 

plausible consideration here, I suggest two factors that I believe will help us decide on 

whether a context allows for rational or non-rational acceptance:56 

PRAGMATIC ENCROACHMENT What is the practical and doxastic significance for the 

recipient to accept the speaker’s say-so? Will it make him miss his own wedding if it 

turns out to be false? Will any lifelong and highly important decisions be made on 

account of accepting what is said? Or is the recipient more or less neutrally inclined to 

what she is told? By taking this kind of approach one could, for instance, argue that 
																																																								

56 DISCLAIMER: these few considerations are only meant as examples and are not meant to exhaust the 
possibilities of what could be considered when deciding whether a context calls for intuitive or rational acceptance 
of, prima facie, de facto speaker-reliability. 
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the more reliant a recipient is on what she accepts, the stronger the demands will be 

on her to be warranted. Hence, one thing that might help us decide if a context makes 

warranted say-so-based acceptance conditional on rational acceptance, or allows it to 

extend from intuitive acceptance, is to consider whether the recipient has a lot on the 

line.57 

FAMILIARITY WITH SPEAKER How familiar is the speaker to the recipient? If, say, the 

speaker and the recipient are close friends, then the recipient is probably familiar with 

the values, motives and attitudes of the speaker. High level of familiarity could imply 

normative defeaters of intuitive acceptance, extending from the recipient’s knowledge 

of the speaker, such that the recipient ought to react skeptically in certain contexts that 

would, otherwise, call for intuitive acceptance. However, on this view, familiarity 

with the speaker, say, as an epistemic authority on a given topic, could support an a 

priori entitlement to accept speaker-reliability in certain contexts that, otherwise, 

would call for rational acceptance. 

EXAMPLE  Joe is familiar with his professor as an authority on all matters pertaining 

to p, such that, supposing that the context calls for non-rational acceptance and that 

Joe would thereby be a priori entitled to accept p. This does, however, not entail that 

if Joe also has justification to rationally accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability, then 

this would not extend to say-so-base warrant, since he is already a priori warranted.  

Though the considerations above do not exhaust the list of relevant factors one 

might consider, they are nonetheless useful. For this dissertation, I suggest we appeal 

to PRAGMATIC ENCROACHMENT when considering whether a context calls for rational- or 

non-rational acceptance. 

So to summarize, I suggest we conceive of a hybrid framework by adopting the 

Burgean umbrella concept of doxastic warrant, so that we may consistently account 

for say-so-based warrant as rational and non-rational. On this view we can account for 

warranted say-so-based acceptance as, either, 

Entitled Acceptance =def. an a priori warranted commitment to premise 

plausibly-p as a basis for action and attitude (e.g., as an entitlement to believe that-p). 

Or, 

																																																								
57 See: Fantl J. and McGrath M., “Evidence, Pragmatics and Justification”, The Philosophical Review, vol. 111, 

no. 1, (2002: 67-94). 
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Justified Acceptance =def. an a posteriori warranted commitment to premise 

plausibly-p as a basis for action and attitude (e.g., as a justification to believe that-p). 

Contextualist hybridism is the view that it is relative to context whether say-so-based 

warrant extends from rational- or non-rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-

reliability. We can then account for warrant as extending from an a priori right to rely 

on undefeated presumptions in certain contexts, and as being conditional on valid 

inferences in others. 

In the next subchapter, I compare contextualist hybridism to presumptivism 

w/monitoring and pessimistic non-presumptivism to establish my premises for why 

we should prefer a hybrid framework to a presumptivist- or a non-presumptivist 

framework. These premises are established by demonstrating that the issues of 

GULLIBILITY, INTELLECTUALIST, COST-INEFFECTIVENESS and UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS are not a 

problem for contextualist hybridism. 

3.2  How Contextualist Hybridism Avoids the Issues with 

Presumptivism and Non-Presumptivism 

Chapter II introduced some of the widely discussed issues with presumptivism and 

non-presumptivism from the literature, namely, GULLIBILITY and INTELLECTUALIST. In 

dealing with objections derived from GULLIBILITY presumptivists have revamped the 

no-defeater condition so that it involves subconscious monitoring for defeaters. An 

implication of this is that presumptivists require of recipients that they be reliably 

responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. 

 The evidence discussed in Chapter II, which derives from studies on the accuracy 

of deception detection, revealed an implication that I called UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, 

which says that recipients are unreliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. 

Since, both, presumptivism w/monitoring and pessimistic non-presumptivism make 

warranted say-so-based acceptance conditional on recipients being reliably responsive 

to de facto speaker-reliability, UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is a cause for concern to both 

camps. 

 In what follows I briefly recap the issues discussed in Chapter II, and explain how 

these issues can be avoided on a hybrid framework, by appeal to contextualist 

hybridism. 
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3.2.1 How Hybridism Avoids GULLIBILITY 

Below is a charitable reconstruction of GULLIBILITY, from Fricker (1994).58 The outline 

is, however, slightly paraphrased to accord with the language of this dissertation. 

 FRICKER’S GULLIBILITY CHARGE 

(1) Real problem with say-so-based warrant is to account for local speaker-

reliability, not the global reliability of say-so as source for information. 

Hence, 

(2) To account for say-so-based warrant without involving some sort of screening-

process for local speaker-reliability is to provide, ‘an epistemic charter for 

gullibility’ (Fricker 1994: 143). 

To be clear, GULLIBILITY defines the task of accounting for say-so-based warrant as a 

task of accounting for local speaker-reliability, and not a task of accounting for the 

global reliability of say-so as a source for information. This way of defining the 

problem, as one of local- and not global dimensions, is troubling for Reidean 

presumptivists, in that, it implies that presumptivism is, either, (i) concerned with a 

quasi-problem about say-so-based warrant or, (ii) to recite Fricker, that 

presumptivism is ‘an epistemic charter for gullibility’ (Fricker 1994:143). 

Hybridism, however, avoids GULLIBILITY for the same reason as non-presumptivism, 

that is, by making warranted say-so-based acceptance conditional on a justification to 

accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability. Hybridism then avoids GULLIBILITY in those 

contexts that GULLIBILITY is a primary concern, by making say-so-based warrant 

conditional on recipients’ validly inferring, prima facie, speaker-reliability. Just like 

non-presumptivist accounts, hybridism also commits to a rationalist notion of say-so-

based warrant, though not exclusively. Consequently, as a side effect from premising a 

notion of rational say-so-based warrant, for contexts in which the reliability of entitled 

acceptance is undermined as gullible, hybridism avoids vulnerability to GULLIBILITY. 

We now move on to see why issues derived from INTELLECTUALIST, like, INFANT/CHILD 

OBJECTION and an issue that I will introduce as COST-EFFECTIVENESS, is problematic to 

pessimistic non-presumptivism, though not to contextualist hybridism. 

 

																																																								
58 See also: Chapter II, §2.1.1.3. 
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3.2.2 How Hybridism Avoids Issues Derived from INTELLECTUALIST 

Here is how INTELLECTUALIST was outlined in chapter II:59 

INTELLECTUALIST 

 INTELLECT 1 Non-presumptivism ⇒ an intellectualist requirement: to possess the 

relevant concepts (e.g., concepts of speech acts, speaker-reliability 

and speaker-motive, defeaters, evidence, etc.); to have undefeated 

positive reasons, sufficient for rational acceptance; to validly 

structure doxastic attitudes in accordance with rules of logic. 

 INTELLECT 2 Non-presumptivism ⇒	doxastically	incapacitating those whose 

intellect does not satisfy the conditions of INTELLECT 1, thus, 

eliminating the prospects of say-so-based warrant, chronically for 

some (e.g., those with certain neuro-cognitive disorders) and 

temporarily for others (e.g., severely intoxicated people and shift 

workers). 

I demonstrated, in Chapter II, how INFANT/CHILD OBJECTION, which is derivable from 

INTELLECTUALIST, implies that the notion of rational say-so-based warrant, premised by 

pessimistic non-presumptivism, entails that we accept either of the following 

alternatives, 

c) Some caveat stating that the discussion only targets fully competent adults, 

such that younger children and others with reduced conceptual understanding 

and cognitive capacities are not to be measured according to the same criteria. 

d) The implication that younger children and others with reduced conceptual 

understanding and cognitive capacities, are incapable of say-so-based warrant.  

The problem with either of these is that, no matter which we choose – a, or b – the 

outcome is unfortunate if we want to be able to account for all those commonplace 

everyday instances when we turn to our acceptance of someone’s say-so as a basis for 

warranted belief. In light of this, it is possible to derive another issue, for pessimistic 

non-presumptivists, from INTELLECTUALIST: that is, the issue that a corollary of non-

																																																								
59 See: Chapter II, §2.2.4. 
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presumptivism is that the majority of attitude-responses to say-so are rendered non-

warranted due to the strong demands of INTELLECT 1. 

Since hybridist accounts also make warrant conditional on the requirements of 

INTELLECT 1, this issue might be raised against hybridism as well. However, the upshot 

with contextualist hybridism is that even though it commits to a notion of rational 

say-so-based warrant, and thereby also commits to INTELLECT 1, it also says that it is 

context-sensitive whether say-so-based warrant is conditional on the requirements of 

INTELLECT 1 or not. Since contextualist hybridism allows for warranted say-so-based 

acceptance to, both, be conditional on justifications and to extend from entitlements, 

such an account can commit to say-so-based warrant as conditional on INTELLECT 1, all 

the while being consistent with the presumptivist premise that say-so-based warrant is 

(though in different contexts) irreducible to valid inference. 

And so, although hybridism commits to a notion of rational say-so-based warrant 

and INTELLECT 1 for some contexts, it simultaneously preserves a notion of non-rational 

say-so-based warrant, which is then premised in contexts where INTELLECTUALISM is an 

obvious issue. 

3.2.2.1 Brief Digression: There is Good Reason to Maintain a Non-Rational 

Notion of Say-So-Based Warrant, Other than it Being Popular 

DISCLAIMER  it should be noted that hybridism does not maintain the non-rational 

notion of say-so-based warrant because this notion is widely accepted. To premise a 

priori say-so-based warrant on such a “popularity-premise” is a mistake and a fallacy, 

and so, unless the accusation of appealing to popularity is defused, it could be used to 

fuel objections to, both, hybridism and presumptivism. 

 To be clear, for a hybrid or presumptivist account to premise the a priori notion of 

non-rational say-so-based warrant on the claim that this notion is the one that is most 

widely accepted, would be to commit the fallacy of appealing to popularity: 

 ARGUMENTUM AD POPULUM  

(1) For most subjects S, when S accepts some say-so ‘p’ without justification to 

accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability, S nonetheless feels strongly that S’s 

acceptance of plausibly-p is an apt basis for action and attitude. 
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(2) Thus, S’s acceptance of plausibly-p is an apt basis for action and attitude even 

though S accepts the say-so ‘p’ without justification to accept, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability. 

It is immediately clear that since the truth of 2 does not follow from 1, this line of 

reasoning is not deductively valid. However, it should be noted that not all instances 

of ARGUMENTUM AD POPULUM are actually fallacies. For instance, if the ones to whom we 

appeal are socio-epistemic authorities on matters pertaining to p, then the popularity-

premise could in fact be appropriate. Like, for instance, if I say, “all physicists believe 

that neutrally charged hydrogen atoms consists of a single positively charged proton”, 

then that would count as a non-fallacious appeal to popularity.60 

 However, if ARGUMENTUM AD POPULUM could be an inductively apt move, given that 

those to whom we appeal are epistemic authorities on the relevant matter; then, we 

could argue as follows: 

(1) ARGUMENTUM AD POPULUM is inductively cogent, if and only if, those to whom we 

appeal are epistemic authorities on the relevant matter. 

(2) We appeal to “most subjects S”. 

(3) “Most subjects S” are, in fact, epistemically authoritative on the topic of what 

say-so-based warrant is.  

Thus, 

(4) “Most subjects S” feel strongly that say-so-based warrant extends from an 

entitlement ⇒	It is probable that say-so-based warrant extends from entitlement. 

In other words, if the majority prescribes a notion of a priori non-rational say-so-

based warrant, and the majority is authoritative on how we are to account for say-so-

based warrant, then the ARGUMENTUM AD POPULUM would make a strong and cogent case. 

 If, in contrast, the majority is not authoritative on how we are to account for say-

so-based warrant, then the argument is weak and uncogent. Though, this would not 

make the consequent of 4 false – viz. that it is probable that say-so-based warrant 

extends from an entitlement. There are other ways to make the case that a non-rational 

acceptance of the say-so ‘p’ is an apt basis for recipients to premise warranted belief.  

 Below is an example of a different argument that makes this case. 

 

																																																								
60 This would, however, only ever be inductively cogent, and not deductively valid. 
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 COST-EFFECTIVENESS 

(1) For any subject S, the aptness of accepting some say-so ‘p’ as a basis for action 

and attitude is conditional on S being warranted to accept p. 

(2) For most subjects S, it is regular behavior for S to accept the say-so ‘p’, as a 

basis for action and attitude, without evidence to support rational acceptance. 

(3) Suppose that warranted say-so-based acceptance is a posteriori, and conditional 

on S having evidence to rationally accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

(4) Suppose that warranted say-so-based acceptance is a priori, and conditional on 

S having an undefeated presumption about, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

It follows, from 1, 2 and 3, that, 

(5) For most subjects S, the demands of 3 are far too costly to account for S’s 

practice of accepting say-so as an apt basis for action and attitude. 

It follows, from 1, 4 and 5, that, 

(6) For most subjects S, the demands of 4 are sufficiently cost-effective to account 

for S’s practice of accepting say-so as an apt basis for action and attitude. 

And so, it follows from 2 and 6, that,  

(7) For most subjects S, the cost-effectiveness of a priori warranted non-rational 

acceptance enables us to account for S’s practice of accepting say-so as a basis 

for action and attitude. 

Thus, we conclude, 

(8) For most subjects S, if we suppose that warranted say-so-based acceptance is a 

posteriori, and conditional on S having evidence to rationally accept, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability, then we will not be able to account for S’s ongoing 

practice of non-rational acceptance as an apt basis for action and attitude. 

Here, COST-EFFECTIVENESS makes a similar case for the importance of premising a notion 

of a priori entitled say-so-based warrant, without appeal to popularity. Also, COST-

EFFECTIVENESS makes the case against pessimistic non-presumptivism by addressing the 

issue that recipients usually can be found in a state of temporary evidential deficit, 

preventing justified, rational, acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability.61 

																																																								
61 Here one might ask what makes it the case that recipients ‘mostly are in a state of evidential deficit’? Thanks 

to Joey Pollock for pointing this out. One could point to something like “a commonsense person theory” (See: 
Fricker 1994:146-52), which tells us that speakers are mostly competent and sincere with respect to certain topics 
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Hence, one should note that, for many non-presumptivists, who argue that warranted 

say-so-based acceptance demands more of recipients than mere undefeated 

presumptions, COST-EFFECTIVENESS strongly suggests that they convert to hybridism. 

 Moreover, recall from Chapter II, that some objections derived from 

INTELLECTUALIST (e.g., INFANT/CHILD OBJECTION) can be read as implying that the mistake is 

to premise a notion of a posteriori rational say-so-based warrant. The notion of a 

posteriori rational warrant is outright inconsistent with the presumptivist notion of a 

priori non-rational warrant. One of the main premises for hybridism is to provide a 

framework on which these notions can be discussed as compatible. The upshot is, as 

has been demonstrated here, that the issues raised against presumptivism and non-

presumptivism can be avoided, for instance, by premising that it is relative to context, 

whether warranted say-so-based acceptance extends from an a priori entitlement or an 

a posteriori justification to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability.  

 For the rest of this chapter, I will focus on UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, which I take 

to be the most pressing cause for concern to presumptivists and non-presumptivists. 

First, in §§3.2.3-4, I discuss why it is an issue, then, in §§3.2.5-7, I suggest a way in 

which UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS can be avoided and why this suggests that we should 

opt for hybrid framework. 

3.2.3 To Briefly Recap why UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is an Issue to Pessimistic 

Non-Presumptivism and Presumptivism w/Monitoring 

As the meta-analysis by Bond and DePaulo (2006)62 suggests: the ability of average 

recipients, to accurately distinguish sincere from insincere say-so is measured at a rate 

																																																																																																																																																															
(e.g., their own preferences and allergies), whereas, they are more likely to be unreliable with respect to certain 
other topics (e.g., complex, though popular, subject matters). By appeal to such a theory, one could claim that 
recipients mostly do have evidence to support speaker-reliability, since the topic of speakers’ say-so reveal, prima 
facie, whether or not the recipient is warranted to expect that the speaker is reliable. This would, definitely, count 
as a positive reason to support that the guy behind the counter at the movie-theater is reliable when telling you the 
price of a ticket. However, it would not serve as evidence unless you draw the inference, from the positive reason, 
to, prima facie, speaker-reliability. Since the problem in many everyday commonplace contexts is that it is 
inconvenient (e.g., due to time, attentiveness and stamina) to make room, cognitively, for a valid inference to 
support local speaker-reliability every time we rely on the say-so of others, then this suggests that in most cases 
recipients are in a state of evidential deficit. This is despite the presumption that, in many of these cases, if 
recipients were to stop and think, if only for a few seconds, they might be able to entertain the probability that the 
topic is of such a nature that the speaker is most likely to be reliable. But only then would the recipient actually 
hold the evidence. To presuppose that some “commonsense person theory” can account for the evidence that 
recipients ought to actively have at her disposal at all times is wrong for the same reasons that we rejected the 
appeal to folk-intelligence in Chapter I, §1.1.1. 

62 Based on 133 published and 73 unpublished documents: a total of 24 483 assessments, 6651 messages and 
4435 speakers. 
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of 54%, ‘a level slightly better than [the recipient] could achieve by flipping a coin’ 

(2006: 230, brackets and italics added). Moreover, Bond and DePaulo provide 

evidence to suggest that recipients’ responsiveness to de facto speaker-insincerity is 

strongly compromised by stereotypical misconceptions about, say, correlations in 

speaker-insincerity and a struggle with moral emotions like shame or anxiety (2006: 

232). What often appears to be the case is that there is a lack of evidence to support 

strong correlations between de facto speaker-insincerity and those categories and 

instances of speaker-behavior, which recipients, in fact, are responsive to and inclined 

to regard as, prima facie, insincere. Consequently, the evidence strongly suggests that 

speaker-behavior to which recipients are, in fact, responsive is frequently misread as 

indicating, either, positive signs or defeaters of speaker-sincerity, when in these are 

not positive signs or defeaters of de facto speaker-sincerity. 

Hence, from the evidence provided by Bond and DePaulo (2006) I derive what is, 

perhaps, the most worrisome cause of concern for presumptivists and non-

presumptivists, namely, the implication that recipients are unreliably responsive to de 

facto speaker-reliability. An implication I have labeled UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS. 

 TO BE NOTED I rely on Bond and DePaulo (2006) for many of the premises that I 

claim to derive from evidence. The Bond and DePaulo meta-analysis is distinguished 

as one of the most respected and prominent meta-studies in its field, and in support of 

my reliance on this, I have added a recent reference from Levine (2019), another 

researcher renown for his work on the accuracy of deception detection: 

‘It is very thorough, and its findings are widely accepted. It offers a clear picture of the sixty-four years 

of research from the publication of Fay Middleton’s study through 2006 [...] the Bond and DePaulo 

2006 analysis gives us the clearest view of the big picture.’ 

         (Levine 2019: 38)  

To be as clear as can be, the next section demonstrates, by way of argument, how 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is a problem for presumptivism and non-presumptivism. 

3.2.4 How UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is Problematic for Pessimistic Non-

Presumptivism and Presumptivism w/Monitoring 

Below I outline how one could argue that UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS implies that 

pessimistic non-presumptivism and presumptivism w/monitoring, which premise as a 

necessary condition for say-so-based warrant that recipients are reliably responsive to 
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de facto speaker-reliability, are unsuited to account for warranted say-so-based 

warrant as an apt basis for warranted belief. 

PROBLEM FOR NON-PRESUMPTIVISM 

(1) Say-so-based warrant extends from the warrant a recipient has to accept, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability. 

(2) Non-pres. thesis ⇒	(Recipients are warranted to accept, prima facie, speaker-

reliability ⇔	Recipients validly infer, prima facie, speaker-reliability). 

It follows, from 1 and 2, that, 

(3) Say-so-based warrant is conditional on recipients drawing valid inferences to, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

Moreover, 

(4) Speaker-virtue is the function from speaker-sincerity and speaker-competence, 

to speaker-reliability. 

(5) UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS ⇒	Recipients are unreliably responsive to de facto 

speaker-sincerity. 

It follows, from 4 and 5 that, 

(6) UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS ⇒ Recipients are unequipped to validly infer, prima 

facie, de facto speaker-reliability. 

A corollary of 6 is,  

(7) Even though recipients still might be capable of drawing valid/cogent inferences 

to, prima facie, speaker-reliability, UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS undermines and 

defeats any warrant that rely on these inferences. 

We derive, from 3 and 7 that, 

(8) UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS defeats (normatively) the say-so-based warrant that is 

conditional on valid inference to, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

So to be clear, since pessimistic non-presumptivists make warranted say-so-based 

acceptance conditional on recipients drawing valid/cogent inferences about, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability, then, the implications of UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS (see: steps 

6 and 7 above) undercuts the pessimistic non-presumptivist account of say-so-based 

warrant. 
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Here is how one could argue that UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is problematic for 

presumptivists: 

PROBLEM FOR PRESUMPTIVISM 

(1) Say-so-based warrant extends from the warrant a recipient has to accept, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability. 

(2) Pres. thesis ⇒	The warrant to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability extends 

from an a priori right to presume speaker-reliability on a no-defeater condition. 

It follows, from 1 and 2 that, 

(3) Say-so-based warrant extends from a priori warranted, non-rational, acceptance 

of undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

Moreover,  

(4) For presumptivism w/monitoring, the no-defeater condition requires that 

recipients subconsciously monitor for de facto defeaters of speaker-reliability. 

A corollary of 4 is that, 

(5) For presumptivism w/monitoring, say-so-based warrant is conditional on 

recipients being reliably responsible to de facto speaker-reliability. 

However, 

(6) UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS ⇒	Recipients are unreliably responsive to de facto 

speaker-reliability. 

We derive, from 5 and 6, that, 

(7) UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS ⇒	Recipients’ unreliable responsiveness to de facto 

speaker-reliability defeats recipients’ reliance on non-rational acceptance of, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

So to be clear, in the effort to avoid GULLIBILITY, presumptivists make their no-defeater 

condition include that recipients subconsciously monitor for defeaters of de facto 

speaker-reliability. An implication of this is that the no-defeater condition then 

requires that recipients be responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. And so, as a side 

effect of avoiding GULLIBILITY, presumptivism w/monitoring is made vulnerable to 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, which in turn renders presumptivism w/monitoring 

vulnerable to GULLIBILITY. 
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 It should now be clear why UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is problematic. But, as I will 

argue in §3.2.6, the issue can be avoided. However, to ensure that this argument is 

easy to follow I have first structured §3.2.5 to account for the premises. 

3.2.5 Premises and Preliminaries for Avoiding UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS 

Note that UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS makes us doubt that we can be warranted to 

accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability since the evidence so clearly suggests that we 

are unreliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. To avoid this issue, I suggest 

that we look to alternative ways to account for the warrant recipients have for 

accepting, prima facie, speaker-reliability. More precisely, we should look for ways to 

account for warranted acceptance of speaker-reliability that are not conditional on 

recipients being reliably responsive to de facto speaker-sincerity. 

We find the premises for one such alternative in the psychology-literature 

discussed below. One of the premises derived from this literature is that speaker-

sincerity can be presumed to be the speaker-behavior default, insofar as speaker-

sincerity is not in conflict with speaker-motive, here defined as follows, 

Speaker-Motive =def. for any speaker S, and any speech act A, there is a 

speaker-motive M, such that, A is carried out, and rhetorically designed, for the 

purpose of promoting or bringing about M. 

Moreover, the empirical results discussed below let us derive as follows, 

For most speakers S, and speech acts A, carried out by S for the purpose of 

promoting some speaker-motive M, there is a 98.5-100% correlation, in A, between 

speaker-sincerity and a M for which speaker-sincerity poses no threat. 

Additional premises for these claims, about speaker-sincerity as the speaker-behavior 

default and the correlation between speaker-sincerity and speaker-motive, are 

discussed and reasoned for in the following subsections (§§3.2.5.1-2). 

3.2.5.1 Evidence to Suggest Infrequency and Uneven Distribution of Insincere 

Behavior Among Speakers 

DePaulo et al. (1996) instructed a total of 147 participants, 77 psychology students 

and 70 randomly selected participants, to count the amount of social interactions and 

how many times they behaved insincerely, over a period of seven days. Participants 

were primed not to act any different than what they otherwise would and were 
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encouraged to ‘think of the study as an unusual opportunity to learn more about 

themselves’ (1996: 981). 

 The results: the students reported, on average, two instances of insincere behavior 

for each of the seven days, whereas the other group reported, on average, one instance 

of insincere behavior a day. An average of one-to-two instances of insincere behavior 

a day is not much considering the total amount of social interactions that we take part 

in during a whole week. 

 In a replication of the DePaulo et al. studies, involving computer-mediated 

interactions like chat rooms and e-mails, the frequency of insincerity was measured at 

an even lower rate (George and Robb 2008).63 

 Moreover, a survey-study (Serota et al. 2010)64 with a total sample-size of 1000 

participants, representative of sex, color, occupation and culture differences in the US 

population, had the participants self-report how many times they had been insincere 

over the past 24-hours. What the survey-study found was similar to the results from 

the George and Robb studies and the DePaulo et al. studies.65 

 However, Serota et al. found that though the average rate of insincere behavior is 

measured at around one-to-two instances a day, this should not be read as indicating 

that the average of one-to-two instances of insincerity a day is evenly distributed in 

the population (2010: 12). The results of the survey-study was that 22.7%, of the 

reported 1 646 instances of insincere behavior, was reported by 1% of the total 

sample. That is, 10/1000 participants reported that they were responsible for nearly 

25% of all the reported insincerity. Furthermore, 41% of the total sample reported that 

they had been insincere over the past 24-hours; 59% reported of no insincere 

behavior; 32% reported between one and five instances of insincerity, whereas 8% of 

the total sample reported six-+ instances of insincerity. As Serota et al. notes, ‘[these] 

results indicate that one-half of all reported lies are told by just 5.3% of adult 

Americans’ (2010: 9, brackets and italics added). 

 There are plenty of reasons to be skeptical of these kinds of studies. One of the 

most worrisome reasons is the heavy reliance on self-reports. We thereby assume that 

																																																								
63 George J. F., Robb A., “Deception and Computer-Mediated Communication in Daily Life”, Communication 

Reports, vol. 21, no. 2 (2008: 92–103) 
64 Serota K. B., Levine T. R., Boster F. J., “The Prevalence of Lying in America: Three Studies of Self-Reported 

Lies”, Human Communication Research, vol. 36, no. 1 (2010: 2–25) 
 65 The Serota et al. (2010) study was included in a survey conducted by market researchers so to avoid the 
answers being influenced by the participants’ awareness of the study. 
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several important premises hold. For instance, by relying on self-reports we assume 

participant-sincerity and participant-competence to hold with respect to the frequency 

of the participants’ own insincere speaker-behavior. 

 To meet the concerns regarding the accuracy of data gathered from survey reports, 

Serota et al. replicated the study-design with a smaller sample of 225 students so to 

‘cross-validate the results of the national study with a separate sample’ (2010: 18). 

The results of the student sample was that 22.4% of the reported 526 instances of 

insincere behavior was reported by 13 students. That is, 5.8% of the 225 students 

reported themselves as responsible for 22.4% of the total insincere behavior. In 

addition, 70% of the participants reported one, two or no instances of insincerity. To 

further control for the inaccuracy of survey-reports, Serota et al. gathered the raw 

material from the George and Robb (2008) non-survey studies to analyze patterns of 

insincerity distribution. They found that, in the smaller samples of the two George and 

Robb studies, three of the participants were responsible for 26.3% and 26.9% of all 

insincere behavior (2010: 15). 

 These findings, along side the two survey-studies, are sufficiently consistent to 

claim that Serota et al. (2010) show that, based on self-reports, ‘most people tell few 

or no lies in a given day but a few prolific liars tell a disproportionately large share 

of the daily lies’ (2010: 19, italics added).  

3.2.5.2 The Liar’s Reasons: Explaining Insincere Speaker-Behavior 

We assume that speech acts, in general, are aimed at some purpose other than merely 

saying things.66 More precisely, we assume that for most speech acts A, there is also a 

speaker-motive M, such that, A is carried out for the purpose of promoting or bringing 

about M. Furthermore, we suppose that, since the purpose of A is to promote or bring 

about M, then A could, and often should, be rhetorically designed so to benefit M.  

 EXAMPLE A speaker-motive for Sally is to convince her parents to buy her a 

PlayStation. Sally is well aware that, in order to succeed, she should carefully prepare 

her rhetorical approach. Perhaps she should lead with an anecdote on the benefits that 

video games have for developing puzzle-solving skills, and then proceed to list all the 

smart people who promote video games. Or, maybe she could argue that the reasons 

her parents gave for not buying her a PlayStation are actually insufficient. By making 
																																																								

66 For instance, sharing/planting information; requesting feedback; inducing emotional responses; organizing 
birthday parties; maintaining the hierarchy of the chess club, etc. 
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minor distortions to her parents’ original argument, she might be able to change it so 

that she could easily argue against it. 

 If speech acts are often designed to meet some M, this suggests that a cause for 

insincere speaker-behavior is that speaker-insincerity is employed as a means to 

promote M. If so, this further suggests that speaker-insincerity is a means that 

speakers turn to when speaker-sincerity poses a threat to the speaker-motive. 

 EXAMPLE Suppose your mother gets a haircut and asks you if you like her new 

look. Since you prefer your mother’s “regular” look and since you cannot quite admit, 

sincerely, that her new look is nice, telling the truth clearly poses a challenge for your 

desired end of sustaining a good relationship to your mother. You, therefore, 

motivated by a personal goal, tell your mother, though insincerely, that she looks nice. 

Though it might seem obvious that speech acts are motivated by aims, independent of 

just uttering words, there is, nonetheless, evidence to support this intuition: 67 

... situations are sometimes such that the truth thwarts goal attainment. In these situations, people 

tacitly or actively consider deceit, and deceit is more or less probable depending on the importance of 

the goal, the difficulty of goal attainment absent deceit, and the probability of avoiding detection. 

        (Levine et al. 2010: 284, italics added) 

Here, Levine et al. instructed 126 participants to place themselves in imaginary 

narratives, carefully described to them by the research team. The participants were 

then instructed to choose among a predetermined set of speech acts when presented 

with different situations. The goal was to see how varying factors in the situations 

influenced the participants’ choices. More specifically, for each situation there was 

one version on which the truth posed a challenge for the participants and one version 

on which it did not. 

 The results: Levine et al. found that when participants could achieve their goals by 

being sincere, they chose sincere speech acts in 98.5-100% of the cases. This suggests 

that when sincerity is consistent with the aims of speakers, sincerity is the speaker-

behavior default. And so, repeating the schematization from above, 

																																																								
 67 Levine T. R., Kim R. K., Hamel L. M., “People Lie for a Reason: Three Experiments Documenting the 
Principle of Veracity”, Communication Research Reports, vol. 27, no. 4 (2010: 271–85). 
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For most speakers S, and speech acts A, carried out by S for the purpose of 

promoting some speaker-motive M, there is a 98.5-100% correlation, in A, between 

speaker-sincerity and a M for which speaker-sincerity poses no threat. 

In addition, it was found that, given the same situations, if speaker-sincerity did pose 

a challenge to the speaker-motive, then insincere behavior was registered in 60-64.3% 

of the cases (Levine et al. 2010: 276-8). 

 One plausible explanation for these results is that speaker-behavior is governed by 

a social norm, such that, speaker-sincerity is a regularity in speaker-behavior, 

produced and sustained by the sanctioning attitudes, from oneself and others, in 

response to violation and conformity to the norm. 

Social Norm =def. an imperative N that prescribes, among the members of 

some community C, some behavioral regularity R, such that, the persistence of R, in 

C, is ‘causally explained by the existence of sanctioning attitudes’ in response to 

violations of and conformity to N, such that, violation of N is met with attitudes of 

disapproval, whereas conformity to N is recognized with attitudes of approval. 68 

An example of such a norm might be expressed by, say, the imperative: one says ‘p’ 

only if one believes that p.69 

 Here, the evidence suggests that there is a regularity R, in speaker-behavior, such 

that, speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior default, if and only if, speaker-sincerity 

does not pose a threat to the speaker-motive. It is very plausible that the reason why R 

is a regularity in speaker-behavior is due to some social norm N, such that, R is 

produced and sustained by sanctioning attitudes, in response to violation and 

conformity to N. That is, it is plausible that the existence of a social norm explains 

why speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior default, given that it poses no threat to 

the speaker-motive. Moreover, given that there is, in fact, some N, such that, N 

causally explains and sustains R in a social context shared by speaker and recipient 

then, surely, this should provide recipients with some degree of warrant to accept, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

																																																								
68 This definition is roughly based on the definition from: Fricker E., “Norms, Constitutive and Social, and 

Assertion”, American Philosophical Quarterly, vol. 54, no. 04 (2017: 398-9) 
69 This is an example of a norm that is such that if all speakers were to conform to it, it would guarantee 

speaker-sincerity as the speaker-behavior default. 
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 Though there are limits to what we can justifiably generalize from the sample size 

of the Levine et al. study, the results does, however, provide data to suggest that 

speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior default, as long as speaker-sincerity poses 

no threat to the speaker-motive. No doubt is this a registered regularity in behavior 

among those 126 participants of the study. 

 However, consider this: given that the participant sample from Levine et al. (2010) 

can be claimed to be representative of the national (US) population. Then, if a 

behavioral regularity is registered at 98.5-100% in a sample that is representative of 

the national population, this should count as a positive reason for accepting, prima 

facie, that the same behavioral regularity exists in a different, but not necessarily 

larger sample.70 And so, we should be able to presuppose, justifiably, on the basis of 

Levine et al. (2010), that speaker-sincerity is the default speaker-behavior in cases 

when this is not in conflict with speaker-motive. 

 Moreover, in light of how we are to plausibly explain that this is a behavioral 

regularity, there are grounds to suggest that speaker-behavior is norm-governed and 

regulated by imperatives, both, social and internal. In other words, speaker-sincerity 

is sustained as the speaker-behavior default by concern for sanctioning attitudes, from 

oneself and others, in response to insincere speaker-behavior. Hence, the results from 

Levine et al. (2010) can be read as indicating that this is true in 98.5-100% of cases, 

unless the behavior-regulating concern for sanctioning attitudes is overridden by a 

stronger speaker-motive. 

3.2.6 The Case for Avoiding UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS 

There is evidence to suggest that speaker-sincerity is sufficiently frequent to be 

considered the speaker-behavior default in cases when speaker-sincerity does not pose 

a threat to the speaker-motive. This suggests a behavioral regularity R, such that, we 

interpret R as:  

Speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior default, if and only if, speaker-sincerity is 

not in conflict with speaker-motive. 

																																																								
70 Supposing, for instance, that this behavioral regularity holds for any of a recipient’s social environments (e.g., 

the faculty students; the volleyball team; etc.). Though, the accurate frequency at which correlation is measured, 
between speaker-sincerity and non-conflicting speaker-motive, may perhaps deviate 5-10% for some postulated 
sample. Despite a 10% deviation from the measured 98.5-100%, there would nonetheless be sufficient grounds for 
presuming, prima facie, behavioral regularity in the correlation between speaker-sincerity and non-conflicting 
speaker-motive. 
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Since there is evidence to suggest a behavioral regularity R, and since, plausibly, R is 

sustained as a behavioral regularity and causally explained by the existence of a social 

norm N, governing speaker-behavior, then, we reasonably presume that there is some 

N, such that, N explains R.71 

 Moreover, since N governs speaker-behavior, it follows from the existence of N 

that, if speaker-sincerity is not in conflict with speaker-motive, then speaker-sincerity 

is the speaker-behavior default. Given, of course, that N is a de facto social norm that 

governs speaker-behavior in the social context shared by speaker and recipient. 

 Hence, if recipients were warranted to rely on N as a social norm that sustains R in 

a social context shared by the speaker, then reliable responsiveness to de facto 

speaker-sincerity would not be necessary for warranted acceptance of, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability. This, in turn, implies that warranted say-so-based acceptance is 

not necessarily conditional on recipients being reliably responsive to de facto speaker-

sincerity. The argument below is a step-by-step demonstration of this point.  

 AVOIDING UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS 

(1) There is evidence to suggest that speaker-sincerity is sufficiently frequent to be 

considered the speaker-behavior default in cases when speaker-sincerity is not 

in conflict with speaker-motive. 

(2) Plausibly, what explains that speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior default is 

the existence of a de facto social norm, N, governing speaker-behavior, such 

that, the existence of N causally explains and sustains the behavioral regularity, 

R, that speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior default when speaker-sincerity 

poses no threat to the speaker-motive. 

Recall that, 

(3) Speaker-virtue is the function from speaker-sincerity and speaker-competence, 

to prima facie de facto speaker-reliability. 

We derive, from 2 and 3, that, 

																																																								
71 For instance, with respect to the evidence, we could interpret N as the imperative: one says ‘p’, if and only if, 

one believes p. 
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(4) The warrant to accept, prima facie, that a social norm N sustains R in a social 

context shared by recipient and speaker extends to warranted acceptance of, 

prima facie, speaker-virtue.72 

We derive, from 3 and 4, that, 

(5) Recipients are warranted to accept that a social norm N sustains R in a social 

context shared by the speaker ⇒ Recipients are warranted to accept, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability.73 

Moreover, two corollaries of 5 are, 

(6) Warranted acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability is not necessarily 

conditional on recipients being reliably responsive to de facto speaker-

reliability. 

(7) Recipients’ unreliable responsiveness to de facto speaker-reliability does not 

defeat the warrant to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability, which extends 

from the warrant to accept that a social norm N sustains R in a social context 

shared by the speaker. 

So to be clear, if recipients are warranted to accept N as a social norm that sustains R 

in a social context shared by the speaker, then reliable responsiveness to de facto 

speaker-sincerity would not be necessary for warranted acceptance of, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability. And so, if we can account for the warrant to accept N as a social 

norm that sustains R in a social context shared by the speaker, then we would also be 

able to account for warranted say-so-based acceptance in a way that is not conditional 

on recipients being reliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. 

Take note of the antecedent in steps 4 and 5 – that is, the premise that recipients 

must be warranted to accept that a social norm N sustains R in a social context shared 

by the speaker. Since this premise is so important to the argument to avoid UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS, we need an account of what it is that warrants recipients to accept that 

a social norm N sustains R in a social context shared by the speaker. The next section 

deals with this. 

																																																								
72 Alternatively, this premise can be read as: Warranted acceptance of, prima facie, a social norm sustaining that 

speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior default, in context C, extends to warranted acceptance of, prima facie, 
speaker-virtue in C. 

73 Alternatively, this premise can be read as: Warranted acceptance of, prima facie, a social norm sustaining that 
speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior default, in context C, extends to warranted acceptance of, prima facie, 
speaker-reliability in C. 
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3.2.7 An Appeal to Goldberg (2015) and COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS 

We can find a way to account for the groundless premise,74 in the argument to avoid 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, by looking to COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS and Goldberg 

(2015): 

[Insincere speaker-behavior is harshly criticized] and speakers react in characteristic ways to such 

criticisms, because all parties to a discussion recognize (and regard as legitimate) the expectations 

generated by making or observing an assertion – and all parties recognize that the other parties 

recognize this as well, and so on. 

      (Goldberg 2015: 80, brackets and italics added) 

To be clear, COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS states that, given a shared social context C, the 

warrant to accept that N sustains R 75, in C, is conditional on N being common ground 

in C.76 

Common Ground =def. a consistent set of propositions, relative to some social 

context C, such that, p is common ground in C, if and only if, for any subject S, such 

that S participates in C, then S either, believes that-p or accepts plausibly-p. 

And so, since the warrant to accept N, in C, is conditional on N being common 

ground in C, then recipients’ warrant to accept N is, at least, conditional on recipients 

presupposing that the speaker, either, accepts or believes that N is common ground in 

C. As Goldberg argues, unless we account for the systematic reactions that follow 

conformity and violation of N on something other than the existence of a de facto 

social norm, then our expectations, as recipients, of speaker-behavior is simply not 

warranted, unless we accept that speaker-behavior is governed by social norms.  

Therefore,  

An explanation for hearers’ and speakers’ systematic reactions will presumably have to appeal to some 

norm or standard to which participants in speech exchange are appropriately held. 

(Goldberg 2015: 80-1) 

																																																								
74 That is, the premise (5): that warranted acceptance that a social norm N sustains speaker-sincerity as the 

speaker-behavior default in C extends to warranted acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 
75 R being interpreted as:  speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior default, if and only if, speaker-sincerity is 

not in conflict with speaker-motive. 
76 Here, I appeal to Stalnaker (2014) and the notion of common ground as conversational context: ‘information 

that is available, or presumed to be available as a resource for communication’ (2014: 24, italics added) in 
Stalnaker, R. C. (2014) Context, Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 24-25. 
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We then derive the following premise: recipients are warranted to accept that a social 

norm, N, sustains R in C, if and only if, N is common ground in C. 

 COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS 

(1) Recipients are warranted to expect that R is a behavioral regularity in C and that 

participants in C react systematically to speaker-behavior that conforms to and 

deviates from R. 

(2) Presumably, we cannot explain warranted expectations of R as a behavioral 

regularity in C, nor that participants in C react systematically to speaker-

behavior that conforms to and deviates from R by appeal to anything else than 

the existence of a de facto social norm N, which governs speaker-behavior in C. 

A corollary of 2 is that, 

(3) Recipients are warranted to expect that R is a behavioral regularity in C and that 

participants in C react systematically to speaker-behavior that conforms to and 

deviates from R	⇔ Recipients are warranted to accept that a social norm, N, 

sustains R in C. 

(4) A social norm, N, sustains R in C ⇔ N is common ground in C. 

It follows, from 3 and 4, that, 

(5) Recipients are warranted to accept that a social norm, N, sustains R in C ⇔ N is 

common ground in C. 

To be clear, COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS helps us explain how recipients can be 

warranted to accept that a social norm, N, sustains speaker-sincerity as the speaker-

behavior default. However, as the next section demonstrates, non-presumptivism is 

inconsistent with COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS. This implies that non-presumptivism 

cannot account for recipients’ warranted acceptance of N as a norm that sustains 

speaker-sincerity as the speaker-behavior default, which is what extends to warranted 

acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. The next section explains this further. 

3.2.8 A Premise Against Non-Presumptivism 

What was just demonstrated is how COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS enables us to account 

for the, prima facie, groundless premise in our argument to avoid UNRELIABLE 
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RESPONSIVENESS.77 However, as I will argue here, non-presumptivism is inconsistent 

with COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS, which implies that it, prima facie, cannot account for 

recipients’ warrant to accept that a social norm, N, sustains R in C, and so, that it is 

left vulnerable to UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS.  

 The argument in this section demonstrates that non-presumptivism is, prima facie, 

left vulnerable to UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, which is here read as a premise for 

hybridism. 

 ARGUMENT AGAINST N.PRES 

(1) One avoids UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENES ⇔ One accounts for the premise ‘recipients 

are warranted to accept that a social norm, N, sustains R in C’. 

(2) The premise ‘recipients are warranted to accept that a social norm, N, sustains R 

in C’ can be accounted for by appeal to COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS. 

(3) COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS ⇒	the premise ‘recipients are warranted to accept that 

a social norm, N, sustains R in C’ supervenes on social warranting factors, i.e., 

external factors in a recipient’s social environment. 

It follows, from 3, that, 

(4) COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS ⇒ Anti-individualism (i.e., the view that warrant and 

content supervenes on mental states, cognitive capacities and dispositions, in the 

social environment of the individual to whom it is attributed). 

(5) Non-presumptivism ⇒	Individualism (i.e., the view that warrant and content 

supervenes on mental states, cognitive capacities and dispositions, internal to 

the individual to whom it is attributed). 

It follows, from 4 and 5, that,  

(6) Non-presumptivism is inconsistent with COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS. 

It follows, from 6, 1 and 2, that, 

(7) Non-presumptivism cannot account for the premise ‘recipients are warranted to 

accept that a social norm, N, sustains R in C’ by appeal to COMMON GROUND 

HYPOTHESIS. 

Thus, it follows, from 7 and 1, that, 

(8) Non-presumptivism is vulnerable to UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS. 

																																																								
77 See above, §3.2.6 
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To be clear, COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS enables us to explain why the participants in 

some social context C are warranted to expect, of other participants in C, that they 

react systematically to speaker-behavior that conforms to and violates N. Unless we 

can explain these expectations, we would not be able to account for why recipients 

would be warranted to accept that a social norm, N, sustains R in C. And so, unless we 

account for why recipients would be warranted to accept that a social norm, N, 

sustains R in C, we are left vulnerable to UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS. 

 However, non-presumptivists could, perhaps, find an alternative way to explain 

recipients’ expectations of socially sanctioned speaker-behavior. Though, it is hard to 

imagine what such an account would look like, and how warranted acceptance of the 

existence of a de facto social norm, N, would serve as a non-social, internal, 

warranting factor. 

3.2.9 A Premise Against Presumptivism 

Presumptivism is compatible with anti-individualism and, therefore, consistent with 

COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS. As far as I can tell there is nothing apparent or intuitive 

that counts against presumptivism avoiding UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS on the argument 

sketched in §3.2.6.78 However, the problem with presumptivism is that its 

commitment to an exclusively non-rational notion of say-so-based warrant entails that 

it simply cannot avoid accounting for warranted say-so-based acceptance in a way 

that the reliability of say-so-based acceptance is undermined, either by GULLIBILITY or 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS. 

 Let us recapitulate, the reason why Reidean presumptivism is abandoned in favor 

of presumptivism w/monitoring is because it is believed that if the no-defeater 

condition requires subconscious monitoring for defeaters, then the vulnerability to 

GULLIBILITY will not undermine the reliability of warranted non-rational say-so-based 

acceptance. However, an implication of this is that presumptivism w/monitoring 

requires of recipients that they be reliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. 

But, then, as we have seen, UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS implies that recipients are 

unreliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability, which in turn, undermines the 

reliability of the non-rational say-so-based acceptance that presumptivism 

																																																								
 78 Accounting for a recipient’s warrant to rely on, prima facie, de facto speaker-reliability as an extension of the 
recipient’s warrant to rely on a social norm that sustains, as a regularity in speaker-behavior, speaker-sincerity as 
the speaker-behavior default. 
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w/monitoring accounts for as warranted. In other words, UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS 

implies a defeater of the non-rational acceptance that presumptivism w/monitoring 

accounts for as warranted. 

 What I will argue here is this: even though presumptivism can avoid UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS by means of the solution I proposed in §3.2.6, it is still premised on a 

non-rational notion of say-so-based warrant. This means that for the presumptivist to 

preserve the notion of say-so-based warrant that presumptivism is premised on, it 

implies that, 

Presumptivists are committed to account for the warrant to accept that a social 

norm, N, sustains speaker-sincerity as the speaker-behavior default in C, such that, 

this warrant extends to a priori warranted non-rational acceptance of, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability. 

By appeal to COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS, as suggested in §3.2.7, presumptivists can 

account for the warrant to accept that, in C, a social norm, N, sustains speaker-

sincerity as the speaker-behavior default. Well not exactly, what presumptivists can 

account for, by appeal to COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS, and the evidence discussed, is 

that, in C, a social norm, N, sustains speaker-sincerity as the speaker-behavior default 

given that speaker-sincerity poses no threat to the speaker-motive. This is because the 

proper interpretation of R, which is the regularity in speaker-behavior, for which there 

is evidence that N sustains, is: 

R = only when speaker-sincerity does not pose a threat to the speaker-motive is 

speaker-sincerity the speaker-behavior default. 

Hence, what N sustains in C, is not simply that speaker-sincerity is the speaker-

behavior default, but that a condition for this is that speaker-sincerity does not pose a 

threat to the speaker-motive. What COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS lets us account for is the 

warrant to accept that N sustains R in C. 

 However, in order for this warrant to extend to a warrant to accept, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability, recipients must also accept that speaker-sincerity does not pose a 

threat to the speaker-motive. This is because speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior 

default, on the condition that it is not in conflict with speaker-motive. And so, 

whether it is by presumption or inference, the recipient must premise acceptance of, 
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prima facie, speaker-reliability on accepting that speaker-sincerity does not pose a 

threat to speaker-motive. 

 However, presumptivists cannot make warranted acceptance of, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability conditional on rational acceptance of sincere speaker-motive, since 

this means that the warrant to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability is, partly, 

conditional on the evidence recipients have to support sincere speaker-motive. Hence, 

since presumptivists are committed to preserving say-so-based warrant as exclusively 

non-rational, they are also committed to accept that speaker-sincerity does not pose a 

threat to speaker-motive, non-rationally, by presuming on a no-defeater condition.  

 Here is the problem: for recipients to presume, prima facie, sincere speaker-

motives, on nothing but a no-defeater condition, is as gullible as it gets. This would 

seem to suggest that for acceptance of speaker-sincerity as not posing a threat to 

speaker-motive, to not be gullible, a positive reasons-requirement is needed. 

However, this would entail that the warrant to rely on speaker-reliability, extending 

from warranted acceptance of speaker-sincerity as the speaker-behavior default, is 

rational and a posteriori. And so, since the presumptivist thesis commits 

presumptivists to an exclusively non-rational and a priori account of say-so-based 

warrant, presumptivism cannot make warranted acceptance of speaker-sincerity as the 

speaker-behavior default conditional on positive reasons supporting sincere speaker-

motives. 

 ARGUMENT AGAINST PRESUMPTIVISM 

(1) One avoids UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS ⇔ One accounts for the premise 

‘recipients are warranted to accept that a social norm, N, sustains R in C’. 

(2) Presumptivists are committed to account for the warrant to accept that a social 

norm, N, sustains speaker-sincerity as the speaker-behavior default in C, such 

that, this warrant extends to a priori warranted non-rational acceptance of, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

A corollary of 2 is that, 

(3) One avoids UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS in a way that maintains an a priori notion 

of non-rational say-so-based acceptance ⇔	Recipients’ warrant to accept that 

speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior default, in C, involves defeasible non-

rational acceptance of speaker-sincerity as not posing a threat to speaker-

motive. 
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However, 

(4) Non-rational acceptance of speaker-sincerity as not posing a threat to speaker-

motive implies gullible acceptance of speaker-sincerity as the speaker-behavior 

default, which, in turn, extends to gullible acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-

reliability. 

Hence, to account for the groundless premise in the argument to avoid UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS, presumptivism makes itself vulnerable to GULLIBILITY. I should explain 

why this is so unfortunate for presumptivism. 

 In short, GULLIBILITY (including all the objections that can be derived from it) is not 

an issue that a theory of say-so-based warrant can live with. It is not like sunburn, or 

an amputated leg, in the sense that the problem (to a certain extent) can be ignored.79 

If anything, it is more like an agonizing toothache, the problem must be removed. The 

reason for this is clear once we recall what a theory of say-so-based warrant is 

required to do: viz. to account for warranted say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis 

for warranted belief (e.g., as a basis on which recipients would be entitled to form 

warranted beliefs). When a theory of say-so-based warrant is vulnerable to GULLIBILITY, 

it means that the theory accounts for warranted say-so-based acceptance in such a way 

that this acceptance is rendered gullible. This undermines the reliability of say-so-

based acceptance, and so, undermines the aptness of say-so-based acceptance as a 

basis for warranted belief. 

 Hence, since it is a necessary condition for a theory of say-so-based warrant that it 

accounts for warranted say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis for warranted belief; 

and, since the reliability of presumptivist accounts of warranted say-so-based 

acceptance is undermined by the vulnerability to GULLIBILITY; then, a presumptivist 

account of warranted say-so-based acceptance is not an apt basis for warranted belief. 

Therefore, presumptivism fails to meet what is required of a theory of say-so-based 

warrant. 

 So to be clear, the vulnerability to GULLIBILITY must be overcome.80 This is why it is 

unfortunate that presumptivism, in its effort to avoid UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, is yet 

																																																								
79 One can still move around with an amputated leg, among the options are prostheses and wheelchairs, whereas 

the sunburn could perhaps be treated with some aloe Vera. 
80 One could always argue that the problem could be avoided by changing the conditions for theories of say-so-

based warrant. There are probably even some that think we should. The problem is that, if we change our 
conditions for theories of say-so-based warrant, then we also change what they are used to explain. 
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again made vulnerable to GULLIBILITY. Moreover, this suggests that the presumptivist 

framework is rendered unfit to establish that warranted say-so-based acceptance is an 

apt basis on which recipients would be entitled to premise warranted belief. 

3.2.10 Why GULLIBILITY is not a Problem to Contextualist Hybridism in the way that 

it is a Problem to Presumptivism 

Contextualist hybridism is premised on there being contexts in which warranted say-

so-based acceptance is not conditional on the recipient having positive reasons to 

support rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. That is, contextualist 

hybridism allows for warranted say-so-based, non-rational, acceptance to be an apt 

basis for warranted belief. 

However, the previous section argued that presumptivism is unfit to account for 

warranted say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis for warranted belief because it is 

committed to account for say-so-based warrant as non-rational. One might ask if this 

is not also a problem for contextualist hybridism. I will now explain why it is not. 

A theory of say-so-based warrant is vulnerable to GULLIBILITY if it accounts for 

warranted say-so-based acceptance in such a way that this undermines the reliability 

of say-so-based acceptance as a basis for warranted belief. The reason that GULLIBILITY 

is problematic for presumptivism and not contextualist hybridism is that the 

presumptivist thesis commits presumptivists to account for warranted acceptance as 

exclusively non-rational. First, this is a problem because UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS 

defeats the warrant that is conditional on recipients being reliably responsive to de 

facto speaker-reliability.81 Second, it is a problem because, in the effort to avoid 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, presumptivism accounts for warranted say-so-based 

acceptance as extending from a priori warranted reliance on speaker-sincerity as the 

speaker-behavior default, which extends from a defeasible presumption that speaker-

sincerity does not pose a threat to speaker-motive. Since the presumptivist thesis 

implies that all instances of warranted say-so-based acceptance are non-rational, 

presumptivists are, therefore, committed to account for warranted say-so-based 

acceptance in such a way that this undermines the reliability of say-so-based 

acceptance as a basis for warranted belief. 

I will now explain why this is not the case for contextualist hybridism. To be clear, 

here is what contextualist hybridism allows for: 
																																																								

81 See: ch. III, §3.2.4. 
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In any context, C, if C is such that it calls for non-rational acceptance of, prima 

facie, speaker-reliability then warranted acceptance of prima facie speaker-

reliability extends from a priori entitled, non-rational acceptance82 of speaker-

sincerity as the speaker-behavior default. 

And, recall that C calls for non-rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability, 

if and only if, C is such that there are no defeaters of the a priori entitlement to non-

rationally accept: (i) that, in C, speaker-sincerity does not pose a threat to the speaker-

motive; (ii) that, in C, speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior default; (iii) that, in C, 

the speaker is prima facie, reliable with respect to what is said.83 

According to contextualist hybridism, warranted say-so-based acceptance is only 

ever an apt basis for warranted belief in those contexts when the entitlements to 

presume (i), (ii) and (iii) are all undefeated.84 One might object that this condition 

makes a priori entitled acceptance almost non-existent, but this is not correct. Below 

are a few examples of contexts that call for non-rational acceptance, in which say-so-

based warrant is not conditional on the recipient having positive reasons, and in which 

the entitlements to non-rational acceptance of (i), (ii) and (iii) can be presumed to be 

undefeated: 

EXAMPLE  Joe tells Jasper, casually, that he is going to Jill’s birthday party, which 

to Jasper is a triviality. Given, then, that Jasper’s entitlements to presume (i), (ii) and 

(iii) are all undefeated, the context is such that Jasper, regardless of being aware, is a 

priori entitled to accept that Joe is going to Jill’s birthday party. 

EXAMPLE Though she is completely uninterested in what Joe has to say, Jill 

nonetheless lets him rant on about his new action figure. Given, then, that Jill’s 

entitlements to presume (i), (ii) and (iii) are all undefeated, the context is such that 

																																																								
82 That is, presuming on a no-defeater condition, without positive reasons, that speaker-sincerity does not pose a 

threat to the speaker-motive. 
83 To be clear, the a priori entitlement to undefeated acceptance of what is said extends from undefeated entitled 

acceptance of, prima facie speaker-reliability, which extends from entitled undefeated acceptance of speaker-
sincerity is the speaker-behavior default, which extends from entitled undefeated acceptance of sincere speaker-
motives. 

84 Here, it should be noted that ‘undefeated’ refers to a state in which there are, de facto, no defeaters (neither 
normative nor rebutting/undercutting). It does not refer to a state in which, as far as the recipient can tell, there are 
no apparent defeaters. 
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Jill, regardless of being aware, is a priori entitled to accept what Joe tells her about 

his new action figure.85 

 Furthermore, contextualist hybridism makes warranted say-so-based acceptance 

conditional on rational acceptance – from positive reasons – in those contexts when 

the entitlement to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability is defeated.86 This is the 

reason why contextualist hybridism is not vulnerable to GULLIBILITY in the way that 

presumptivism is.  

3.3  In Conclusion of Chapter III 

Chapter III introduced the hybrid alternative to the presumptivist- and the non-

presumptivist frameworks. By appeal to contextualist hybridism, I have demonstrated 

that the hybrid framework avoids issues that are serious for presumptivists and non-

presumptivists. 

For one, presumptivism deals with objections derived from GULLIBILITY by adding to 

the no-defeater condition that it must involve subconscious monitoring for de facto 

defeaters of speaker-reliability. The implication is that recipients are required to be 

reliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. However, an implication of 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is that this makes presumptivism w/monitoring vulnerable to 

GULLIBILITY. The problem for presumptivism: it just cannot seem to avoid GULLIBILITY. 

For pessimistic non-presumptivists, there is the issue that premising a notion of 

say-so-based warrant that is exclusively rational, which makes say-so-based warrant 

conditional on recipients satisfying the demands of INTELLECT 1, implies difficulties for 

accounting for warranted acceptance for younger children (about 18-36m/old) in 

response to say-so. Another corollary of premising a notion of say-so-based warrant 

that is exclusively rational is that many attitude-responses to say-so are non-warranted 

due to the strong demands of INTELLECT 1. On top of that, there is also the issue of 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, which undercuts the pessimistic non-presumptivist account 

of say-so-based warrant by implying that recipients are unreliably responsive to de 

facto speaker-reliability. 
																																																								

85 Note that a common feature in these contexts is that Jasper and Jill (the recipients) are not very much reliant 
on what they are told by Joe. 

86 For instance, suppose that the entitlement to presume that speaker-sincerity does not pose a threat to the 
speaker-motive is defeated. This would entail that the entitlement to presume that speaker-sincerity is the speaker-
behavior default is defeated which would defeat the entitlement to presume, prima facie, speaker-reliability that 
extends from it. 
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Contextualist hybridism, however, avoids the issues that haunt both pessimistic 

non-presumptivism and presumptivism w/monitoring. 

EXAMPLE  By allowing for warranted say-so-based acceptance to be conditional 

on justification to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability, hybridism avoids GULLIBILITY 

by premising a notion of rational say-so-based warrant in those contexts in which the 

reliability of entitled acceptance is undermined as gullible. 

Moreover, even though it commits to a notion of rational say-so-based warrant, 

and thereby also commits to INTELLECT 1, contextualist hybridism also says that it is 

context-sensitive whether or not say-so-based warrant is conditional on the 

requirements of INTELLECT 1. The final point of argument is that contextualist hybridism 

avoids UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS by the argument sketched in §§3.2.6-7. 

The premises against the non-presumptivist and presumptivist frameworks derive 

from demonstrating that these theories are seriously vulnerable to one or more of the 

issues discussed. Since contextualist hybridism can avoid these issues this is taken to 

suggest that hybridism is the framework we should opt for, instead of presumptivism 

and non-presumptivism. 

The next chapter provides a clear outline of the argument for preferring hybridism 

and before considering and responding to plausible objections to the argument. 
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Chapter IV 

Anticipating Comments and Objections 

Summarizing the Argument for Contextualist Hybridism; 

Responding to Plausible Objections and Comments 

Chapter IV is structured as follows: 

o Subchapter 4.1 summarizes the view of contextualist hybridism and outlines the 

argument for preferring contextualist hybridism. 

o Subchapter 4.2 discusses and responds to some anticipated objections to the 

argument for preferring contextualist hybridism. 

o Subchapter 4.3 concludes the chapter.  

4.1  In Summary of Contextualist Hybridism 

Before discussing some of the anticipated objections to the case for preferring 

contextualist hybridism, I briefly summarize the view of contextualist hybridism that I 

have presented in Chapter III. After that I provide a rundown of my argument for 

preferring contextualist hybridism to presumptivism and non-presumptivism. 

4.1.1  Contextualist Hybridism, Outlined 

The two most important things to note about the contextualist hybridist framework are 

summarized in the following bullet points: 

o Hybridism premises that say-so-based warrant extends from, both, a priori 

entitled, non-rational, acceptance and a posteriori justified rational acceptance, 

of prima facie speaker-reliability.87 

o Contextualist hybridism is premised on the claim that the conditions for relying 

on, prima facie, speaker-reliability are context-sensitive. 

So to be clear, contextualist hybridism lets us account for warranted say-so-based 

acceptance as conditional on rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability in 

some contexts. Whereas, in other contexts, it lets us account for warranted say-so-

																																																								
87 To be clear, this means that a recipient can have both a priori entitled and a posteriori justified belief-

responses on the basis of say-so. However, having both is presumably not better than having just the one, since 
regardless of whichever warrant one has, its function is the same: to token social approval. 
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based acceptance as not conditional on rational acceptance, but rather as extending 

from non-rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. This is because 

contextualist hybridism premises say-so-based warrant as being context-sensitive. 

 EXAMPLE While driving, Joe asks his friend whether they should turn left or right 

to get to the airport. His friend says to turn left. Contextualist hybridism says that, in 

some contexts, Joe would be warranted to accept his friend’s say-so, whereas in other 

contexts he would not. 

 A challenge for contextualist hybridism is then to distinguish between those 

contexts that call for justified, rational, acceptance of speaker-reliability and those that 

call for entitled, non-rational, acceptance. 

 Here is a suggestion: if we can somehow rule out the possibility that a given 

context calls for, say, entitled non-rational acceptance (e.g., by identifying a 

normative defeater that rebuts the recipient’s presumption about, prima facie, speaker-

reliability) this will indicate that the context calls for justified, rational, acceptance. 

 However, it is not always that simple to just rule out the possibility that a given 

context calls for an entitlement. Besides, it is presumably much harder to just rule out 

that a context calls for justified acceptance. Hence, it can be rather tricky to determine 

whether a context calls for entitled- or justified acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-

reliability, and though I cannot provide a full list of suggestions that exhausts every 

factor one might want to consider, I do nonetheless suggest two relevant factors: 

 PRAGMATIC ENCROACHMENT The more reliant a recipient is on what she accepts, the 

more reason there is to demand justification as a premise for warranted say-so-based 

acceptance. 

 FAMILIARITY WITH SPEAKER This consideration simply means to ask whether there 

are any normative defeaters, obvious or subtle, that would make warranted acceptance 

conditional on more than merely the recipient’s a priori right to, undefeated, non-

rational acceptance. 

As mentioned, these two factors are nowhere near exhaustive of the possibilities one 

might consider, but they are nonetheless useful for considering the kind of contextual 

factors that might play a role in fleshing out the contextualist hybridist framework.  
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 This concludes the brief summary of contextualist hybridism. Below, the next 

section outlines the four parts of the argument for preferring contextualist hybridism, 

followed by a discussion of anticipated comments and objections to this argument. 

4.1.2  The Argument for Preferring Contextualist Hybridism, Outlined 

PART I       AVOIDING UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS 

(1) A theory of say-so-based warrant ought to account for warranted say-so-based 

acceptance as an apt basis for warranted beliefs. 

(2) There is evidence to suggest that UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS defeats the warranted 

say-so-based acceptance that is conditional on recipients being reliably 

responsive to de facto speaker-sincerity. 

However, 

(3) The defeater derived from UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is defeated by the warrant 

to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability, which extends from the warrant to 

accept, prima facie, that speaker-sincerity is the speaker-behavior default. 

(4) Warranted acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-sincerity as the speaker-behavior 

default can be accounted for, partly, by premising COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS. 

PART II   PREMISE AGAINST NON-PRESUMPTIVISM 

(5) Non-presumptivism is premised on a commitment to internalism; therefore, 

non-presumptivism is inconsistent with COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS. 

A corollary of 5 is that, 

(6) Non-presumptivism is vulnerable to UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, which defeats 

warranted say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis for warranted belief. 

PART III  PREMISE AGAINST PRESUMPTIVISM 

(7) Presumptivist thesis ⇒	Say-so-based warrant is premised on non-rational 

acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

A corollary of 7 is that, 

(8) Presumptivist thesis commits presumptivists to account for warranted say-so-

based acceptance in a way that is vulnerable to GULLIBILITY. 

We derive, from 7 and 8, that, 
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(9) Its vulnerability to GULLIBILITY undermines the reliability of warranted say-so-

based acceptance, such that presumptivist accounts of non-rational acceptance 

are inapt as a basis for warranted belief. 

Moreover, 

(10) Regardless of being able to avoid UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS by appeal to COMMON 

GROUND HYPOTHESIS, presumptivism w/monitoring still cannot avoid GULLIBILITY. 

To be as clear as can be, the problem for presumptivism can be summarized as 

follows: attempting to avoid GULLIBILITY, presumptivism revamps its no-defeater 

condition so to involve subconscious monitoring for defeaters of de facto speaker-

reliability. In other words, presumptivism w/monitoring makes say-so-based warrant 

conditional on recipients being reliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. 

Hence, an implication of UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is that presumptivism 

w/monitoring is rendered globally gullible. This entails that presumptivist accounts of 

non-rational acceptance are inapt as a basis on which recipients would be warranted to 

premise warranted belief. 

 However, presumptivism can avoid UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS by accounting for 

warranted acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability in a way that is not 

conditional on recipients being reliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability.88 

Presumptivism can account for warranted non-rational acceptance of speaker-

reliability as extending from warranted acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-sincerity 

as the speaker-behavior default. Though the problem is that the presumptivist thesis 

commits presumptivist accounts to a non-rational account of say-so-based warrant. 

Hence, as I argued in Chapter III, §3.2.9, for presumptivism to avoid UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS, by way of what I suggested in §3.2.6, whilst also accounting for say-

so-based warrant as non-rational, the implication is that presumptivism still is 

vulnerable to GULLIBILITY. Thus, presumptivism is, due to its inescapable vulnerability 

to GULLIBILITY, poorly suited to account for warranted say-so-based acceptance as an 

apt basis for warranted belief. 

 

 

 

																																																								
88 See premise (3) above. 
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PART IV  PREMISES FOR PREFERRING HYBRIDISM 

(11) On a hybrid framework, we can account for say-so-based warrant in terms of, 

both, a posteriori justified, rational, acceptance and a priori entitled, non-

rational, acceptance. 

(12) Contextualist hybridism ⇒ It is relative to context whether say-so-based warrant 

extends from a posteriori justified rational acceptance, or from a priori entitled 

non-rational acceptance. 

(13) The conjunction of contextualist hybridism and COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS lets 

us account for warranted acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability as 

extending from, both, 

a. a priori entitled, non-rational, acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-

sincerity as the speaker-behavior default. 

b. a posteriori justified, rational, acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-

sincerity as the speaker-behavior default. 

Furthermore, here are two corollaries of 13, 

(14) Contextualist hybridism avoids UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS by accounting for 

warranted acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability in a way that is not 

conditional on recipients necessarily being reliably responsive to de facto 

speaker-reliability. 

(15) Contextualist hybridism avoids GULLIBILITY by not being committed to an 

exclusively non-rational account of say-so-based warrant. 

We can derive, from 14, 15, 6 and 9, that, 

(16) Contextualist hybridism avoids the issues that make pessimistic non-

presumptivism and presumptivism w/monitoring poorly suited to account for 

warranted say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis for warranted belief. 

The aim here is that the argument, to prefer contextualist hybridism to presumptivism 

w/monitoring and pessimistic non-presumptivism, also supports a preference for a 

hybrid framework, in general, over presumptivist- and non-presumptivist frameworks.  

In what remain of this chapter I respond to some plausible objections to the 

argument for preferring contextualist hybridism.  
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4.2  Anticipating and Responding to Objections to the Argument and 

Premises for Preferring Contextualist Hybridism 

4.2.1 Objection: The Argument for Preferring Contextualist Hybridism Premises 

a False Dichotomy 

Suppose that we were to single out Chapter II of this dissertation so to discuss the 

debate on say-so-based warrant as it is presented there – viz. as though presumptivism 

and non-presumptivism are the only two alternatives. Our discussion would then be 

premised on what is called a false dichotomy. That is, premised on a fallacy of setting 

up the discussion so to present a choice between, say, two theories, when in reality 

there are more than those two theories to choose from. 

EXAMPLE It is like the friend who says, “So, we can watch Die Hard 1 or we can 

watch Die Hard 2”, when in reality, Die Hard 3, Die Hard 4 and Die Hard 5 are all 

available in shelf. 

However, with respect to my argument, one could perhaps accuse me of presenting 

somewhat of a false trichotomy, i.e., that what I sketch as the only three alternatives 

does not in fact exhaust every plausible alternative. If so, here is what my “false 

trichotomy” would look like: 

Either, we are with the presumptivists and vulnerable to GULLIBILITY; or, we are with 

the non-presumptivists and vulnerable UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS (not to mention 

the issues implied by COST-EFFECTIVENESS and INTELLECTUALIST); or, we accept my 

preferred view of hybridism, and avoid all issues. 

An important premise for hybridism is that, due to their vulnerabilities, neither 

presumptivism nor non-presumptivism can be considered suited to provide 

satisfactory accounts of say-so-based warrant. It is, thereby, possible to make the case 

that the argument for hybridism is premised on a false dichotomy, derived from the 

false trichotomy: 

Either we account for say-so-based warrant by means that are vulnerable to such 

serious issues as GULLIBILITY, UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, INFANT/CHILD OBJECTION etc., 

or we accept hybridism and avoid all these issues. 
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This suggests that, in my argument for preferring hybridism, I imply that only a 

credulous fool would refuse hybridism in light of this dichotomy. However, if the 

dichotomy is false, such that, for instance, there is a way for non-presumptivists to 

avoid UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS via a different route than COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS, 

then that would cast serious doubt over one of my most important premises. Or, 

supposing that one were to reveal issues for hybridism that are just as serious as, or 

perhaps even worse than, UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS and GULLIBILITY. This would prove 

the alternatives of the dichotomy to be false, since accepting hybridism would not be 

without issues. 

4.2.1.1  Response: There is no False Dichotomy; the Argument to Prefer 

Contextualist Hybridism is Premised on Prima Facie -Claims 

It is here important to note that I do not premise the argument for preferring 

hybridism on claiming that non-presumptivism, by necessity, is vulnerable to 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS. Rather, I premise my preference for hybridism on the prima 

facie vulnerability of non-presumptivism to UNRELIABILE RESPONSIVENESS. 

 I do premise my preference for hybridism on the fact that presumptivism, by 

avoiding UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS via COMMON GROUND HYPOTHESIS, makes itself 

vulnerable to GULLIBILITY. However, I do not claim that my proposed solution, in 

§3.2.6, for avoiding UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is the only option available for 

presumptivism. What I do claim is that, as far as I can tell, there is nothing apparent 

to suggest an alternative. And so, since presumptivism is consistent with COMMON 

GROUND HYPOTHESIS; and, since, as far as I can tell, there is no better alternative for 

presumptivism to avoid UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS; then, we must either accept a 

presumptivist framework that is vulnerable to UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, or one that 

avoids it with the implication of being vulnerable to GULLIBILITY. 

 So, anyone objecting to my argument by claiming that I present a “false” 

dichotomy should note that the only dichotomy I present is premised on prima facie 

claims and not de facto claims. Moreover, if it turns out that the prima facie claims 

are false – viz. that there are other alternatives for presumptivist and non-

presumptivists to avoid UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS – then this would not immediately 

suggest a plausible reason to reject my argument. For, even if presumptivists and non-

presumptivists were to avoid UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS via other routes than COMMON 

GROUND HYPOTHESIS, then chances are that hybridism would also be able to do the same. 
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And so, even if UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS could be avoided on all accounts, it is likely 

that, in light of such issues as COST-EFFECTIVENESS, INFANT/CHILD OBJECTION and GULLIBILITY, 

hybridism would still be the better choice for establishing say-so-based acceptance as 

an apt basis for action and attitude. 

4.2.2 Objection: The Premise Against Non-Presumptivism in §3.2.8 commits the 

Subjectivist Fallacy 

The premise against non-presumptivism in §3.2.8 is based on the claim that its 

commitment to individualism89 makes it incompatible with the suggestion for 

avoiding UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS in §§3.2.6-7, which presupposes anti-

individualism.90 Since non-presumptivism, seemingly, cannot avoid UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS I suggest the implication that non-presumptivism is unsuited to provide 

satisfactory accounts of say-so-based warrant. 

However, an individualist can refuse the premise against non-presumptivism by 

rejecting anti-individualism, which is presupposed by my suggestion for avoiding 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS (in §§3.2.6-7). Below is an outline of the objection an 

individualist might make: 

OBJECTION FROM REFUSING ANTI-INDVIDUALISM 

(1) The suggestion for avoiding UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, in §§3.2.6-7, 

presupposes anti-individualism. 

(2) Non-presumptivism is premised on individualism. 

It follows, from 1 and 2, that, 

(3) Non-presumptivism is incompatible with the suggestion for avoiding UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS in §§3.2.6-7. 

However,  

(4) For all individualists, anti-individualism is false. 

Hence, from 4 and 1, it follows that, 

																																																								
89 The view that warrants and content supervenes on mental states, cognitive capacities and dispositions, 

internal to the individual to whom it is attributed. 
90 The view that warrants and content supervenes on mental states, cognitive capacities and dispositions, in the 

social environment of the individual to whom it is attributed. 
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(5) For all individualists, the suggestion for avoiding UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS from 

§§3.2.6-7 presupposes something false, which is a reason for thinking that the 

suggestion for avoiding UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS from §§3.2.6-7 is unreliable. 

And, from 5 and 3: 

(6) For all individualists, non-presumptivism is incompatible with an unreliable 

suggestion for avoiding UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS. 

And so, 

(7) For all individualists, the premise against non-presumptivism is based on the 

incompatibility of non-presumptivism and the suggestion for avoiding 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS from §§3.2.6-7 ⇒	The premise against non-

presumptivism can be refused. 

In will now respond to this objection by arguing for the plausibility to reject 

individualism, so to reasonably presuppose anti-individualism. 

4.2.2.1  Response: Independent Non-Subjective Reason for Accepting Anti-

Individualism 

It can be made clearer why the commitment to individualism is problematic for non-

presumptivism. I will do this by considering the issue outlined below, which will here 

be referred to as ‘DEFERENCE TO EXPERTS’. In short, DEFERENCE TO EXPERTS demonstrates 

that in some cases, say, when recipients premise rational acceptance of, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability on deferring to the de facto reliable competence of an expert, the 

recipient’s warrant supervenes on mental states in the recipient’s social environment. 

That is, DEFERENCE TO EXPERTS shows that, sometimes, warranted acceptance supervenes 

on attitudes and capacities located at individuals other than the ones to which warrant 

is attributed. 

 First, however, for our purposes here, ‘expert’ is defined as follows, 

Experts =def. individuals whom, by virtue of their field-specific competence, 

occupy a socio-epistemic authority position. 

 To be clear, an example of a person occupying a “socio-epistemic authority 

position” would be a university professor with field-specific competence on some 
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topic T (for instance: 16th century East-European trading routes).91 Now, DEFERENCE TO 

EXPERTS is outlined as follows, 

 DEFERENCE TO EXPERTS 

(1) When deferring to an expert, recipients premise their acceptance of, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability on the de facto reliable competence (doxastic attitudes and 

cognitive capacities) of a speaker as an expert. 

(2) For all individualists, when recipients premise their acceptance of, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability on the de facto reliable competence of a speaker as an expert, 

recipients are deferring to their on own attitudes regarding the competence of 

the speaker. 

However, 

(3) Recipients’ acceptances of, prima facie, speaker-reliability by deference to 

experts are warranted by virtue of the de facto reliable competence of an expert, 

not by virtue of a recipient’s attitudes regarding the competence of the speaker. 

A corollary of 3 is that, 

(4) When recipients are warranted to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability from 

deferring to an expert, warranted acceptance supervenes on mental states and 

cognitive capacities in the social environment external to recipients. 

Thus, 

(5) Warranted acceptance supervenes on mental states and cognitive capacities in 

the social environment of recipients ⇒ Individualism is false. 

It is here possible for the individualist to respond that the warranting factors, which 

are truly responsible for the warrant, are the recipient’s attitudes regarding the 

speaker as an expert. Hence, the individualist would remark that, despite the fact that 

the de facto reliable competence of the expert is located in the recipients’ social 

environment, it is ultimately the attitudes and capacities local to the recipient that the 

warrant supervenes on. And so, since these attitudes are located at the individual, the 

recipient’s acceptance of the expert’s de facto reliable competence does not actually 

supervene on the recipient’s social environment. 

																																																								
 91 It should be noted that many socio-epistemic authority positions are not as easy to spot as that of the 
university professor or the IT-guy. Some positions are on public display, whereas others are subtle, like, the 
widowed uncle who spent the last ten years researching your family history. 
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 However, this response could be met by noting that individualist theories (like 

non-presumptivism) run the risk of being made vulnerable to GULLIBILITY if how these 

theories account for recipients’ deference to experts is by deferring to recipients’ 

acceptance of the speaker as an expert. Presumably, when recipients defer to experts 

for warranting their acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability it is because they 

are not experts themselves. Supposing that a recipient’s warranted acceptance of some 

say-so extends from deferring to the speaker as an expert. Surely, by deferring to the 

speaker as an expert, the recipient’s attitude is warranted by virtue of the de facto 

reliable competence of the speaker, not by virtue of the recipient’s conjecture. 

 What DEFERENCE TO EXPERTS demonstrates is that, sometimes, warranted rational 

acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability supervenes on more than merely the 

mental states local to the individual to which warrant is attributed. It sometimes 

supervenes on mental states in the individual’s social environment, such that, the 

individual whose mental states warranted acceptance supervenes on is a different 

individual than the one to which warrant is attributed. DEFERENCE TO EXPERTS suggest a 

solid premise to resist individualism by making the cogent case that individualism is 

in conflict with our intuitions. This alone is however not sufficient for a solid 

rejection of individualism, but it does offer some prima facie support for its 

implausibility. 

4.2.3 Objection: UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is Derived from a Faulty Generalization 

The argument to prefer hybridism is premised on the unfortunate implications of 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS for presumptivism and non-presumptivism. UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS is, in turn, derived from the generalization that recipients are unreliably 

responsive to de facto speaker-sincerity. I claim support for this generalization by 

appeal to the meta-analysis by Bond and DePaulo (2006) and to the empirical 

evidence gathered from the participants involved in this research. The evidence from 

Bond and DePaulo (2006: 230) indicate an average of 54% accuracy in the capacity 

of recipients to assess for speaker-sincerity. What seems to explain these results is 

that recipients are unresponsive to accurate signs of sincerity and insincerity, and so, 

the premise I derive is that recipients are unresponsive to de facto speaker-sincerity. 

Though, one might object to this premise by accusing me of committing the following 

faulty generalization: 
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 FAULTY GENERALIZATION 

(1) The participants from the studies involved in the Bond and DePaulo (2006) 

meta-analysis are unreliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. 

Therefore, 

(2) All recipients are unreliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. 

If the generalization is faulty, this can be premised to further argue that UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS is not as problematic as I make it out to be.  

4.2.3.1 Response: The Data-Sample from which UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is 

Derived is not Biased 

A no-good generalization is, typically, one that has been derived from a sample of 

particulars (e.g., an n number of subjects participating in various studies on the 

accuracy of deception detection), such that, the sample fails to be representative of 

that which it generalizes to (e.g., all recipients). When such a sample fails to be 

representative, we say that the sample is biased. 

 However, I would argue that the sample from the Bond and DePaulo meta-analysis 

is not biased. Bond and DePaulo ‘summarize evidence from 206 studies’ on the 

accuracy of deception detection (2006: 217), going back as far as to 1941. The sample 

of the meta-analysis contains 384 independent samples, with nearly 25 000 recipients 

and 4500 speakers. Had the sample, say, contained no more than ten randomly chosen 

subjects, or, only one or two prejudiced uncles, then the sample would definitely have 

been biased. But, the sample from the Bond and DePaulo meta-analysis is massive. 

 One could, however, also object that the evidence, which I generalize my premise 

from, does not exclude that there could be recipients who actually are reliably 

responsive to de facto speaker-sincerity. Furthermore, one might claim that the size of 

the meta-analysis sample is irrelevant if the sample fails to be representative of those 

recipients whom, in fact, are reliably responsive to de facto speaker-sincerity. 

 Though, it is true that if the sample were to mostly consist of university students, 

as is typically the case, then it could still be biased, despite its massive size. However, 

the meta-analysis total sample does include sub-samples within which so-called 

experts and non-experts are evenly distributed. That is, samples with an even 

distribution of “average-Joes” and ‘individuals whose occupations expose them to lies 
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[...] law enforcement personnel, judges, psychiatrists, job interviewers and auditors – 

anyone whom deception researchers regard as experts’ (2006: 229, brackets added.).  

 The total sample of the meta-analysis is about as representative of recipients as it 

can be. Its sub-samples contain data on a variety of relevant factors, among which are: 

PREPARATION would manipulating the time that a speaker has to prepare insincere 

speaker-behavior have any effect on the success of the speech act?  

EXPOSURE would previous exposure to the speaker influence the accuracy of 

detecting insincere/sincere speaker-behavior? 

INTERACTION would interactions between speaker and recipient make a difference 

in accuracy compared to when recipients judge, say, a pre-recorded 

clip of the speaker?  

Since it is safe to say that the meta-analysis sample is not biased, then neither is the 

generalization that I derive from it faulty. And so, an objection from claiming that I 

am guilty of a faulty generalization can be resisted. 

 However, non-presumptivists might, in light of this, accept that what the evidence 

suggests is that recipients, in general, are unreliably responsive to de facto speaker-

sincerity, and, argue that this only serves to demonstrate that say-so-based warrant 

must be conditional on stronger rationalist demands. This motivates the following 

objection. 

4.2.4 Objection: UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is not an Issue for Non-Presumptivism, 

but rather, a Premise in Support of Non-Presumptivism 

The empirical evidence, from which UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS derives, suggests that 

recipients, in general, are unreliably responsive to de facto speaker-sincerity/-

reliability. As a non-presumptivist, one might point out that this should only serve to 

demonstrate that say-so-based warrant must be conditional on stronger rationalist 

demands. That is, non-presumptivists might remark that an obvious implication of 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is that, even with its subconscious monitoring-requirement, 

presumptivism would still be vulnerable to GULLIBILITY.  

 One could also claim that, since I cannot exclude the possibility that there might be 

a way for non-presumptivism to avoid UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, then, neither do I 

successfully reject that non-presumptivism can be presupposed to avoid UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS. Hence, since the presupposition that non-presumptivism, somehow, 
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avoids UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS cannot be rejected, there is then a case to be made for 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS as a premise in support of non-presumptivism, rather than, 

as a premise for non-presumptivism to be set aside. 

4.2.4.1 Response: Regardless if Non-Presumptivism were to Avoid UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS, Hybridism is Nonetheless the Theory to opt for 

It is correct that if non-presumptivism, somehow, were to avoid UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS, then, UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS would serve as a premise to favor non-

presumptivism over presumptivism. But, presumptivism and non-presumptivism do 

not exhaust our choices. There is also hybridism, and if the choice were between non-

presumptivism and hybridism, then hybridism would be the best option. 

 I will now explain why: Suppose that, both, hybridism and non-presumptivism 

successfully avoids UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS.92 Further, recall the difference between 

these views: 

o Non-presumptivism treats say-so-based warrant as a right to rely on the word 

of others, which extends from recipients’ a posteriori rational acceptance of, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability.  

o Hybridism treats say-so-based warrant as a right to rely on the word of others, 

which can extend from, both, (i) a posteriori rational acceptance of, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability and (ii) a priori intuitive acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-

reliability. 

To see why we ought to prefer hybridism to non-presumptivism, I suggest we return 

to the argument that I labeled COST-EFFECTIVENESS, and consider its conclusion: 

For most subjects S, if we suppose that warranted say-so-based acceptance is a 

posteriori, and conditional on S having evidence to rationally accept, prima facie, 

speaker-reliability, then we will not be able to account for S’s practice of accepting 

say-so as an apt basis for action and attitude.93 

To be clear, what is demonstrated by COST-EFFECTIVENESS is that, if we account for 

warranted say-so-based acceptance as exclusively a posteriori, it entails that most of 

																																																								
92 We leave it to the imagination to figure out how. What matters, for our purpose here, is only that non-

presumptivism, somehow, avoids UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS. 
93 See: ch. III, §3.2.2. 
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our day-to-day commonplace reliance on the word of others would be considered an 

inapt basis for us to rely on. 

 EXAMPLE  It would, for instance, entail that whenever our roommate calls to tell 

us that we are out of milk, unless we take our time to infer, prima facie, that our 

roommate is reliable with respect to whether or not we are out of milk, then it would 

not be considered an apt basis to accept and rely on his say-so for, say, buying more 

milk or planning for a milk-less night. 

 In response to this example, one might note that, if one accepts commonsense 

person theory (Fricker 1994), then, there will be a wide range of topics with respect to 

which speakers are mostly reliable. Hence, one might point out that commonsense 

person theory implies that people are mostly reliable when reporting on such topics 

as, say, the content of their fridge and where their parents live. Supposing that this 

were the case; that is, that commonsense person theory implies that there is a cluster 

of contexts in which speakers are mostly reliable, and a cluster of contexts in which 

speakers are mostly unreliable, and that recipients are sensitive to signs that help them 

to reliably distinguish between reliable- and unreliable contexts. 

 The problem here is that this would imply that recipients are reliably responsive to 

de facto speaker-reliability, which in turn would imply that the implication from 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS – viz. that recipients are unreliably responsive to de facto 

speaker-reliability – is false. However, the discussion in §4.2.3.1 explicitly suggests 

that UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is an ample scientific generalization. This should make 

it counterfactually robust and offer a solid reason to reject commonsense person 

theory. 

 Besides, even if, for the sake of argument, we ignore UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, 

there is still the issue that pessimistic non-presumptivism requires of all instances of 

say-so-based warrant that they be conditional on a posteriori warranted rational 

acceptance. It does not help that commonsense person theory can explain that 

recipients mostly are so disposed that they can easily entertain positive reasons 

sufficient for rational acceptance. Recipients are, nonetheless, required to piece 

together a valid inference from perceived speaker-reliability to, prima facie, the 

plausibility of what they are told. 

 Non-presumptivism might serve us well if what we are after is a theory to account 

for, say, recipients’ right to accept the say-so of a speaker whom they suspect might 
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have insincere motives.94 Although, this is, in fact, what we are after with a theory of 

say-so-based warrant, it is not all that we are after. 

 What we are after is a theory that, in addition to explaining say-so-based warrant 

as sometimes conditional on rational acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability, 

also can explain say-so-based warrant in those situations when the context is such that 

the right to accept a speaker’s say-so extends from the a priori right to rely on 

undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

 To demonstrate why we need this I will now return to the anecdote from the 

introduction and sketch out two contexts, which each call for a different kind of say-

so-based warrant. The aim here is to demonstrate that the conditions for warranted 

say-so-based acceptance should be accounted for as context-sensitive, and to further 

suggest pragmatic encroachment as a plausible factor for determining what sort of 

warrant the context calls for. 

 First, here is a recap of the anecdote from the introduction: 

JENNY’S WEDDING 

Jill and Joe had both responded that they were coming to Jenny’s wedding. So, when 

none of them came, Jenny confronted them each the next day: 

JILL: On, no? I am so sorry! Joe told me (Jenny’s brother) that you postponed the 

wedding. I just... since he’s your brother and all, I mean. I guess I just blindly 

expected him to be reliable. 

JOE: What do you mean I didn’t show up? The wedding was postponed, right? I 

swear I thought Greg said you postponed. You know Greg, the new clairvoyant guy 

that I go to. This guy is the real deal, Jenny. You wouldn’t believe it, crystal ball and 

them cards and everything. Greg is as reliable as they come; guess I must have heard 

him wrong or misunderstood what he said. 

 Below are two different contexts in which Jill’s situation is considered by appeal to 

pragmatic encroachment. The first demonstrates a context that calls for a posteriori 

warranted rational acceptance, whereas, the second demonstrates one that calls for a 

priori warranted non-rational acceptance. 

																																																								
94 In comparison, presumptivism would not let us account for this as say-so-based warrant. Instead, 

presumptivists would say that the warrant to accept on say-so is defeated by the recipient’s suspicions regarding 
the prima facie insincere motives of the speaker. 
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CONTEXT 1 Since Jill is Jenny’s best friend (and maid of honor) it is of great 

importance to Jill that she attends Jenny’s wedding; skipping out would certainly ruin 

a lifelong friendship. However, on the evening before the wedding, Jill receives a 

phone call from Joe. 

  In this context, Jill needs to attend Jenny’s wedding, their friendship depends on 

it. Hence, from considering pragmatic encroachment, the context is such that, for Jill, 

warranted say-so-based acceptance in response to Joe telling her that the wedding is 

postponed calls for an a posteriori justification. To be clear, considering pragmatic 

encroachment, CONTEXT 1 illustrates a case in which, for Jill, warranted say-so-based 

acceptance would only be an apt basis for warranted belief on the condition that Jill is 

justified to accept Joe’s say-so. That is, on the condition that Jill is a posteriori 

warranted to rationally accept that Joe is speaker-reliable with respect to whether or 

not the wedding has been postponed. 

 Let us now consider a different context for Jill’s situation, one in which the context 

would call for an a priori entitlement instead. 

CONTEXT 2 Jill and Jenny does not know each other that well. In fact, they first 

met the day before the wedding, at Jenny’s bachelorette party, in the place where Jill 

works as a waitress. In a shroud of intoxication and delight, when Jill had taken their 

orders Jenny thanked her by inviting Jill to her wedding the next day. Jill politely 

accepts and after her shift she calls to ask about the details. Joe picks up the phone. 

 In this context, though Jill does accept Jenny’s invitation, she is nowhere near as 

obligated to come to the wedding as is Jill from CONTEXT 1. In dire contrast to Jill from 

CONTEXT 1, Jill from CONTEXT 2 will not lose her best friend if she skips out on Jenny’s 

wedding.95 Hence, considering that there is nothing at stake for Jill in CONTEXT 2 to 

accept what Joe tells her about the wedding being postponed, the context is such that 

warranted say-so-based acceptance is granted on an a priori entitlement. 

 As a reminder, this is not to say that if Jill were also to have evidence such that she 

would cogently infer, prima facie, speaker-reliability about Joe, then because the 

context calls for an a priori entitlement this means that her inference would not grant 

her justification. That is not the case. Jill’s entitlement in CONTEXT 2 is independent of 

																																																								
95 That is to say, it is possible for Jill from CONTEXT 2 to lose her best friend (whoever that is) if she skips the 

wedding, though it would most probably not be as a direct consequence of skipping the wedding. 
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whether or not she would also happen to be justified. What is important to note is that 

what separates CONTEXT 2 from CONTEXT 1 is that CONTEXT 2 is such that a priori entitled 

acceptance is an apt basis for warranted belief, whereas in CONTEXT 1, for say-so-based 

acceptance to be an apt basis for warranted belief, it must be a posteriori justified. 

 And so, I round off this rant for why contextualist hybridism should be preferred to 

pessimistic non-presumptivism, given that both avoid UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS with 

the following remarks: to say whether say-so-based warrant is an apt basis for 

warranted belief is not simply a question of whether the conditions for warrant are 

met. It is just as much a question of what the relevant conditions are, relative to 

context. Hence, the aptness of treating as true, what we accept from say-so, cannot 

always be a matter of whether recipients have sufficient evidence for acceptance. But, 

the aptness of treating as true, what we accept from say-so, will always be a question 

of whether the aptness is entitled or justified. 

4.2.5 Objection: Vulnerability to GULLIBILITY is no Reason to Reject Presumptivism 

The presumptivist might object that, despite its vulnerability to GULLIBILITY, 

presumptivism can nonetheless account for warranted say-so-based acceptance as an 

apt basis for action and attitude. 

 Here is a plausible motivation for this objection:  GULLIBILITY does not necessarily 

imply unwarranted say-so-based acceptance. In other words, it is very much possible 

for a recipient to be gullible, and yet, not incapable of being warranted to accept the 

say-so of others.96 One could then claim that this further extends to theories as 

follows:  

For a theory (e.g., presumptivism) to be vulnerable to GULLIBILITY, it does not 

necessarily follow that all instances of say-so-based acceptance, which the theory 

can account for, are rendered unwarranted. 

To be clear, one might claim that the fact that presumptivism is vulnerable to 

GULLIBILITY does not thereby mean that presumptivism, consequently, cannot account 

for warranted say-so-based acceptance. One could claim that unless presumptivism is 

globally gullible – i.e., that presumptivism accounts for warranted say-so-based 

acceptance as a gullible belief-forming mechanism – then the reliability of accepting 

																																																								
96 At least, this is what Goldberg and Henderson (2006) argue in response to Fricker’s (1994) GULLIBILITY-based 

rejection of presumptivism. 
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say-so as an apt basis for warranted belief would not be undermined. Hence, it could 

be argued that, since its vulnerability to GULLIBILITY does not mean that presumptivism 

accounts for warranted say-so-based acceptance as a non-reliable basis for belief, then 

nor does presumptivism describe say-so-based acceptance as a non-reliable belief-

forming mechanism.97 And so, the fact that its vulnerability to GULLIBILITY might imply 

that some recipients would be gullible in their acceptance of say-so, this local 

gullibility would not mean that the recipient would not be warranted to believe from 

accepting say-so. 

 EXAMPLE it might be gullible, in a certain context C, for some recipient, Joe, to 

accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability on nothing but a no-defeater condition. 

However, the local gullibility of some recipient/context-pair <Joe, C> does not 

necessarily undermine the reliability of the a priori right, of recipients, in general, to 

accept undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability. Nor would it undermine this as a 

reliable belief-forming mechanism. Hence, given the gullibility of <Joe, C>, it would 

still be warranted for <Joe, C> to form belief on the basis of an a priori right to 

accept undefeated, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

In light of this, the presumptivist could make the case that anyone implying that the 

local gullibility of <Joe, C> extends globally to <any recipient, any context>, would 

be guilty of a hasty generalization. 

 Here is a way to formulate the objection that, in light of the above, might be raised 

against the argument for preferring hybridism: 

 OBJECTION IN DEFENSE OF PRESUMPTIVISM 

(1) The argument for preferring hybridism premises that presumptivism is unsuited 

to account for say-so-based warrant due to its vulnerability to GULLIBILITY. 

However, 

(2) GULLIBILITY does not necessarily imply unwarranted say-so-based acceptance. 

(3) It does not follow, from its vulnerability to GULLIBILITY, that all presumptivist 

instances of say-so-based acceptance are rendered unwarranted. 

Hence, 

																																																								
97 Recall the reliabilist thesis of warrant: belief B is epistemically/doxastically warranted, if and only if, the 

mechanism by which B is formed is de facto reliable. 
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(4) Presumptivism is not unsuited to account for warranted say-so-based 

acceptance. 

It can further be derived from 4 that premise 13 from the argument to prefer 

hybridism (in §4.1.2 above) can be rejected.  

4.2.5.1 Response: The Objection Misses the Point by Failing to Consider the 

Implications of UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS 

This objection does not take into account the implications of UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS 

and can, therefore, be resisted. In short, the objection does not deal with the problem 

that despite their disposition to monitor for defeaters of de facto local speaker-

reliability, recipients are rendered unreliably responsive to de facto speaker-reliability. 

That is, an implication of UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is that the monitoring-disposition, 

which is claimed to “defuse” the problem of GULLIBILITY, is in fact rendered unreliable. 

And not just for some recipient, Joe, in some context, C, but for all recipients, such 

that, after all, GULLIBILITY is a global problem for presumptivism w/monitoring, not a 

local one. 

 To be clear, since this objection is inspired by the Goldberg-Henderson (2006) 

response to Fricker’s GULLIBILITY-charge (1994), a brief summary will help solve any 

confusion: 

 FRICKER’S GULLIBILITY CHARGE 

(3) Real problem with say-so-based warrant is to account for local speaker-

reliability, not the global reliability of say-so as source for information. 

Hence, 

(4) To account for say-so-based warrant without involving some sort of screening-

process for local speaker-reliability is to provide, ‘an epistemic charter for 

gullibility’ (Fricker 1994: 143). 

As we recall from §2.2.5, the monitoring requirement is drafted in response to 2. It is 

then argued that the revamped presumptivism avoids GULLIBILITY since it involves a 

sort of screening-process for local speaker-reliability, which redirects presumptivism 

as illustrated below, from its “Reidean roots”, to its contemporary form: 
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The objection above is inspired by this development in the presumptivist line of 

thinking. It argues that though presumptivist accounts run the risk of explaining the 

say-so-based acceptance of some recipient, Joe, in some context, C, as warranted, 

even though there is local gullibility for <Joe, C>, this far from implies that all say-

so-based acceptance is gullible, when accounted for by presumptivism. 

 Though this is correct, the objection misses the point by failing to consider what is, 

perhaps, my most crucial premise:  UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, and its implication 

that recipients’ disposition to monitor for defeaters of de facto local speaker-reliability 

is rendered unreliable. So to be clear, an implication of UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS is 

that one does not avoid GULLIBILITY simply by redirecting from Reidean presumptivism 

to presumptivism with monitoring. Another implication is that presumptivism with 

monitoring accounts for warranted say-so-based acceptance in a way that is globally 

gullible. To illustrate this, I have expanded on FRICKER’S GULLIBILITY CHARGE as follows, 

 FRICKER’S GULLIBILITY CHARGE (EXPANDED) 

(1) Real problem with say-so-based warrant is to account for local speaker-

reliability, not the global reliability of say-so as source for information. 

Hence, 

(2) To account for say-so-based warrant without involving some sort of screening-

process for local speaker-reliability is to provide, ‘an epistemic charter for 

gullibility’ (Fricker 1994: 143). 

(3) Presumptivism w/monitoring makes warranted say-so-based acceptance 

conditional on recipients having a reliable disposition to monitor for defeaters 

of de facto local speaker-reliability.98 

However, 
																																																								

98 In other words, makes say-so-based warrant conditional on recipients being reliably responsive to de facto 
speaker-reliability. 

REIDEAN PRESUMPTIVISM 
 

Explaining warranted 
acceptance as extending from 
the global reliability of the 
disposition to accept say-so.  

PRESUMPTIVISM W/ MONITORING 
 

Explaining warranted 
acceptance as extending from 
local speaker-reliability. 
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(4) UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS ⇒ Recipients have a globally unreliable disposition to 

monitor for defeaters of de facto local speaker-reliability. 
(5) To account for warranted say-so-based acceptance on a globally unreliable 

disposition to monitor for defeaters of de facto local speaker-reliability, is to 

account for warranted say-so-based acceptance as globally gullible. 

Thus, 

(6) UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS ⇒ Presumptivism w/monitoring accounts for 

warranted say-so-based acceptance in a way that makes it globally gullible. 

To round of this response I want to make clear that to account for warranted say-so-

based acceptance as globally gullible implies a failure to account for warranted say-

so-based acceptance as an apt basis for action and attitude. 

 And so, since, it is a necessary condition that a theory of say-so-based warrant 

establishes warranted say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis on which recipients 

would be entitled to premise warranted beliefs, then, presumptivism w/monitoring is 

unsuited for providing satisfactory accounts of say-so-based warrant. 

4.2.6 Objection: Considering Pragmatic Encroachment for Deciding whether the 

Context Calls for Entitlement or Justification Raises Concerns About 

Younger Children 

In §3.1.4, I suggest considering pragmatic encroachment when we decide on whether 

say-so-based warrant in a given context calls for justified or entitled acceptance of, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability. That is, I suggest that we consider how reliant the 

recipient is on what she accepts – reliance in the sense of the recipient’s commitment 

to what she accepts as a premise for action and attitude. I suggest that we let degree of 

reliance on what is said be a factor for determining the conditions for warranted say-

so-based acceptance. The more reliant the recipient is on what she accepts, the 

stronger the demands. 

 EXAMPLE if the recipient premises a warranted belief on the acceptance of 

someone’s say-so, which she further invokes as the basis for deciding to push George 

off the roof, then one might consider this as one of those factors that tell us that the 

context calls for justified acceptance of that someone’s say-so. 

 One objection that might be raised to the suggestion that we consider recipients’ 

reliance on what is said (as a factor for determining the conditions for warranted 
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acceptance) is that this makes contextualist hybridism vulnerable to a version of 

INFANT/CHILD OBJECTION. Hence, one might flag the concern that its vulnerability to a 

version of INFANT/CHILD OBJECTION demonstrates that pragmatic encroachment is a 

problematic thing to consider when determining the conditions for say-so-based 

warrant. 

 Below is an outline of an objection that could be raised in light of this concern, 

 PROBLEM WITH CONSIDERING PRAGMATIC ENCROACHMENT 

(1) Considering pragmatic encroachment ⇒ The more a subject S relies on p, the 

stronger the conditions for warranted say-so-based acceptance of p, such that, 

a. S relies significantly on p ⇒ warranted acceptance of ‘p’ is conditional on 

justification to accept, prima facie, de facto speaker-reliability. 

b. S relies insignificantly or not at all on p ⇒ warranted acceptance of ‘p’ 

extends from an entitlement to accept, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

(2) Younger children mostly are significantly reliant on what they accept.99 

It follows, 

(3) Considering pragmatic encroachment ⇒ Warranted say-so-based acceptance, 

for younger children, is mostly conditional on justification to accept, prima 

facie, de facto speaker-reliability. 

However, 

(4) Younger children are probably conceptually unequipped – i.e., lacking the 

concepts necessary – for reliably inferring, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

(5) Younger children tend to believe any speaker whom they have not yet 

experienced as unreliable (Jaswal and Perez-Edgar 2014). 

(6) Younger children tend to dismiss a slightly unreliable speaker just as much as a 

highly unreliable speaker (Pasquini et al. 2007). 

Hence, 

(7) Younger children are, very likely, unqualified to reliably justify their acceptance 

of, prima facie, speaker-reliability.100 

																																																								
99 Here, ‘younger children’ is used in reference to most children up to about 36m/old. 
100 To be clear, to ‘reliably justify that-p’ one successfully structures propositional attitudes (e.g., that-p, 

plausibly-p) so to move, validly or cogently, from a set of antecedent-attitudes to a consequent-attitude, which is 
something that, presumably, is far too much to expect of children under the age of three. 
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And so, it follows from 3 and 7, that, 

(8) Considering pragmatic encroachment ⇒ Younger children are, mostly, rendered 

incapable of warranted say-so-based acceptance. 

And so, it can further be objected that to consider pragmatic encroachment, when 

determining whether warrant is conditional on justification or whether it extends from 

entitlement, raises similar concerns as INFANT/CHILD OBJECTION does for non-

presumptivism.101 That is, either, contextualist hybridism implies that we have to 

accept different rules for children and those in a state of cognitive deficit (temporarily 

and chronically), or it implies that children and those in a state of cognitive deficit are 

rendered incapable of say-so-based warrant. 

4.2.6.1 Response: Whatever Warrant that Younger Children have to Accept Say-

So, it is not Doxastic Warrant, and so, it is not Problematic that Younger 

Children are Rendered Incapable of Doxastic Say-So-Base Warrant 

First of all, the argument for preferring contextualist hybridism is not explicitly 

premised on considering pragmatic encroachment for determining the context-specific 

conditions for say-so-based warrant. And so, even if pragmatic encroachment would 

turn out to be a problematic variable, this would not support an immediate rejection of 

my argument. 

 Though it is possible to make the case that pragmatic encroachment could still be 

considered one of the main factors for determining the context-specific conditions of 

say-so-based warrant, even in light of the objection above. Here is how: 

 PRAGMATIC ENCROACHMENT IS NOT PROBLEMATIC 

(1) The objection makes the case that pragmatic encroachment is problematic as a 

consideration when we assess contexts in which younger children are the 

recipients. 

(2) The objection does not make the case that pragmatic encroachment is 

problematic as a consideration when we assess contexts in which younger 

children are not the recipients.  

(3) If we accept that younger children, mostly, are incapable of warranted say-so-

based acceptance, then it is not problematic if considering pragmatic 

encroachment renders younger children incapable of say-so-based warrant. 
																																																								

101 See: ch. II, §2.2.4. 
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Hence, 

(4) The objection makes the case that pragmatic encroachment is problematic as a 

factor that determines the conditions of say-so-based warrant for those contexts 

in which the recipients are incapable of warranted say-so-based acceptance. 

One might ask why we should accept that younger children are mostly incapable of 

warranted say-so-based acceptance? Here is why: If we follow the argument above 

(the objection in §4.2.6), to premise 7: 

Younger children are, very likely, to be unqualified to reliably justify acceptance 

of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 

We can then point out that if we grant that younger children are, in practice, 

warranted when they accept the say-so of others, then, in light of premise 7 from the 

argument in §4.2.6, we derive the following disjunction: either, 

(i) Younger children are a priori entitled to rely on undefeated presumptions about, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability; or, 

(ii) The warrant for younger children to accept say-so is of a different species than 

doxastic say-so-based warrant (e.g., pragmatic or moral warrant). 

Furthermore, by appeal to the following premise: 

Younger children tend to believe any speaker whom they have not yet experienced 

as unreliable. (Premise 5 from §4.2.6)  

There is reason to think that younger children might only be responsive to a limited 

set of defeaters. More specifically, the evidence might even suggest that the only 

defeater, which younger children are responsive to, is the track record of previously 

perceived speaker-reliability/-unreliability. If this were the case, then it would 

undermine the a priori entitlement for younger children to rely on undefeated 

presumptions about, prima facie, speaker-reliability. This is because responsiveness to 

perceived speaker-reliability/-unreliability would not be enough to count for the 

reliability of recipients’ disposition to presume, prima facie, speaker-reliability on a 

no-defeater condition. 

 Hence, it could be argued that younger children are unreliably responsive to de 

facto speaker-reliability, and so, that for any context in which the recipients are 

younger children, the recipients are rendered incapable of warranted say-so-based 

acceptance. Not because we consider pragmatic encroachment as a factor that 
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determines the context-specific conditions of say-so-based warrant, but simply 

because the recipients are younger children. In light of this, we have reason to think 

that younger children are, neither, a priori entitled nor a posteriori justified to accept, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability, and so, that younger children are, in fact, incapable of 

doxastically warranted say-so-based acceptance. 

 One should, however, note that this does not undermine that younger children are 

warranted to accept the say-so of others.102 There is still a case to be made, though not 

here, that the warrant of younger children to accept say-so is of a different species 

than that of doxastic say-so-based warrant. For instance, it might be that younger 

children are pragmatically warranted to accept say-so, which would make warranted 

acceptance conditional on something else than the doxastic- entitlements and 

justifications that younger children are incapable of achieving.  

 One might note that a similar line of reasoning could be invoked by non-

presumptivists to avoid INFANT/CHILD OBJECTION. That is, since younger children are 

incapable of doxastic say-so-based warrant, then it is not a problem that the 

intellectualist demands of non-presumptivism renders younger children incapable of 

warranted say-so-based acceptance. Though this is true, it is no threat to the argument 

to prefer contextualist hybridism, since, by appeal to what is argued in §4.2.4.1, non-

presumptivism is still an inferior framework compared to hybridism. 

4.3  In Conclusion of Chapter IV 

Proceeding from the discussion in Chapter III, about how contextualist hybridism 

avoids the issues that cause problems for the presumptivist- and non-presumptivist 

frameworks, I started Chapter IV with a clear outline of the argument for preferring 

hybridism. This argument concludes that the hybrid framework is more fruitful and 

better suited than presumptivism and non-presumptivism to account for warranted 

say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis for warranted belief. 

In this chapter, I have considered and responded to six plausible objections that 

might be raised against my argument. Since, both, my case for hybridism and my 

premises against presumptivism and non-presumptivism are derived from UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS, most of the objections are somewhat related to it – e.g., by objecting 

that my grounds for claiming that non-presumptivism/presumptivism is vulnerable to 
																																																								

102 Recall from above that we already accept that younger children, in practice, are warranted to accept the say-
so of others. 
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UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS can be refuted, or by objecting to my grounds for UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS itself. However, Chapter IV demonstrates that even though my 

responses can be resisted, and even though we suppose that there is a way around 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS for all three frameworks, it is likely that, in light of 

GULLIBILITY, COST-EFFECTIVENESS and other issues, hybridism is still rendered the best 

option. 
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Conclusion 

My aim with this dissertation was to make the case that hybridism provides a more 

fruitful framework for accounting for say-so-based warrant than presumptivism and 

non-presumptivism. For one, my argument provides a cogent case for preferring 

hybridism given that the following premises are true: 

1. Presumptivism just cannot seem to avoid GULLIBILITY; and, 

2. Pessimistic non-presumptivism, prima facie, cannot avoid UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS; and, 

3. Even if pessimistic non-presumptivism could avoid UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, 

it would, due to its vulnerability to other issues, still be inferior to hybridism. 

If these premises are true then we should prefer hybridism for the reason that 

contextualist hybridism demonstrates that, in contrast to presumptivism w/monitoring 

and pessimistic non-presumptivism, hybridism proves to be the optimal framework by 

avoiding the issues that make the other two unsuited to account for warranted say-so-

based acceptance as an apt basis for warranted belief. 

However, it should be noted that another important premise for preferring 

hybridism derives from accepting that say-so-based warrant is neither exclusively 

rational nor exclusively non-rational. As discussed, presumptivists, for instance, 

might resist this premise and argue that for all instances of rational acceptance these 

are, by definition, inference-based and thus, not instances of say-so-based warrant. 

My counter-response can be read from my argument: given that our aim is to account 

for warranted say-so-based acceptance as an apt basis for warranted belief, it is clear 

that we should reject the presumptivist notion of say-so-based warrant. That is, we 

should reject a notion that is exclusively non-rational. 

My aim has been to demonstrate that it is due to the issues implied by premising a 

notion of say-so-based warrant as exclusively rational/non-rational that we should turn 

to hybridism. Hence, it should be read, as a corollary of the argument for preferring 

hybridism, that it is unreasonable to blindly resist the hybrid conjunction of say-so-

based warrant as, both, a posteriori justified acceptance from rational acceptance of, 

prima facie, speaker-reliability, and, a priori entitled acceptance from non-rational 

acceptance of, prima facie, speaker-reliability. 
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Moreover, apart from arguing for why we should prefer a hybrid framework, this 

project has emphasized the importance of UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS as an ample 

scientific generalization by discussing its implications for contemporary theories in 

the epistemology of testimony. Though this dissertation is not the first to discuss the 

substance of UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS, it nonetheless contributes to the epistemology 

literature by compiling the relevant empirical data from psychology, and framing it in 

epistemological terms. The intent is that this will help to magnify the importance of 

UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS and related issues. 

Upon reflection, it is interesting to see how my own argument and way of addressing 

the implications derived from UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS demonstrates just how 

important this issue is. To be clear, my own reliance on UNRELIABLE RESPONSIVENESS as a 

premise would, according to my own argument, require that I possess extensive a 

posteriori justification for the aptness of committing to the say-so of Bond and 

DePaulo (2006), Levine (2010) and others. Hence, as a last remark, since I on several 

occasions come dangerously close to implying that my grounds for UNRELIABLE 

RESPONSIVENESS is that “... Bond and DePaulo (2006) says so”, one could note that the 

dissertation, in a sense, reads as a premise for the importance of its topic. 
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